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New Jersey Council for the Social Studies Vendors October 2022

NJ Council for the Social Studies
Rutgers, The State University - Busch Campus
640 Bartholomew Road, suite 101-103
Piscataway, NJ 08854
848-445-3413 www.njcss.org
 
Rutgers Graduate School of Education
Charles Basden, Program coordinator
Office of Student and Academic Services
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
10 Seminary Place, Suite 110, New Brunswick, NJ
08901 / P. 848-932-0738
charles.basden@gse.rutgers.edu  www.gse.rutgers.edu
 
IEEE History Center
at Stevens Institute of Technology
Samuel C. Williams Library 3rd Floor
1 Castle Point Terrace, Hoboken, NJ 07030-5991
Phone +1 732 525 6022 m.c.hellrigel@ieee.org
www.ieee.org/history_center
 
Museum of the American Revolution
101 South Third Street Philadelphia, PA 1906
www.AmRevMuseum.org
 
Stockton University Graduate Studies
gradschool@stockton.edu  www.stockton.edu/grad
101 Vera King Farris Drive / Galloway NJ, 08205
 
Living Voices - Bring Life to History
Brian Simmons, Actor/Educator
600 N. 36th Street #221 Seattle, WA 98103
800-331-5716 206-328-0798
Livingvoices.org  
 
National Geographic Learning / Cengage
Valerie Petroski, 9-12 Sales Consultant
Southern New Jersey / C 215-870-1483
Valerie.petroski@cengage.com
Kurt Fritz / K-8 Education Consultant
C 856-986-4217
kurt.fritz@cengage.com/ngl.cengage.com/school

Alice Paul Institute

 Teachers College Press
Teachers College, Columbia University
1234 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 
10027
kling@tc.columbia.edu
www.tcpress.com  
212-678-7439
 
Seton Hall University
400 South Orange Avenue
South Orange, New Jersey 07079
http://www.shu.edu/academics/education
Tel: 973-275-2539
 
PBS Learning Media
www.pbslearningmedia.org
Old Barracks Museum
www.barracks.org

InquirED
www.inquired.org jeanette@inquired.org
Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge
Ellen Cornish, Assoc. Dir. Education
ecornish@ffvf.org
 
One Liberty Observation Deck
Philly From the Top
Diane@PhillyFromTheTop.com
New Jersey State Bar Foundation
New Jersey Law Center
Jodi Miller, Dir. Of Communication
One Constitution Sq, New Brunswick NJ 08902
jmiller@njsbf.or www.njsbf.org
 
New York Historical Society
170 Central Park West
https://www.nyhistory.org/education/history-
home
(p) 401-863-3155
 
New Jersey Historical Commission
Greer Luce, Communications Officer
609-943-3304 greer.luce@sos.nj.gov
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PO Box 1376 Mt Laurel, NJ 08054
www.alicepaul.org
atitman@alicepaul.org
 
Howell Living History Farm
70 Woodens Lane, Hopewell Twp., NJ 08530
 
Liberty Hall Museum
Hannah Gaston, Fellow www.kean.edu/libertyhall
908-527-0400
Kean University 1003 Morris Ave, Union, NJ
 
Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History
John McNamara and Ronald Nash
49 W. 45th St. - 6th Fl, NY, NY 10036
Phone: 646-366-9666 / Fax: 646-366-9669
Email: mcnamara@gilderlehrman.org
nash@gilderlehrman.org
www.gilderlerhman.org
 
Drew University
Chelsea Capstraw, Assist. Director of Admissions
Casperson School of Graduate Studies
36 Madison Avenue, Madison, NJ 07940
Email: jreed@drew.edu  Office: 973-408-3560
 
The DBQ Project
1234 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202
847-475-4007 (office) 646-345-4140 (cell)
mollywinter@dbqproject.com
www.dbqproject.com

Institute for Curriculum Services
Steve Goldberg, Trainer and Educator
914-552-2482 stevegoldberg.ics@gmail.com
www.Icsresources.org
 
New Jersey Council for Economic Education
Joseph di Figlia, Executive Director
732-241-7458 jdfiglia@njeconomics.org
www.njeconomics.org  
 
 

Midgard Education Publishing
Jay Gissen, CEO
646-412-5905 www.midgardeducation.com
jgissen@midgardeducation.com
 
Save Ellis Island
Historic Hospital Laundry Building
Nikki Todaro, Dir. Programs and Planning
ntodaro@saveellisisland.org
www.saveellisisland.org
 
Book Source
Eden Sonta (North/Central NJ)
Eden.sonta@gmail.com
Lynn Ahlquist (South NJ)
Lynn.ahlquist@gmail.com
 
Perfection Learning
Mike Healy 856-600-1454
mhealy@perfectionlearning.com
www.perfectionlearning.com
 
National Constitution Center
525 Arch Street Philadelphia PA 19106
www.constitutioncenter.org
 
Social Studies School Service
10200 Jefferson Blvd Culver City. CA 90232
SocialStudies.com
Lori Swiger lori@socialstudies.com

New Jersey History Day
William Paterson University
300 Pompton Road, Wayne, NJ 07470
973-720-3131 Phone / 973-720-3503 Fax
njhistoryday@wpunj.edu Email

The Choices Program
Brown University / Box 1948
Providence, RI 02912
choices@brown.edu
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Exhibitors from NJCSS October 2022 Conference:
 
Foundation for Impact on Literacy and Learning colleen@fill.foundation
Social Studies School Service lori@socialstudies.com
National Constitution Center jchamp@constitutioncenter.org
NJ Historical Commission sara.cureton@sos.nj.gov
National Geographic Learning/Cengage debbie.king@cengage.com
NJ Vietnam Veterans kgiannotti@njvvmf.org 

National Geographic Learning/Cengage Donna.livingston@cengage.com 

National Constitution Center sharris@constitutioncenter.org
Alice Paul Institute ahunt@alicepaul.org
Princeton Battlefield Society wrmarsch1776@pbs.org
Living Voices
Teachers College Press mcgann@exchange.tc.columbia.edu
NJ State Bar Foundation jmiller@njsfb.org
NJ National History Day norrisn@wpunj.edu
3GNY dreckess@3newyork.org
Historic Cold Spring Village jryan@hcsv.org
NY Historical Society schuyler.schuler@nyhistory.org
Social Studies Weekly andrew.shirley@studiesweekly.com
Booksource eden.sonata@gmail.com
Facing History and Ourselves franklin_stebbins@facinghistory.org
W.W. Norton & Company bwalsh@wwnorton.com
Sons of the American Revolution Roger@princetonsar.org
Macculloch Hall Historical Museum cwinslow@maccullochhall.org
Rutgers Graduate School of Education
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Descendants of Holocaust Survivors 
(https://www.3gny.org/) 

3GNY is an educational non-profit organization founded by grandchildren of Holocaust survivors. As a living 
link, we preserve the legacies and the lessons of the Holocaust. Our mission is to educate diverse 
communities about the perils of intolerance and to provide a supportive forum for the descendants of 
survivors. We feel a deep commitment to know and tell our family stories, and to place them within the 
greater context of the Holocaust. 3GNY also raises awareness about human rights issues and genocide – past 
and present.

We ensure that future generations will hear actual stories of our grandparents’ survival, that others can 
experience the human face of the Holocaust, as well as understand its details and its place in history. We 
provide the legacy, testimony and context for how this event is viewed and discussed today.
To accomplish these goals, 3GNY creates forums where members meet, learn, connect and share 
ideas. Founded in 2005, 3GNY’s membership now exceeds 5,000. We have diverse programs, including 
museum tours, film screenings, theater engagements, discussion groups, book readings, visits and dialogue 
with survivors, Shabbat dinners, Jewish cultural events, intergenerational gatherings, genealogy workshops 
and field trips.

WEDU SPEAKER C LASSROOM EXPERIENCE
Classroom presentations include a 15-20 minute presentation followed by a Q&A for students and teachers to 
have a dialogue and connect history with current events, intolerance and injustice. We aim to provide and pair 
two speakers per classroom visit to offer multiple experiences and complimentary presentations. For more 
information, please contact wedu@3gnewyork.org

New Jersey Vietnam Veterans’ Memorial Foundation
https://www.njvvmf.org/

The Vietnam War Memorial invites you to learn more about the 1,563 New 
Jerseyans; 1,562 men and 1 woman, who made ultimate sacrifice during the 
Vietnam War. Our Wall of Faces is more than just names; it is sharing insight into 
each of these individual’s lives. The Vietnam Era Museum is open to the public 
from 10 am to 4 pm Tuesday through Saturday. The museum is located at 1 
Memorial Lane in Holmdel. To organize a guided tour, please contact our tour 
manager at 732 – 335 – 0033 x 108 prior to your visit.

The exhibit “There & Back: The Journey to Vietnam and Home” draws deeply 
from veteran and civilian flight crew accounts. Rare in-flight photos, uniforms, 
and ephemera provide a seldom-seen look at the bond between soldiers and the 
flight attendants who served with Pan American World Airways (Pan Am), Trans 
World Airlines (TWA), and United during the Vietnam War. The exhibition also 
features a berthing compartment salvaged from the United States Naval 
Ship, General Nelson M. Walker; a troopship left untouched since the late sixties. 
Objects on display include lost personal items and canvas bunks covered with art 

https://www.3gny.org/
mailto:wedu@3gnewyork.org
https://www.njvvmf.org/
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and graffiti. The exhibition also marks the first public display of the graffitied 
helmet cover of Marine William “Billy” Dutches, returned to his family fifty years 
after he was killed in action in 1966.
The memorial is an open-air circular pavilion, 200 feet (61 m) in diameter. Around 
the entire outside are 366 8-foot-tall (2.4 m) black granite panels, each one 
representing a day. Casualties are listed according to what day they were killed. In 
the middle of the circular pavilion is a red oak, the state tree of New Jersey. This 
tree provides shade for three statues, one of a dying soldier, one of a nurse tending 
to his wounds, and one soldier standing at their sides. They represent those who 
died, the women in the war, and those who came back safely, respectively. They 
also represent multiple nationalities as the fallen soldier is white, the standing 
soldier is African American, and the nurse is Latino. The memorial is oriented so 
that the May Seventh panel, the day the war ended, points towards Vietnam.

Macculloch Hall Historical Museum
https://maccullochhall.org/

Macculloch Hall Historical Museum is located at 45 Macculloch Ave. in Morristown, New Jersey. It is 
open Saturday and Sunday from 12:00-4:00 p.m. and weekdays by appointment. For more information call 
973-538-2404 or email ccheponis@maccullochhall.org. Admission is Adults $8, Seniors and Students $6, 
and Children 6-12 $4. ‘Newly-arrived British immigrants George and Louisa Macculloch built Macculloch 
Hall in 1810. They expanded their Federal-style mansion in 1812 and 1819, tripling its size, as their family's 
prominence in local, state, and national affairs grew. Come explore the largest collection of original work of 
political cartoonist Thomas Nast (1840-1902), art, and American history where it happened.
Once home to a 26-acre working farm, today our gardens are open daily free to the public. Enjoy MHHM's 
wisteria, given to the Macculloch family by Commodore Matthew Perry in 1857, and visit the second-oldest 
sassafras tree in New Jersey. Experience American and European fine and decorative art in a nineteenth-
century local family's mansion. Explore the work of Thomas Nast (1840-1902), the "father of American 
political cartoons," who once lived just across Macculloch Avenue.

https://maccullochhall.org/
mailto:ccheponis@maccullochhall.org
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Ship-Like Artwork Evokes America’s Slave Trade
Source: https://www.surfacemag.com/articles/charles-gaines-moving-chains-artwork-governors-island/

On Governor’s Island in New York Harbor, a colossal wooden structure that looks like the hull of a ship 
evokes the horrors of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. It will be on display through June 2023. Ferries to 
Governor’s Island leave Brooklyn from Atlantic Avenue and Manhattan from the lower Manhattan ferry port.

The 100-foot-long structure’s is designed to replicate the feeling of being trapped below deck on a slave ship 
transporting Africans across the Atlantic Ocean to the New World where they will be enslaved. The 
experience is heightened by rows of motor-operated steel chains churning at 15-minute intervals

According to artist Charles Gaines, “In this country, there’s a general belief that a work of art is supposed to 
be an expression of beauty, that art isn’t intended to contribute to the political or social understanding of 
society—but the two parts are inextricably linked. Art as an aesthetic experience and its purpose.”

Underground Railroad Salem County Highlights by Bill Duhart

Sources: https://www.nj.com/news/2022/07/nj-played-a-significant-role-in-the-underground-railroad-find-
out-how.html

https://7stepstofreedom.wordpress.com/#:~:text=7%20Steps%20to%20Freedom%20tells,conductor%20on%
20the%20Underground%20Railroad.

A four-story hotel on Market Street in Salem in 1834 was turned into an impromptu courtroom where a 
bounty hunter was put on trial after pulling into town with a wagon of Black men, women and children he 

https://www.surfacemag.com/articles/charles-gaines-moving-chains-artwork-governors-island/
https://www.nj.com/news/2022/07/nj-played-a-significant-role-in-the-underground-railroad-find-out-how.html
https://www.nj.com/news/2022/07/nj-played-a-significant-role-in-the-underground-railroad-find-out-how.html
https://7stepstofreedom.wordpress.com/#:~:text=7%20Steps%20to%20Freedom%20tells,conductor%20on%20the%20Underground%20Railroad
https://7stepstofreedom.wordpress.com/#:~:text=7%20Steps%20to%20Freedom%20tells,conductor%20on%20the%20Underground%20Railroad
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believed to be fugitive slaves. Chaos erupted when the man pulled a gun and threatened the room after a 
judge ruled his captives were not escaped slaves. Two of them got away through a window that December 
night and several more eventually made their way to freedom. The history of the Slave Catcher Trial, held 
at what was more recently known as the Salem City Cafe, is retold through the 7 Steps to Freedom tour in 
Salem County — and is one of many accounts of the Underground Railroad in this state.

Salem County, New Jersey, is in an area where free blacks lived alongside enslaved African Americans in the 
early 19th century, and it was close to the slave states during the Civil War. It was also home to one of the 
first Quaker settlements in America, a group that was known to assist freedom seekers. All this made Salem 
County an important station along the Underground Railroad.

7 Steps to Freedom tells stories about the struggle against slavery from different points of view, including a 
Quaker abolitionist, Civil War soldiers, a young African American girl who became a poet and a conductor 
on the Underground Railroad. Seven locations around Salem County are associated with these narratives and 
can be visited by following the maps found at this website. Journey in the footsteps of these people and listen 
to their stories by cell phone in the places they knew. 
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The Nazi in the Classroom

Gary Ostrower

(Reprinted with permission from History News Network)

Three days after World War II began, as 
Nazi troops stormed into Poland, Ohio-born Edward 
Vieth Sittler (1916-1975), a 23-year-old study-
abroad student in Germany, applied for German 
citizenship. Not only did he become a German 
citizen; he renounced his American citizenship, 
became a member of the Nazi Party, and then 
broadcasted Hitler’s propaganda to American troops 
in Europe. 

What kind of propaganda? Among other 
things, he had denounced FDR as a traitor, called 
for his impeachment, denounced Jews as war 
profiteers, and predicted that the US would suffer 
defeat and partition unless it surrendered. Sittler had 
company. A number of other Americans also served 
Hitler, including the notorious Axis Sally. After 
VE-Day, they were arrested by the American 
military. The Department of Justice charged all but 
one with treason; the one was Edward Sittler.

Why not Sittler? Because he was no longer a 
U.S. citizen and only citizens can commit treason.

Sittler soon returned to the United States. Odd that 
he would be invited back, but the Department of 
Justice wanted him to testify against the others. He 
did, sort of. He testified for both the prosecution 
and the defense. He also used the technicalities of 
American immigration law to remain in the U.S., 
perhaps aided by his anti-communism during the 
1950s. During that decade, he taught at a number of 

small colleges including Shurtleff College in 
Illinois, Thiel in Pennsylvania, Alfred University in 
western NY, and in 1959, C.W. Post College on 
Long Island (part of Long Island University today). 

In December 1959 an enterprising reporter 
for the Long Island Daily Press discovered that he 
had a Nazi past, the story went national. Protests 
from veterans’ groups and Jewish organizations 
flooded into the CW Post president’s office. The 
college allowed him to “resign.” But Sittler wasn’t 
about to fade away. He initiated efforts to regain his 
American citizenship. The Immigration and 
Naturalization Service investigated him. It 
recommended against granting him citizenship. Was 
this proper? Immigration law states that citizenship 
shall be conferred if an applicant has shown “good 
moral character” and attachment “to the principles 
of the Constitution” and has been “well disposed to 
the good order and happiness of the United States” 
for five years preceding his or her application. 
Sittler argued that he met this requirement, and 
nothing suggests otherwise. But when Sittler went 
to Federal Court to reverse the verdict of the 
Immigration Service, the highly respected Judge 
Lloyd McMahon of the US District Court in New 
York rejected his petition. The judge wrote in a 
blistering opinion that Sittler’s testimony to the 
Immigration Service was riddled with “distortions, 
half-truths, incomplete answers, misleading 
responses, evasion, [and] concealment” so that “the 
court can give it no credence whatever.” 

https://historynewsnetwork.org/article/182443
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In fact, Sittler claimed that he had simultaneously 
been loyal to both U.S. constitutional 
principles and to Nazi Germany. What the judge 
understood, but Sittler did not, is that he could 
indeed be loyal to the Constitution or to Nazi 
ideology, but not to both at the same time. Sittler 
then appealed to the second highest court in the 
land, the U.S. Court of Appeals. Same result. He 
didn’t help himself by asserting that that he had 
believed stories about Nazi persecution of Jews 
were just communist propaganda.

One other corner of this story bears mention. 
Sittler had told C.W. Post’s Dean L. Gordon 
Hoxie before he was hired about his Nazi past. Then 
why hire him in the first place? The college 
president, “The Admiral” Richard L. Conolly, later 
explained that everyone has the right to “repent 
[and] mend his ways.” Only after publicity about 
Sittler threatened to embarrass the college — and 
President Conolly – did CW Post demand his 
resignation. 

And then we have the matter of academic 
freedom. The American Association of University 
Professors (AAUP) strongly criticized CW Post 
because Sittler had not been granted a hearing 
before the college cut ties with him. The fact that 
Sittler had agreed in advance to resign if his Nazi 
background became a problem was considered 
irrelevant. To the AAUP, the college had violated 
his “due process” rights. The AAUP viewed this as 
abridging the principle of academic freedom.

Was Sittler still a Nazi at heart after he 
returned to the US in 1946? The answer remains 
murky. Apparently nothing he did at any of the 
colleges where he taught revealed Nazi sympathies. 
Even Jewish students found him unobjectionable. 
Did he lie when he applied for naturalization? Sure, 
for he undoubtedly knew that telling “the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth” would doom his 
application. Today, his case is forgotten. It 

shouldn’t be. It raises questions that are still 
relevant about the law of treason, of citizenship, and 
about the meaning and limits of academic freedom.1

 

Twists and Turns in the Sittler Saga as Reported 
in the New York Times

Questions to Consider
1. Why was Sittler originally permitted to return to 

the United States?
2. Why wasn’t Sittler prosecuted for treason?
3. Should Sittler have been allowed to teach in the 

United States?
4. Should Sittler’s United States citizenship have 

been restored?
5. Did U.S. officials act responsibly in their 

treatment of Sittler? 

Treason Case Jury to Hear 3 Germans, Will 
Testify in Capital as U.S. Moves to Reindict 
Chandler, Best for Nazi Broadcasts
New York Times, October 19, 1946
Three Germans will arrive in about a week to 
testify before a Federal Grand Jury in the cases of 
Robert Best and Douglas Chandler, American 
citizens who are charged with broadcasting Nazi 
propaganda directed against this country from a 
Berlin radio station. The Justice Department also 
stated today that new indictments would be 
sought against the two men, who with six other 
persons were indicted three years ago for treason 
in their broadcasts. Under present plans, the 

1 Note from Gary B. Ostrower: I was a student at Alfred 
University when Sittler taught here in 1958-59. My 
roommate, a Jewish student from Yonkers, was a student in a 
German class that Sittler taught. I know even today a number 
of people—former colleagues and neighbors—who knew and 
continue to think highly of Sittler. I think it is fair to say that 
we all were stunned when news broke in 1959 about Sittler’s 
Nazi past.
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Department expects to bring Best and Chandler to 
trial sometime in November. They will be flown 
to this country from an Army prison camp at 
Obresul, Germany. The Germans are Karl 
Linnard Schotte, an actor and employee of the 
German broadcasting system in the American 
Occupation Zone; Edward Vieth Sittler, a singer 
born in this country, but who has renounced his 
citizenship, and Margaret Eggers of Hamburg, 
now an employee of the British Military 
Government. They will presumably testify to 
having seen or known that the broadcasts were 
made by the prisoners. In treason cases, the 
Government must present two witnesses to an 
overt act.

Chandler Accused by ‘Best Friend,’ He 
Testifies that he Watched U.S. Writer 
Broadcast Propaganda for Nazis
New York Times, June 14, 1947
That he had seen Douglas Chandler, American 
writer on trial here in Federal Court here on 
charges of treason, speaking into the microphone 
of the German Broadcasting Corporation was 
testified today by Edward Veith Sittler, 
American-born German naturalized Nazi. By his 
and Chandler’s own statements, Sittler was 
Chandler’s best friend in Berlin. This did not 
keep Sittler, born in Baltimore and initiated as a 
member of Hitler’s party in 1940, from testifying 
against Chandler on fifteen counts which the 
Government contends were “overt.” Two persons 
must provide direct testimony against any person 
charged with treason if he is to be sentenced to 
the ultimate penalty - death – or for imprisonment 
for treason. This was repeatedly emphasized to 
the jury by the presiding judge as phonograph 
records bearing what was testified to be 
Chandler’s voice condemning “the Jews” and 
warning of the “menace of communism” were 
played in court. Sittler testified today that his 

wife, Margaret, was with him on most of the 
occasions when he observed Chandler’s activities 
directly. It was thought, therefore, that she would 
be the second eyewitness. The Sittlers have four 
children who were brought to this country with 
him for the trial.

Hopes to Fight Deportation
New York Times, February 16, 1950
Edward V. Sittler, former college professor, and 
admitted wartime Nazi, said today he would fight 
deportation to Germany if he could raise the 
money. Told that the Government had ordered 
him deported, the former professor at Michigan 
College of Mining and Technology said he would 
appeal “if at all possible.”

Sittler Appeals Deportation
New York Times, December 22, 1950
Edward V. Sittler, former Michigan college 
teacher who worked for the Nazis in World War 
II, today appealed from a Nov. 29 deportation 
order. Mr. Sittler, a native American, went to 
Germany in 1939, became a German citizen and 
worked for the Nazi radio. He was brought to tis 
country by the Justice Department in 1946 to 
testify in treason trials. He got teaching jobs at 
Northwestern University and the Michigan 
College he of Mining and technology.

School to Review Hiring of Ex-Nazi, Post 
College staff Meets Today on Case of Teacher 
Who Broadcast in War
By Roy R Silver, New York Times, December 15, 
1959
Officials of C.W. Post College will meet with the 
faculty here tomorrow to review the
college’s appointment of a former Nazi-party 
member. Admiral Richard L. Coolly, retired, 
president of Long Island University, Post 
College’s parent school, said today that the 
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meeting would cover particulars on the 
appointment of Dr. Edward V. Sittler as 
Associate Professor of English and Modern 
Languages. Dr. Sittler, a 43-year-old native of 
Delaware, Ohio, has been attacked as having 
renounced his American citizenship in 1939 
propaganda during World War II. The attacks, 
made in anonymous letters to the college, also 
said Dr. Sittler has been dismissed from two 
teaching positions because of his past activities. 
Dr. Sittler said he had been a news commentator 
and not a political analyst. He said he had “tried 
to be as factual as I could.” “I don’t think I ever 
broadcast deliberately and false information,” Dr. 
Sittler said. Dean R. Gordon Hoxie of Post 
College and Admiral Conolly said that Dr. 
Sittler’s background had been thoroughly 
investigated before he had been named to the 
faculty in September. Dr. Sittler said that he had 
gone to Germany to study in 1937. Two years 
later he renounced his American citizenship and 
became a citizen of Germany, where he became a 
civilian employee of the radio office. He was 
returned to this country in 1946 as a German 
national to testify in the treason trial of two 
Americans who had broadcast for the Nazis. No 
charge was made against Dr. Sittler. Dr. Sittler 
was dismissed from Northwestern University, 
from which he had received his Ph.D., and the 
Michigan Institute of Mining and Technology. 
Since then, he said, he has worked at odd jobs 
and taught at four small colleges. His last 
employment before Post was at Alfred College, 
Alfred, N.Y.

Post Faculty Backs Hiring of an Ex-Nazi
New York Times, December 16, 1959
The faculty of C. W. Post College in Brookville, 
L. I. endorsed yesterday the college’s hiring of 
Dr. Edward V. Sittler, a former Nazi party 
member. Meanwhile Senator Jacob K. Javits, 

Assemblyman Alfred Lerner of Jamaica, Queens, 
and six veterans’ organizations demanded a 
Federal investigation of the appointment. Admiral 
Richard L. Connolly, retired, the president of 
Long Island University, Post College’s parent 
school, said in a statement that “there was no 
evidence of sedition or sub version against the 
United States involved.” Senator Javits has 
requested details from the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service on Dr. Sittler’s entry into 
this country as an immigrant from Cuba in 1954. 
Meanwhile, the Civil Liberties Union said a 
teacher should be judged on his competence, not 
on his political associations. 

Former Nazi Voluntarily Quits as a Professor 
at College on L. I., Dr. Sittler Resigns to Avoid 
Embarrassing C. W. Post, L. I. U. Chief Says
New York Times, December 17, 1959
Dr. Edward V. Sittler, a former Nazi party 
member, resigned from the faculty of C. W. Post 
College here today. In announcing the 
resignation, which had not been requested, 
Admiral Richard L. Conolly, retired, the 
president of Long Island University, said: “In 
order to relieve the college and the university of 
embarrassment incidental to the recent publicity 
concerning his case, Dr. Sittler has tendered his 
resignation as a member of the faculty of the 
college. “This action came at a time when I was 
engaged in restudying his suitability as a faculty 
member. I have accepted his resignation. “I want 
to make it perfectly clear that in defending Dr. 
Sittler the university in no sense had any 
sympathy for his former Nazi viewpoint, but was 
concerned only for his rights as an individual and 
member of an academic faculty.” Dr. Sittler had 
been hired in September by C. W. Post College, a 
branch of Long Island University, for a one-year 
term as associate professor of English and 
modern languages.
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Ohioan Explains Work for Nazis, Ex-
Professor, in Citizenship Bid, Says He Was 
Misled on Trip to Germany
New York Times, March 30, 1960
An Ohio-born broadcaster for Nazi Germany who 
is seeking to recover his American citizenship 
offered his explanation yesterday for renouncing 
it in Berlin in the spring of 1940. Dr. Edward V. 
Sittler, the appellant, resigned from the faculty of 
C. W. Post College of Long Island University last 
December when his past came under attack. He 
testified at a hearing on his petition at the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, 20 West 
Broadway. He said he applied for German 
citizenship in the fall of 1939 because he thought 
Germany was “up against a crucial test” with 
enemies in Europe and “needed a helping hand.” 
He said that on receiving his certificate of 
German nationality he notified the American 
Embassy in Berlin that he was giving up 
American citizenship. He said he had scarcely 
imagined that Germany might later be at war with 
the United States. Dr. Sittler said he was drafted 
briefly into the German army, but was deferred 
against his wishes and returned to his former 
duties. He was a translator and later an announcer 
and commentator for the “U.S.A. Zone” of the 
Reichsrundfunkgesellschaft, the German state 
broadcasting corporation in Berlin. He 
emphasized the immaturity and the superficiality 
of his political understanding when he went to 
Germany at the age of 21 in 1937 to study 
German with a view to teaching comparative 
literature. He acknowledged joining the Nazi 
party in 1942 or 1943. His present view, he said, 
is that “the only genuine security lies in a 
constitution and a legal system.”

Nazis’ Radio Aide Cites his Naivete, 
Disbelieved Wartime Report of Death Camps, 
Sittler Tells Inquiry Here
New York Times, March 31, 1960                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Dr. Edward V. Sittler, who became a German 
citizen and broadcast over the Nazi radio in 
World War II, said yesterday that during the war 
he had heard only one report of extermination 
camps. “I thought it was incredible,” he told a 
preliminary hearing at the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, 20 West Broadway, on 
his petition to regain the citizenship he renounced 
in 1940. He said the report came in 1943 from 
Gerhardt Wagner, his immediate superior in the 
Berlin broadcasts beamed to the United States. 
He said Wagner had heard on a trip to northern 
Poland and Lithuania that German Jews 
ostensibly sent there for resettlement were 
actually being put to death. Dr. Sittler later 
testified that he had suggested that Wagner be 
investigated “to see if he was a Communist 
agent.” He told also of his wartime friendship 
with and assistance to Douglas Chandler, an 
American-born broadcaster for the Germans who 
was sentenced to life imprisonment by the United 
States. Mitchel Levitas, reporter for The New 
York Post, testified under subpoena to the 
accuracy of quotations in an account he and Ted 
Poston of the same paper published Dec. 15 
following an interview with Dr. Sittler. These 
included statements by Dr. Sittler that Hitler had 
the good of his country at heart, that Hitler and 
National Socialism were a tragic and disgraceful 
chapter in many respects, and that the influence 
of the Jewish community on President Roosevelt 
was one of the prime reasons the United States 
had become involved in World War II. Dr. Sittler, 
under questioning by his attorney, William 
Stringfellow, acknowledged “errors” in his past, 
then said, “I look on America as my home and 
want to re-establish my citizenship with it.”
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Sittler Loses Citizenship Plea; His Activities as 
Nazi are Cited, Examiner Rules He Does Not 
Deserve to Regain His Rights as American
New York Times, September 2, 1960
Dr. Edward V. Sittler’s plea for the restoration of 
his United States citizenship should be denied, an 
examiner of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service recommended yesterday. Dr. Sittler, a 44-
year old native of Delaware, Ohio, lost his 
citizenship in 1940 when he became a German 
citizen. During World War II he was a radio 
broadcaster for the Nazis. The examiner, William 
J. Kenville, said the applicant’s wartime conduct, 
including membership in the Nazi party, “must be 
regarded as indicative of an utter and complete 
lack of faith in the democratic way of life under 
which he had been reared in the United States, 
and of completely embracing the diametrically 
opposed totalitarian form of government then 
existing in Nazi Germany.” Mr. Kenville also 
reported that Dr. Sittler’s testimony was “not at 
all convincing that he has changed his mind or 
altered his philosophy since 1945.”

Citizenship Plea Lost by Ex-Nazi, Ban on 
Renaturalization of Sittler is Upheld
By Edward Ranzal, New York Times, April 13, 
1963
The United States Court of Appeals refused 
yesterday to restore citizenship to an American 
who became a Nazi propaganda broadcaster in 
Germany during World War II. The judges were 
divided 2 to 1. The 47-year old American, 
Edward Vieth Sittler, became a German citizen in 
1940, but returned here after the war and sought 
to regain his American citizenship. Since his 
return he has been a professor or instructor in 
various colleges and universities in this country. 
In each instance he lost his position when it was 

learned that he had been a Nazi. Sittler, who has 
five children – two born here and three in 
Germany — is residing with his family in West 
Germany, according to Roy S. Babitt, assistant 
United States Attorney.
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Apprehensive about Teaching

Adeola Tella-Williams

The attack on Critical Race Theory is 
creating controversy in education. For the first time 
in my professional career, I am apprehensive about 
teaching any subject having to do with race, 
religion, Blackness, Whiteness and all things 
cultural. Why? The simple answer lies in the 
attempted coup of education by some parents over 
their misunderstanding about Critical Race Theory 
and conflating it with Culturally Relevant Teaching. 
IT IS being used as a political ping-pong, mainly by 
the Republicans to erase parts of American history 
that mainly deals with the cruelties of slavery and 
mistreatment of people of color. While 
apprehensive, I remain true to history and will 
always teach as I have been doing for the past 20 
plus years. 

I have been an educator for 21 years. I began 
my teaching career in East New York, Brooklyn, as 
a middle school Social Studies teacher at one of the 
lowest performing schools in New York City. 
Regardless of the school's low performance status, 
my students were some of the smartest and kindest I 
have ever taught. They were aware of the 
shortcomings of their reality. They knew the truth 
and were not afraid to voice their opinions, good, 
bad or indifferent. It was fun and challenging 
teaching them, but they took their agency, no one 
had to give it to them. After a year in Brooklyn, I 
left in 2000 to teach conversational English in 
Tokyo, Japan for a half year and returned to East 
New York for another year. The past two decades, I 
have been in the Uniondale School District. I took a 
sabbatical in 2016 to teach in the United Arab 
Emirates, where I taught Humanities to Arab, 
continental African, Canadian, South American, and 

Indian middle school scholars at American 
International School, Abu Dhabi. This year, I am 
teaching African and Latinx History to 
upperclassmen and Global History to 9th graders in 
Uniondale High School. 

In my years as an educator, I have assisted 
and led many activities and events outside of the 
classroom; most notably, a student forum on police 
brutality in the wake of the Michael Brown shooting 
back in 2014. I also created a girls Rite of Passage 
program in 2004 at one of the two middle schools in 
Uniondale. When President Barack Obama was 
elected in 2008, I assisted the Uniondale High 
School in planning a “controversial” inauguration 
assembly in recognition of the first African 
American elected President of the United States. 
The program was considered “controversial” 
because a number of white teachers objected and 
boycotted the event.

I have also worked with Dr. Alan Singer, 
professor at Hofstra University, for many years. I 
asked him to lead a discussion on the complexities 
surrounding the Iraq war back in 2003 to my middle 
schoolers and he was the keynote speaker for a 
forum held between two racially segregated 
communities, Oceanside and Uniondale. We 
discussed police brutality and other racially charged 
issues on Long Island in 2015. The discussion of the 
U.S. invasion of Iraq and the absence of weapons of 
mass destructive also produced heated faculty 
blowback.

I have immersed myself in “controversial,” 
or as I would prefer to call them, “contemporary 
issues” my entire career. I am finding that in this 
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day and age, the topics I chose to cover back then 
would be considered blasphemy today. For 
example, Bridges was created to foster empathy, 
and collaboration amongst White, Black and 
Hispanic students who live in neighboring 
communities, attend different schools, and have 
little contact with each other. It is the goal of the 
program to engage students in the evaluation of 
contemporary issues related to race, economics, and 
politics that will lead to well-rounded, active, and 
engaged citizens. In Bridges, difficult conversations 
are encouraged and the asking of challenging 
questions is nurtured. Divergent points of views are 
not shunned with the understanding that students 
can agree to disagree with civility. In this program 
we have discussed the January 6th insurrection, the 
legacy of segregation on Black and Brown 
communities, cross-cultural experiences of Black 
and White students, and other contemporary issues 
that would make those who dislike Critical Race 
Theory very uncomfortable. 

Back in 2014, when I decided to do the 
forum about police brutality in the wake of the 
Michael Brown shooting with my Participation and 
Government scholars, I did not think of the 
backlash or its “controversial” nature. I thought 
about the hopelessness I saw in my students that 
September. They looked at me as just another 
teacher. It was as if they gave up on learning and 
embraced the Read, Answer Questions, Pass a Test 
and Repeat pedagogical style. But, little did they 
know, I was not that teacher, I have never been that 
teacher. Recognizing this hopelessness in the wake 
of the Michael Brown shooting prompted me to 
change the way I would teach this course. As it was 
my first time teaching the course, I wanted to make 
it real for the students. After all, it's a 
“Participation” in Government class. I took that 
term “participation” literally and decided they 
would be active, as opposed to passively learning in 
this course. Therefore, learning through doing 

became one of the goals. Their hopelessness from 
my perspective was due to the way the year began, 
with the shooting coupled with normal senioritis 
and a genuine boredom for all things related to 
school. Therefore, empowering their voices became 
my mission, and so I challenged them to put on a 
forum on police brutality. After all, our early 
ancestors, who created great civilizations in Africa, 
Greece, Rome and the Americas, held forums to 
gauge the feelings of their subjects on controversial 
issues. Furthermore, forums give voice to the 
voiceless and empower citizens to take further 
action. To me this is how a democratic society 
prospers; it actively engages young people early on.

Gone are the days of sitting in the class and 
taking notes on how great democracy is when in 
reality my students were not having, or seeing, that 
same example in their day-to-day lives. In their 
world, fairness was a fairytale. To them education 
was boring and they were tired and ready to 
graduate and join the rest of humanity in the rat race 
called life. However, I refused to let them leave in 
this manner. I was, and am, still very idealistic and 
optimistic about education and what it can do for 
young people charged with taking over, ready or 
not. Nonetheless, I charged them with putting on a 
school-wide forum on police brutality. They were 
very reluctant at first, as they were not used to being 
placed in leadership positions. But I assured them 
that the worst that can happen is the principal says 
no and then they don't have the forum, but they had 
to ask first. They asked and to their surprise, not 
mine, the principal agreed. My principal at the time, 
was very supportive of student engagement. Having 
a strong principal makes a world of difference for a 
teacher like me. She was not afraid to support any 
program or event that gave students a voice. Again, 
as their teacher, my concern was not the backlash. 
My goals were to help them love learning, give 
them agency and have them practice their voice. 
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In preparation for the forum, they researched 
about the Civil Rights Movement and the history of 
police brutality in America. I felt they needed to see 
the trend, be informed, and be armed with solid 
information when they spoke in front of their peers. 
I wanted them to be confident when they took to the 
stage. I wanted them to lead. Many scholars are not 
given the tools to be leaders in real world scenarios. 
It was important to me to have these non-AP 
scholars lead an academic forum in front of their 
peers who only saw them in non-academic settings. 
These were scholars that always got in trouble; they 
were not jocks or honor students, just “regular,” 
sometimes forgotten people. I wanted them to be 
heard and seen, as they have something to say and 
lots to give. 

All of the above were also my goals in 
starting the Rite of Passage program. These were 
also my goals when I decided to be the first advisor 
of the Bridges High School program. I believe 
giving scholars the opportunity to lead and 
participate in real world scenarios makes education 
palatable – it makes it real. As with science and 
math, many scholars ask, “When will I need this in 
real life?” Some teachers are able to show the why 
and some aren’t. These days however, STEAM and 
STEM have become the norm. As a history teacher, 
Historical and Civic Literacy is just as important as 
STEAM and STEM to me. Making space for these 
contemporary issues gives students agency and time 
to hone their Social Studies skills of argumentation, 
observation, listening, speaking, analyzing, 
synthesizing and application. 

When I started the Rite of Passage program 
some ten years ago in my district, it was to help 
girls of color, especially darker hue girls, accept 
themselves in a world that constantly ignores them. 
Another goal was to help girls get along better, to 
learn how to respect each other despite their 
difference in hair texture, complexion or whatever 

else distract girls from being their best. While I did 
not see this program as controversial, today it seems 
as though it is. With the Crown Act being passed in 
California and other states, African textured hair 
seems to be a problem in the workplace and in 
schools. Girls of color are 5.5 times more likely to 
be suspended from school, starting in pre-school. 
Programs like the Rite of Passage aim to reveal the 
controversial issues that plague Black girls. Many 
of the girls I had in the program have since 
graduated college and are well into their careers. I 
have received Facebook posts and text messages 
from them referencing our time together and how 
impactful those times had on them then and now.

Simply put, I am an educator who does not 
shy away from contemporary topics or historical 
controversies in and out of the classroom. My goal 
has always been to make sure scholars love learning 
and intrinsically love the art of learning about 
themselves, within the context of mirrors, windows, 
and glass sliding doors. I also aim to instill the love 
of learning in order to help them make their 
communities a place they are proud of and value. 
My upbringing in a Jamaican-Nigerian household 
has strongly shaped my approach as an educator. I 
also received these messages from my upbringing in 
my African American community after moving to 
the United States in 1987 from Nigeria. 

Curriculum focused on Culturally Relevant 
Teaching is under attack and it is being interwoven 
in the debate about Critical Race Theory. While 
some elements of culture are in Critical Race 
Theory, the philosophy was not intended for K-12 
education. When parents fail to understand the 
importance of creating safe spaces for scholars to 
speak about controversial issues or contemporary 
issues, it marginalizes young people of color. For 
instance, White teachers make up 79% of the 
teaching staff across America, and Black and 
Hispanic teachers make up less than 5% of the 
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teaching staff in predominantly white schools. 
Where is the diversity of thought when scholars 
graduate from high school? How are students of 
color being taught, let alone having their issues 
addressed in forums or in the classroom? When 
does a white child meet or interact with a Black or 
Brown teacher? These are questions that need to be 
raised in education. But how can we discuss these 
and other topics when Critical Race Theory is being 
conflated with Culturally Relevant Teaching and 
anything having to do with race or culture is seen as 
divisive rather than an integral part of progress?

School is the place to teach and grapple with 
controversial topics in a responsible way, of course. 
The attacks on Critical Race Theory and Culturally 
Relevant Teaching are making it harder to teach 
controversial topics in history as well as put on 
programs about contemporary issues as I have done 
in the past, creating a tense environment to discuss 
these topics freely and responsibly. I am afraid 
educators like me will continue to be apprehensive 
about teaching subjects having to do with race or 
spear head programs that raise contemporary issues. 
I am afraid that the attack on CRT will take over 
education and take us back to a time when teachers 
wrote notes on the board, students copied, 
memorized information, did not or could not ask 
questions, took a test, barely passed and moved on 
to the next grade anyway. This type of “teaching” 
has not been productive, especially in Black and 
Brown school districts. As a result of this style of 
pedagogy, if you can call it that, our Black and 
Brown scholars have been mislabeled, wrongly 
disciplined and have been marginalized from the 
curriculum. Really, they are just bored and 
uninterested in an education that fails to recognize 
them. As educators we have a responsibility to 
speak up and not allow the attack on Critical Race 
Theory to lead us back to the 80’s, 90’s, and early 
2000’s when schools did not address the academic 
needs of Black and Brown students, but instead 

disproportionately placed them in SPED classes and 
suspended them in droves, creating the school-to-
prison pipeline that so many in education reference 
today. All students really need is a true education.
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Slavery in New Jersey: Teaching a Hard Topic Through Primary Sources

Dana Howell

For nearly a century, the Monmouth County 
Historical Association (MCHA) has told the story 
of the Taylor family at Marlpit Hall, the c. 1760 
historic house museum in Middletown, NJ. It is a 
fascinating story indeed, and speaks to the strife 
between Patriots and Loyalists in Monmouth 
County, a hotbed of activity during the 
Revolutionary War. Until recently, however, a 
chapter of the house’s history had gone untold. In 
October of 2021, MCHA unveiled the exhibit 
Beneath the Floorboards: Whispers of the Enslaved 
at Marlpit Hall to include this forgotten chapter. 
This award-winning exhibit was the culmination of 
two years of extensive research done by curators 
Bernadette Rogoff and Joe Zemla to interpret the 
home to include the long-silenced voices of the 
enslaved who lived there.

Primary source documentation and 
discoveries of material culture were the foundations 
of the research done to uncover the lives of seven of 
the twelve known enslaved individuals at Marlpit. 
Birth, death and census records, wills, runaway ads, 
inventories, bills of sale, and manumissions (or 
freedom papers) shed light on the experiences of 
Tom, York, Ephraim, Clarisse, Hannah, Elizabeth, 
and William. In 2020, Zemla discovered secret 
caches of artifacts hidden beneath the floorboards of 
the kitchen loft living quarters that spoke to their 
religion and protective rituals, while archaeological 
digs supervised by Dr. Rich Veit of Monmouth 
University provided further evidence to piece 
together what life may have looked like for the 
enslaved. Throughout the house, mannequins 
dressed in historically accurate reproduction 
clothing bring each individual to life, supplemented 
by their carefully researched biographical panels. 
The artifacts they left behind are now on display; 
there is no longer a need for them to be hidden from 
view. 

One of the most prevalent comments made 
by visitors is that they were unaware that slavery 
existed in New Jersey. For many years, our 
educational system had been complacent with the 
general notion that the northern states were free, 
while the South had enslaved labor. New Jersey has 
been referred to as the “most southern of the 
northern states,” second only to New York in the 
number of enslaved persons and the very last to 
legally abolish the institution on January 23rd, 

The Marlpit Family
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1866. Comparatively, little has been written about 
slavery in the North. We can read about the facts of 
the matter, but the personal stories in the 
Floorboards exhibit make an impact that no 
textbook or blog can. The enslaved are presented 
without any form of politicization, but rather from 
an evidence-based and humanized lens. Students are 
able to connect with them, particularly with 
Elizabeth and William, who were born in the home 
and are represented as children - another sad fact of 
slavery that often goes overlooked. It is a unique 
opportunity to be able to mentally place these 
individuals in surroundings which are familiar to 
the student, albeit long ago. The students learn that 
we can make educated guesses about what life was 
like during the time in which the enslaved lived and 
explore the spaces they inhabited, but we can never 
truly understand their experiences as enslaved 
human beings. The only thing we can do is try to 
imagine it, using historical evidence as our guide.

There is a sad deficit in age-appropriate 
classroom resources to teach slavery, and almost 
none that cover slavery in the North. This deficit 
creates roadblocks for public school teachers who 
are mandated to teach these topics as required by 
the NJ Department of Education's 2020 Student 
Learning Standards, incorporating the 2002 
Amistad Law. While nothing can compare to the 
experience of actually visiting Marlpit Hall, the 
opportunity to do so poses challenges for many 
school districts. In order to make the fascinating 
information in the exhibit as accessible as possible 
to students, MCHA has created two NJ standards-
based digital education resources adapted for the 
elementary and middle/high school levels. Created 
under the advisership of respected professionals in 
the fields of education and African American 
History, both age-appropriate resources provide 
background on the system of slavery in New Jersey 
with a focus on the enslaved at Marlpit Hall. In it, 
they will be introduced to each individual, along 

with the primary sources that helped to build their 
stories. Dr. Wendy Morales, Assistant 
Superintendent of the Monmouth Ocean 
Educational Services Commission, notes “The 
questions and activities included in this resource are 
standards-aligned and cross-curricular. This means 
students will not only learn historical facts, but will 
be challenged to think like historians, analyzing 
primary sources and making connections between 
historical eras.” Creative writing, art, music, and 
civics are all explored.  

Retrieved from Monmouthhistory.org/intermediate-
btf

The section on the origins of slavery in New 
Jersey stress that the enslaved came here not as 
slaves, but as individuals who were taken from a 
homeland that had its own culture and civilization. 
Two videos, courtesy of slavevoyages.org, make a 

http://slavevoyages.org/
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powerful impact. Students will get to view a 
timelapse of the paths of over 35,000 slave ship 
voyages, plotted in an animated graph. This visual 
representation helps students visually process the 
magnitude of the forced migration of the enslaved, 
while a 3-D modeling of an actual slave ship offers 
a uniquely realistic view of these vessels. 

Both grade level resources come with 
downloadable worksheets that can be customized to 
accommodate differentiated learning strategies, and 
submitted through Google Classroom. Teacher 
answer keys are provided for guidance as well. 
MCHA is proud to provide these resources free of 
charge to aid educators in their responsibility to 
teach slavery. The resources offer a guided 
approach to help educators navigate this sensitive 
and often difficult topic in the classroom. The new 
mandates are an excellent start to correcting the 
record on New Jersey’s history of enslavement, but 

it is truly New Jersey’s educators who will place 
their personal marks on bringing relevance and 
reverence to the topic in the classroom. 

These resources can be found under the 
education tab at monmouthhistory.org/education-
homepage. MCHA welcomes all questions and 
comments to dhowell@monmouthhistory.org.  

 

Time lapse of plotted slave ship voyages & video of 3D model of slave ship, courtesy of www.slavevoyages.org

 

https://www.monmouthhistory.org/education-homepage
https://www.monmouthhistory.org/education-homepage
mailto:dhowell@monmouthhistory.org
http://www.slavevoyages.org/
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The Hanoi Train Station: Perspectives and Empathy in Social Studies Education

Jonathan Lee Lancaster

 

The picture above is “Hanoi station,” which 
is one of the main train stations in Hanoi, the capital 
of Vietnam. The train station has keenly unique 
features; it is centered with a modern, cement 
block-style design, which is flanked by stunningly 
ornate yellow wings. 

Having conducted research in Vietnam for a 
few months earlier in the year, I had walked by the 
Hanoi train station dozens of times without taking 
much notice; the train station was simply just 
another building that I passed on my way to my 
favorite cafe. It wasn’t until I was sitting on the 
back of a motorbike with a Vietnamese friend while 
passing the train station that I inquired further about 
the building. My friend told me that the building 
was originally built by the French in the early 1900s 
during France’s colonization of the country; it was 
then bombed during the war with the United States 
in the early 1970s; then, it was reconstructed with 
the help of the Soviet Union later in the 1970s. All 
of these foreign influences throughout the course of 

Vietnamese history have given the Hanoi train 
station its unique look, with its French-style wings 
and cold, Soviet-looking center. I was baffled at this 
revelation. For months, I had naively walked by this 
building without an ounce of knowledge of its 
origin, supremely oblivious to the historical factors 
that created it, and - despite being a social studies 
teacher - ignorant to ask about it earlier.

The Hanoi train station became a symbol to 
me. It symbolized all of the history that I, as an 
American, had the privilege to be unaware of. I did 
not have to live the realities of the Vietnam War’s 
destruction of Vietnam or its legacies, even if my 
father’s generation were the ones who perpetrated 
it. I could simply walk by that history and move on 
with my day, while the Vietnamese people truly 
lived in the reality of the wake of the war. Though 
this was simply a building that embodied the 
legacies of the war, it symbolized the ongoing 
Agent Orange effects from the Vietnam War - 
which continue to produce birth defects - and the 
thousands of unexploded ordinances (UXOs) that 
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continue to kill people yearly in Southeast Asia. 
These were the realities that I lived outside, never 
having to confront.

A few months later, after finishing my 
research and returning home to New Jersey, I met 
with some social studies colleagues who were 
planning their classes for the upcoming year. The 
overarching topic of discussion was making our 
social studies classes engaging and interesting for 
students. While our conversation ebbed and flowed 
between how to teach colonial American history, 
the Civil War, the Great Depression, and more, the 
topic of the Vietnam War emerged. 

One colleague was passionately lobbying 
others to implement an engaging game that he had 
developed for students last year, in which students 
were to attempt to create the best strategy for 
Americans in Vietnam. Students would be put into 
groups and earn points depending on the evidence 
and argument for their strategy. The conversation 
continued, with sprinkled remarks from the other 
teachers about how they had overheard students 
talking about the game the previous year, and how 
students were so engaged. While the discussion 
continued, my mind started to stray back to one 
thing in particular: the Hanoi train station.

While American students have the luxury to 
make a game - no matter the intent or effectiveness 
- out of the Vietnam War, the Vietnamese people do 
not. While American students can, in their groups, 
pitch their argument for the best war strategy for 4 
points and then proceed to hurry off to biology 
class, completely forgetting about the Vietnam War 
until the 41-minute block the next day, the 
Vietnamese people do not. While American 
students can “walk by” the realities of the war and 
move on with their days, as I had done, the 
Vietnamese people must live the reality of a post-
war torn nation. 

This is not a story of Vietnamese pain, nor 
an attempt to highlight the struggle for recovery of 
Vietnam after the war. This is about how we, as 
educators, frame and conceptualize history for our 
students. It seems that, especially with the passage 
of time, our empathetic sense weakens; educators 
are more prone to create seemingly harmless 
simulations and games in the name of 
“engagement” out of truly devastating historical 
events. When we, as educators, have students 
conduct a “World War II Twitter Project” where 
student groups embody different nations that fought 
in the war that must post “comments” to each other, 
or when students must engage in a simulation in 
which they are meant to see what it feels like to be 
{insert some group from history here}, or when we 
create games for students out of history, we are 
communicating that the history isn’t reality - it is 
entertainment. We are, in fact, hurting students’ 
abilities to empathize with others, as it promotes a 
dissociative outlook on history where the people 
described in their textbooks (which hopefully we 
have moved away from already) or readings are 
nothing more than mere ink blots on a page. It 
blends the line between reality and fiction, leading 
students to believe that it is appropriate to be 
ignorant of historical processes and products.

Though this is focused mostly on 
international events, the same applies with domestic 
history. The sad reality is that if you search for 
news articles regarding social studies teachers in 
New Jersey attempting simulations, a number of 
incredibly grotesque articles will appear of teachers 
having students do a “simulation” of a slave auction 
or having students lay on the ground to “simulate” 
being whipped after picking cotton.

For example, in March of 2017, a 
Maplewood, NJ teacher held a mock slave auction. 
Moreover, in the same year, a teacher in South 
Orange, NJ had students create slave auction 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/education/wp/2017/03/23/a-substitute-teacher-allowed-white-students-to-sell-their-black-classmates-in-mock-slave-auction/
https://www.nj.com/essex/2017/03/parents_outraged_over_5th_graders_slave_auction_po.html
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posters. More recently, a Toms River teacher had 
students “pick cotton” and simulate being whipped 
through sounds of cracking whips. Though these 
selection of stories are from my home state of New 
Jersey, this phenomenon is occurring nationwide.

These examples are products of our distorted 
view of “engagement” in social studies education. It 
is simply not possible for students to “feel” what it 
was like to be in any historical event in which a 
peoples suffer, and it is problematic to attempt to do 
so. Our attempts to “engage” students seemingly to 
trick them into learning history while doing so hurts 
our students' formulation of their worldview.

While making sure students have “fun” is an 
important element of a successful classroom, we 
must ensure that “fun” does not come at the expense 
of empathy. Unfortunately, the topics that are in 
humanities’ curricula are seldomly “fun.” It is not 
easy teaching about wars, plagues, racism, and 
more; however, social studies provides educators 
with the ability to leverage those underbellies of our 
societies and histories to promote cultural 
competencies, perspective-taking, and 
contextualization.

While I am not claiming that every 
simulation or game in social studies is inherently 
bad, I am saying we have to be very, very careful 
about what we are doing when we incorporate them. 
Is the point of the simulation or game merely 
engagement? If so, it could be extremely 
problematic. If the point of the simulation or game 
is towards genuine understanding and empathy, 
then it may be a sound pedagogical choice.

Nonetheless, bear in mind that history is 
real, tangible, and has consequences - even if those 
consequences aren’t felt by you, your students, or in 

your nation. Just because an event happened long 
ago or in some other area of the world does not 
mean we should feel tempted to take it less 
seriously. Truly reflect on if that game or simulation 
is presenting history as it should be: a tool to build 
empathy, analyze the past, and understand our 
contemporary realities.

So, I urge you to think of the Hanoi train 
station. What history are you possibly “walking 
by”? What history are you tempted to represent 
through a game, simulation, or creative project and 
what is it truly communicating to students? To what 
extent can we have “fun” in social studies 
classrooms while also staying true to fostering the 
cultural competencies and perspective-taking 
elements we are striving for? And how can we teach 
social studies in a manner that promotes global 
empathy?

https://www.nj.com/essex/2017/03/parents_outraged_over_5th_graders_slave_auction_po.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/education/2020/02/13/nj-teachers-slavery-lesson-allegedly-included-whip-sound-kicking/4747309002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/education/2020/02/13/nj-teachers-slavery-lesson-allegedly-included-whip-sound-kicking/4747309002/
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Suppressing or Inhibiting Teaching

 Cynthia Vitere

I have been teaching history on the 
secondary and college level for almost thirty years. 
Much of this time has been spent as a teacher on 
Long Island, New York where my area of expertise 
has ranged from contemporary issues and criminal 
justice to leading the International Baccalaureate 
program in history in my current district. As a 
trained historian, educator and administrator I bring 
all of these mindsets to my curriculum and 
pedagogy. 

In considering the question of how one 
addresses attempts to suppress or inhibit teaching I 
believe it is essential to first discuss one’s 
understanding of the discipline of history, why we 
teach it and how we teach it. Why do we ask 
students to take a history course? I believe the most 
important function of history education is to 
establish the foundations for informed democratic 
citizenship. In the primary grades, students develop 
a narrative of U.S. history and at the secondary 
level they acquire the tools to examine and critically 
analyze that narrative. This critically thinking 
student is empowered and encouraged to then 
articulate multiple narratives which reflect our 
pluralistic society. Education is no longer a 
hierarchical relationship between the teacher and 
student, but a collaborative relationship where 
knowledge can be nourished and exercised through 
regular open discourse.

When I first engage students in my 
classroom, too many of them assume that history is 
a set narrative with established facts that must be 

memorized. Very few students like history. Many 
adults I meet say they hated history class as children 
but now appreciate it because they finally see its 
utility. It is not their fault; as that educational 
experience is the rule for most of us, rather than the 
exception. For me, it wasn’t until pursuing my 
graduate degree in history that I was truly engaged 
in thinking and acting like a historian. I quickly 
learned that the historical narratives we tell are 
governed by time and place, by the perspectives of 
the historians and their audience, and by the 
availability of evidence. Historiography, or the 
study of how history is written, tells us that this 
process of continuity and change results in fantastic 
disputes among scholars; disputes that rarely trickle 
down to the high school classroom. For many, this 
critical history is not welcome in the classroom 
because it is perceived as being “too hard” or “too 
nuanced for the high school student”. Since “that’s 
not going to be on the test” it is deemed irrelevant, 
or worse yet, an expression of the teacher’s political 
agenda. 

I do have a point of view. I want my 
students to take a seat at the historians' communal 
roundtable, use the critical thinking skills particular 
to history, and contest our curriculum. By 
acknowledging the role of race, gender, class, 
ethnicity and every other “divisive” lens students 
confront the fullness of our sometimes painful past 
and forge a meaningful place for their own 
individual narrative in our shared story. For much 
of my career this approach to history education was 
not controversial but encouraged and valued as an 
essential component of civics education.
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When I first started teaching history I was 
asked to create and implement a course in 
Multiculturalism. This course was initiated in 
response to racial and ethnic tensions in my district. 
This senior elective was seen as a corrective to 
those divisions. There was a desire to confront 
racism, ethnocentrism and sexism head on. While 
this was a challenging course, I felt fully supported 
by my administrators to engage my students with 
challenging readings and to moderate discourse 
which was frequently impassioned, sometimes 
tense, but ultimately a source of greater 
understanding and community building.

Since 9/11 the question about what should 
be taught in a history classroom became more 
problematic. With so many of my students’ families 
directly or indirectly affected by 9/11, history was 
no longer a distant topic. One had to regularly 
question how your topics and discussions might 
upset students or community members. I began to 
introduce trigger warnings into my practice as a 
way to acknowledge students' emotional challenges, 
sensitively modify my instruction, but not silence 
necessary discourse.

With the election of President Obama the 
issue of race became more problematic but not one 
to be avoided. In my economics and history classes 
I freely used the PBS program entitled “Race: The 
power of an Illusion”. This program and its 
complementary website provided interactive 
resources which challenged student preconceptions 
about race and how it has influenced government 
legislation and programs in the 20th century. 
Students were challenged to critically examine, 
discuss and assess the subject matter. Although this 
curriculum demanded careful implementation, I 
never felt significantly anxious about the curriculum 
or my pedagogy. I never experienced any negative 
feedback or reproach. When I consider using those 
resources today, a paralyzing doubt stops me. Even 

though my graduate mentor and acclaimed historian 
Ira Berlin is a source in the program, the current 
political educational environment stops me from 
freely using him. Why? The website explicitly 
addresses the structural and historical nature of 
racism. Simply put, I would be targeted as a 
practitioner of critical race theory and pilloried.

If I were to teach the transformation of my 
pedagogy I would ask my students to identify a 
chronology of contributing factors. I would 
introduce the following: the emergence of Donald 
Trump as the voice of the Republican Party, the 
1619 Project, the Black Lives Matter Movement 
and the Covid-19 Pandemic. When the 1619 Project 
was published in August of 2019 I was excited by 
the opportunity to introduce a reframing of 
American history. The beginning of my year 
focused on having students examine, discuss and 
evaluate the use of 1619 and 1776 as the defining 
dates in our national origin story. Excerpts from 
Nicole Hannah Jones’s introduction, as well as the 
rebuttal by Marxist and conservative historians were 
considered. We replicated the debate that ensued 
among historians. Students were not insulted, nor 
did they feel bad about themselves or experience 
any less pride as Americans. What they did do was 
engage in a lively critical discussion. With this 
introductory unit I sought to establish the transitory 
nature of history and the importance of critical 
thinking. I was neither worried or challenged by this 
lesson.

This, of course, is not the world we live in 
today. As 2019 turned into the presidential election 
year of 2020, the critical engagement of race 
became much more politicized. Still, I did not veer 
away from the lens of race as it is a foundational 
factor for historical inquiry, especially American 
history. After four years of the Trump 
Administration’s attack on evidence-based 
reasoning, the engagement of history became much 
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more problematic. The normalization of framing 
evidence that you don’t like as fake by politicians 
and members of the media on both sides of the 
political spectrum impacted the classroom. Students 
would actually respond to historical evidence and 
claims in class with “fake news” as a silencing 
response. When silence is the aim, discourse itself is 
the problem. As a practitioner of critical thinking 
and discourse, my pedagogy became increasingly 
problematic. By 2021, I would become a target in 
our contemporary political culture wars. 

As a teacher of the two-year IB History of 
the Americas curriculum, we examine U.S. history 
in year one and the emergence and consolidation of 
20th century authoritarian regimes in year two. As I 
was teaching the Reichstag Fire and Hitler’s 
Enabling Act the January 6 insurrection took place. 
The continuity of this contemporary event and our 
historical inquiry provided a teachable moment. 
Students read contemporary German authors' 
examination of American events from their unique 
historical perspective. The narratives were 
examined, interrogated and disputed. The sources 
were used to stimulate discussion, not as an 
equation of Nazi Germany 1931 and the United 
States 2021. I believed that I had a responsibility to 
my students to address what was happening around 
them, but felt that I had to mediate it through the 
lens of the past. Unfortunately, silence, self-
censorship and discomfort became an unwelcome 
norm. I increasingly incorporated student writing in 
private blogs so that they could safely and critically 
engage history and contemporary events. 
Increasingly, I, too, self-censored in response to my 
discomfort. In speaking with colleagues both in the 
United States and on international IB web spaces, 
the professional fear was palpable. Was it possible 
to address these momentous events or was it best to 
safely stick to the proscribed curriculum? While 
many departments worked collectively to navigate a 
response, many others avoided discussion and left 

pedagogic choices to the conscience of individual 
teachers. In collective avoidance of this thorny 
issue, many hoped to protect themselves from 
acrimony.

Ultimately, the practitioner of critical 
pedagogy will be targeted by those who choose to 
close the door on the past, no matter how carefully 
they tread. My public crucible was in response to a 
lesson which asked students to assess the impact of 
racism. I did not feel comfortable or safe directly 
addressing the George Floyd/Derrick Chauvin trial 
but I did feel a professional responsibility to address 
the deep threads of racism and division. As a way to 
displace the dialogue, I focused on student 
generated claims which judged quantitative analysis 
to be more objective and useful than qualitative 
analysis. I asked students to apply these lenses to 
the impacts of racism. Students did engage in 
critical discourse, but what I found is that many do 
not want critical discourse to be taking place in 
public schools. If we cannot engage in critical 
discourse then we as educators have lost our most 
important teaching tool.

In historical retrospect, what have I learned? 
I would like to say that the experience of having my 
curriculum and pedagogy subjected to media and 
community scrutiny and attack would energize my 
efforts as a democratic educator. The reality is not 
so heroic. Much like the American Revolution, ⅓ of 
my professional and personal community supported 
me, ⅓ actively opposed me and ⅓ avoided me at all 
costs. This did not surprise me. When nations slide 
towards authoritarianism, teachers are often the first 
targets. The public attack on my pedagogy made 
this slide harder to deny and avoid. It made all 
teachers the target.

As teachers we are public figures who are 
under incredible pressure and scrutiny. One can 
hope to lay low and never make a mistake or 
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misstep. One can stick to the text and avoid 
anything that hints of controversy, but this is not 
tenable. I came into education with a toolbox. The 
tools have evolved over time, but their purpose 
remains the same. My use of these tools in our 
current climate is much riskier. My curricular 
choices are more conservative, I hesitate to bring 
contemporary documents into our discussions of the 
past. I speak obliquely and ask neutered questions. 
To do differently is too charged, too dangerous, and 
too divisive but I must also acknowledge that there 
is a point at which I cannot surrender who I am as a 
critical educator. History itself calls on me to hone 
my critical pedagogy for these challenging times. 

The risk of not doing so is too great. The challenge 
for today’s social studies educators is how to 
cultivate democratic students in a world that is 
increasingly opposed to democracy? I do not have a 
singular answer, but I commit myself to seeking 
new methods and mediums so that we as social 
studies educators can reject complicity and 
collectively facilitate the better angels of our nature.
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Defending Student Rights

Pablo Muriel

For my entire career, I have taught at public 
high schools in the South Bronx, the poorest 
Congressional District in the United States. Many of 
my students come from low-income families, face 
stressful circumstances outside of school, and have 
a history of below level academic performance. 
Most of my students are identified as struggling 
readers and several are classified with special 
learning needs. 

In my teaching, I employ a version of 
Critical Social Theory to directly challenge the 
social reproduction aspect of education that would 
channel students into lives on the margins of 
poverty and to empower them to seize control over 
their lives. Everything about history and society is 
analyzed, nothing is accepted on face value; 
everything is dissected by students to uncover the 
individuals and groups that benefit from the way 
society is organized. I agree with Lisa Delpit, who 
defined the structures of power in society as a 
system of hierarchy that necessitates the 
participation of some and the exclusion of others. 
Delpit also argued, “if you are not already a 
participant in the culture of power, being told 
explicitly the rules of that culture makes acquiring 
power easier.” This means that for students to 
receive a complete education, they need to be aware 
of, analyze, and critique all of the forces that shape 
their education, their communities, and their lives. 

Critical theorists argue that education should 
guide students towards political activism and that 

teachers should be models for their students of 
active citizens exercising their democratic duty. As 
a critical educator, my primary goal in the 
classroom is to promote critical thinking through 
political discourse and by encouraging students to 
translate their ideas into action through some form 
of activism. My teaching involves the recurrent use 
of projects, alternative assessments, semi-structured 
learning, promotion of classroom dialogues, student 
voice, and the development of classroom 
community. My approach to teaching even includes 
the way I structure the physical classroom. Desks 
are organized into a large square that takes up the 
entire room. This arrangement removes hierarchy 
by taking the teacher out of the front and allows 
students to speak to each other and the teacher on an 
equal social footing. 

While I follow the New York State history 
curriculum scope and sequence, I begin units with 
student analysis of current events. That helps them 
connect themes and issues with the specific 
historical period they are studying. In their analysis 
of current events, students already have some 
familiarity with military conflicts, climate concerns, 
prejudice and inequality, and government 
responsibility, so these topics spark student interest 
and lead to engaged classroom dialogue. Students 
delve into a topic and connect what they are 
learning about to their own lives. Content is 
delivered and then evaluated through student and 
teacher presentations and an examination of primary 
and secondary sources. I try to present material as 
much as possible using different platforms 
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including photographs, artwork, movie clips, music, 
poetry, charts, graphs, and text. Working 
individually and in groups, students conduct 
additional research on topics and formulate theories 
to explain the historical record. Some topics end 
with renewed discussion of contemporary issues 
and ideas for participating in current campaigns to 
redress inequality and injustice. 

According to a survey by the National 
Center for Education Statistics (NCES), during the 
2015-2016 school year, over 10% of American high 
schools subjected students to random metal detector 
searches at school entrances and another 6% 
conducted airport-style metal detector searches on a 
daily basis. Most of these schools were in urban 
areas and a majority of their student population was 
Black and Latino. Calls for installing metal 
detectors at schools usually spikes after a mass 
shooting, although these incidents have not been at 
urban and minority schools. 

New York City pioneered the use of metal 
detectors in schools in the late 1980s and the 1990s. 
A majority of the metal detectors currently in use 
were installed after a series of incidents involving 
students with weapons. Until recently the policy 
was rarely revisited and no procedure was in place 
for ending scanning at a school building once metal 
detectors were installed. During the 2010s, over 
100,000 New York City students, mostly in high 
schools with overwhelmingly Black and Latino 
student bodies, lined up to be pass through metal 
detectors before entering school every day. The 
New York Civil Liberties Union argued that the 
metal detectors “criminalize” students in largely 
minority school. Its advocacy director, Udi Ofer, 
proposed that the “Metal detectors should be used 
as a last resort, and for a limited time.” 

In 2015, some New York City officials 
began to question the policy. Councilmembers 

Vanessa Gibson and Corey Johnson introduced 
legislation to require the Department of Education 
to report on the number of schools where scanning 
took place and the number of students who were 
being scanned. In support of the bill, 
Councilmember Brad Lander, argued: “There is an 
absence, a really embarrassing absence, of a New 
York City Department of Education policy around 
metal detectors. Telling our young people that we 
look to them as potential criminals in the schools 
that have metal detectors does more harm than 
good.” Yet five years later in 2020, metal detector 
placement and policy in New York City was 
unchanged.

Dennis Belen-Morales, a student at Alfred 
E. Smith High School, agreed with Councilmember 
Lander and the NYCLU and decided to launch a 
campaign to have metal detectors removed from his 
school. Dennis spent a Christmas vacation 
researching the Department of Education metal 
detector guidelines, a research adventure that 
included a trip to its central headquarters. He also 
spoke with the principal of one of the city’s new, 
small, high schools that had a similar student 
population to Smith but was located in its own 
building. That school had no metal detectors. The 
principal told Dennis, “What do we look like? The 
airport? Our students are already minorities, we 
don’t want them to feel like criminals too.” 

Dennis was startled to discover that there 
actually was no formal metal detector policy and 
was furious about the irrationality of the entire 
system. Following his investigation, Dennis started 
a Change.org petition that he directed to the city’s 
Mayor. In the petition, he wrote, “I am always 
hassled when entering the school facility, I am 
always told to remove all metal objects from my 
pockets and place them in my book bag, to remove 
my belt, and to place my boots through the 
machine. While entering the school building, I feel 
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like I am entering a penitentiary. I feel as if my high 
school is preparing me for prison, when it is 
supposed to be ushering me into adulthood.”

As a follow-up to the petition, Dennis and a 
classmate organized a forum on metal detectors in 
schools that was attended by students from other 
schools and a representative from their local 
Congressional Representative’s office. At the 
forum, students talked about the importance of 
school culture. They felt if a school had a culture of 
violence, metal detectors might be necessary. But 
students and teachers at Smith and in other schools 
had created a climate of caring and concern. They 
called it a team culture. But the city had no policy in 
place to remove metal detectors when a school’s 
culture no longer warranted them. Since Alfred E. 
Smith is a vocational school, students don’t have to 
smuggle weapons into the building. If they wanted a 
weapon, they could find one in the shop classrooms. 

The campaign by the Smith high school 
students stalled in September 2017 when an 
eighteen-year old student in a different Bronx high 
school stabbed two students in his class, prompting 
demands for more airport-like metal detectors in 
schools. Dennis had a very different reaction to the 
incident than that expressed in the local media. 
According to Dennis, “Metal detectors might 
prevent actual weapons in a classroom, but they 
cannot prevent a student from doing harm to 
another. When pushed to their limit, a student can 
either find a way to bring in a weapon or use 
something available within the school. Smith is an 
automotive school and we are in possession of very 
dangerous equipment every day. All an angry 
person needed to do was grab something from a 
shop class.” 

When they became seniors, Dennis and 
classmates in a Participation in Government class, 
decided to make one more effort to have the metal 

detectors removed from the entrance to Smith High 
School. The metal detectors caused long lines when 
students entered the building in the morning. If 
someone set off the detectors for any reason, the 
entire line was slowed to a crawl. On most days it 
took almost an hour to get all the students into the 
building, even with some students arriving early and 
entry being staggered. 

The Smith seniors selected a day when all 
students would line up to enter the building at the 
exact same time, just before the official start of 
classes. As anticipated, the bottleneck at the metal 
detectors lasted much longer than an hour, throwing 
the entire day’s schedule out-of-whack. Their action 
earned me a trip to the principal’s office and 
earning Pablo, who had not been party to the plan, a 
summons to the Principal’s office. The principal 
demanded to know what the students were studying 
about in my Participation in Government class. My 
response was simply, “the Bill of Rights.” 

There is always blowback to supporting 
student activism. I was investigated for appearing 
on a radio broadcast with a student where we 
discussed conditions in the school during COVID. 
The taping was after school and the student had 
parental consent to participate. The investigation 
was an attempt to intimidate me and no charges 
were ever made. I owe too much to my students to 
allow intimidation to change the way I teach.
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Thinking and Teaching the Implications of Federalist #10 for Democracy

Jeff Schneider

When I picked up my copy of Federalist 
#10 to begin writing this article, I was stunned by 
the subtitle: “The Union as a Safeguard Against 
Domestic Faction and Insurrection.” Despite my 30 
years of teaching this document, the emotions that 
welled up in me upon reading “Insurrection” were a 
shock. These are hard times. That the present shapes 
our understanding of the history we study was 
brought home to me with new force.

Knowing that Shays’ Rebellion was a cause 
of the calling for and high attendance at the 
Constitutional Convention, and the prominence of 
the phrase “to insure Domestic Tranquility” in the 
preamble, helps explain what the framers thought 
was at stake in 1787. As a high school teacher, I 
always spent 10 or 15 minutes parsing the meanings 
of the preamble, but even though I taught the 
Constitution more than 150 times over the years, I 
never felt the depth of those words as I do at this 
time. The January 6, 2021 insurrection at the United 
States Capitol by followers of Donald Trump puts 
us in a situation James Madison would recognize. 
Donald Trump and his followers have been 
frightening us every day for years now. It is time to 
analyze the most famous of Madison’s 
Constitutional commentaries: Federalist #10. This 
essay is addressed to teachers.

This article is in two major parts: An 
analysis of Madison’s Federalist #10 on his terms 

in the first section, which is a pared down student-
led lesson, and a second section which builds on the 
first to critique #10. Usually historians and political 
scientists refer to the electoral college as the major 
anti-democratic feature of the Constitution, but in 
Federalist #10 Madison, as you will see, had 
fundamentally no respect for the will of the of the 
people. He baked this idea into his theory of the 
republic.

That final section takes on the chimerical 
idea of the (single) public good and Madison’s 
outright rejection of “the people themselves” to 
protect the government from dangerous majorities. 
In 2022 the white supremacist Republican Party has 
ditched democracy and gerrymandered Madison’s 
constitutional structure. We are on the brink of a 
fascist takeover. These contradictions could not be 
compromised away in 1787 and cannot be 
smoothed over in 2022. “The Miracle in 
Philadelphia” nearly failed as a system on January 
6, 2021. Democracy cannot be defended by 
depending on a group of men of “wisdom” to lead 
us to control “the mischiefs of faction.” Instead we 
need majority rule.

Part I: Federalist #10 taken on Madison’s terms

When I assigned Federalist #10 I asked the 
students to download and read the document. They 
were required to choose two sentences from the 
beginning, three from the middle, and two from the 
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end of the document. As I have explained in detail 
in “The Tarzan Theory of Reading,” on my 
Substack site, the students were to single out 
sentences with which they agreed or disagreed 
strongly or those that they thought were important 
and explain why. The students will lead the 
discussion with their questions, comments, and the 
sentences they choose which they will read out loud 
to the class. In addition, I asked them to identify the 
sentence that was at the logical center of the 
argument in Federalist #10, which has an elegant 
architecture.

When I began the class, I asked for 
questions or comments. Students often made 
comments on the definitions of faction or 
insurrection, which is now a term many students 
will encounter in the news. The definition of faction 
is “a majority or minority... opposed to the 
permanent and aggregate interests of the 
community.” The students will come up with the 
common term “special interest,” but how can that 
be a majority? This is key problem with Federalist 
#10, since Madison’s understanding of the term 
faction is not intuitive. The students may object that 
the Constitution describes a democracy: does not 
the majority rule? You should put that idea in a 
separate list on the board and leave it until the end 
of the discussion (we will discuss that separate list 
of ideas in depth in the Part II critique). The 
students know that Shays’ Rebellion (1786 – 87) 
was an insurrection, an attempt at the violent 
overthrow of a government.

Majority faction is itself a contradiction that 
can be addressed by working through Madison’s 
series of subtopics: the climate of disorder in the 
country, his diagnosis of factions the proposals to 
eliminate them, or to control them, and a critique of 
his solution. Although the discussion will jump 
around the document, as the students volunteer their 

sentences those subtopics will organize the notes as 
we go along.

Disorder in the country

Shays’ Rebellion was a major factor in 
Madison’s concerns. The students will know that 
indebted farmers in western Massachusetts 
denounced unaffordable taxes and complained that 
they were losing their mortgages to foreclosure. 
Daniel Shays was a Revolutionary War captain who 
led his followers to attempt to close the courts to 
prevent the foreclosures. In addition, they 
demanded representation equal to the proportional 
per capita representation in the east close to Boston. 
After the rebellion was quashed, Shaysites were 
elected to the Massachusetts legislature. Another 
problem was that the rebellion was a protest against 
unfair taxation reminiscent of the protests in the 
1760s and 70s. It reminded many leaders in 
Massachusetts of the lead-up to 1776 (similarly, 
some of the insurrectionists in 2022 used 1776 as a 
threatening slogan). This armed insurrection was a 
major cause of the convening of the Constitutional 
Convention in Philadelphia, because the Articles 
Congress had no power to raise an army directly: 
the state had to defend itself along with any allies it 
could muster.

Madison describes how, in his view, the 
public good was being ignored. “The friend of 
popular governments” opposes the “violence of 
faction” which causes “instability, injustice and 
confusion.” There are “overbearing” majorities that 
cause “ governments” to be “too unstable” because 
they do not respect the “rights of the minority,” and 
governments controlled by “specious 
(unsupportable) arguments” causing “mortal 
diseases under which popular governments have 
everywhere perished.” Madison blames the 
“factious spirit that has tainted our public 
administrations.”
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Madison’s definition of faction

“By faction I understand a number of 
citizens whether amounting to a majority or a 
minority of the whole who are united and actuated 
by some common impulse or passion or of interest 
adversed (sic) to the rights of other citizens or the 
permanent and aggregate interests of the 
community.” If a student chooses this sentence, you 
have to be careful to explain each part of the 
definition. I ask, “How do you explain this 
definition?”. Eventually the students come to realize 
that Madison expected that the people would 
support particular conclusions (how else could he 
call it a majority faction?). How could a leader find 
“the permanent and aggregate interests of the 
community,” I ask. This should also go in the 
Critique section for discussion. The rest of 
Federalist #10 discusses how to eliminate factions 
or how to control them.

Eliminating factions

This is the first of the methods to secure the 
government against the “mischief of faction.” There 
are two methods to eliminate factions: destroying 
liberty or giving everyone the same opinions. The 
students will then come to the conclusion that 
restricting liberty is not possible in a democratic 
government because we depend on freedom of 
thought and action to maintain democracy.

The second method, giving “everyone the 
same opinions,” is also an impossible solution 
because “as long as man continues fallible, and he is 
at liberty to exercise it, different opinions will be 
formed.” I ask, “How do you understand that?” 
Here, students might note Madison’s identification 
of opinions based on “self-love,” the diagnosis that 
“reason is connected to passion” and the 
observation that “Diversity in the faculties of man” 
were factors in the differences of political opinions.

The rights of property and the ownership of 
different kinds of property and the faculties to 
obtain those kinds of property all cause divisions. 
“Faculties” seems to mean “abilities,” students will 
likely conclude. So, Madison describes it thus: 
“(t)he latent (underlying) causes of faction are thus 
sown in the nature of man.” It soon becomes clear 
that Madison was not making an argument for the 
change in distribution or the control of production 
or property or goods in the U.S. — Madison was 
not a Marxist! Instead, the students will conclude 
that Madison was attempting to find ways to 
manage the political effects of that inequality or 
those differences. But in whose interest did he want 
to manage those inequalities: was it to be a country 
of the enslaved, the ordinary people, or did he favor 
his class of the southern gentry?

Controlling the effects of faction

“The inference to which we are brought is, 
that the CAUSES of faction cannot be removed and 
that relief is only to be sought in controlling its 
EFFECTS.” In the ensuing discussion students will 
come to the conclusion that this sentence begins the 
second half of the argument. It is the sentence at the 
logical center of the argument. Here Madison turns 
to the idea of controlling the effects of factions 
instead of eliminating them, and eventually 
introduces the republic as a solution.

“If the faction consists of less than a 
majority” voting, the “republican principle” is the 
remedy. There might be disagreements, but majority 
rule does offer a solution. Therefore, what to do 
about a majority faction is the most intractable 
problem. Someone is likely to pick the sentence: 
“To secure the public good and private rights 
against the danger of such a (majority) faction, and 
at the same time to preserve the spirit and the form 
of popular government is then the great object to 
which our inquiries are directed.” The ensuing 
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discussion can conclude that it is a thesis sentence 
pointing to the chief point of the whole article.

The “existence of the same passion in the 
factional majority” must be prevented or “the 
majority must be rendered unable to concert. When 
people “concert” they work together. Madison is 
actually opposing the rule of the majority here. A 
pure (direct) democracy in which the citizens are 
the legislature “can admit of no cure” for “the 
mischiefs of faction” because “the common passion 
or interest will in almost every case be felt by a 
majority of the whole and there is nothing to 
check... an obnoxious individual” or group from 
influencing everyone.

In a republic as envisioned by Madison, 
however, “the representatives refine and enlarge the 
public views by passing through a medium of a 
chosen body of citizens whose wisdom may best 
discern the true interest of their country (my 
italics).” He added, “the public voice pronounced 
by the representatives of the people might be more 
consonant to the public good than if pronounced by 
the people themselves.” Here Madison added the 
idea of making the republic cover larger areas. He 
suggests that by “(e)xtend(ing) the sphere -- you 
take in a greater variety of parties and interests 
(and) you make it less possible they will concert....” 
The conclusion of this part of the argument can lead 
to a choice of more famous and experienced 
statesmen who possess the “wisdom” referred to 
above, because the a large number of voters would 
be participating in a larger district, the chances if a 
more famous or experienced person (i.e. of wisdom) 
would be greater.

Finally, “The influence of factious leaders 
may kindle a flame within their particular states, but 
will be unable to spread a general conflagration 
through the other states.” He uses religious sects, a 
rage for paper money, and abolition of debt as 

examples that are more likely to “taint a particular 
county or district than an entire State.” These are 
some of Madison’s most famous statements. The 
students will see that the purpose of representation 
and extending the area of the republic was to elect 
men of wisdom. The factions may cancel each other 
out or the men of wisdom will convince the other 
legislators to follow the “true ideas” of the public 
good because ordinary people cannot end the 
controversy. Madison and his fellow leaders will 
decide for them.

Madison’s essay seems clear as a the ringing 
of two groups of bells: There are two groups of 
opposing solutions: Eliminating Factions or 
Controlling its Effects. Each has two methods of 
solution: He moves through the ideas with alacrity 
going from one solution to another. The logic is 
stunning and elegant, like a mathematical proof.

Part II: A critique of Madison’s argument

Now we have to confront the sentences we 
have put aside or left without exploring thoroughly, 
in particular the idea of the majority faction: “By 
faction I understand a number of citizens whether 
amounting to a majority or a minority of the whole 
who are united and actuated by some common 
impulse or passion or of interest adversed (sic) to 
the rights of other citizens or the permanent and 
aggregate interests of the community.” Eventually, 
the students will conclude that a majority vote is not 
what Madison is seeking as a solution to the 
problem of the majority faction. Somehow the 
government must override the majority.

Another example of Madison’s majority 
problem: The “public voice pronounced by the 
representatives of the people” might be more 
consonant “to the public good than if pronounced 
by the people themselves.” The students will 
determine that Madison is counter-posing the 
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representatives to “the people themselves.” 
Representatives certainly do not have to vote by 
taking instructions from their constituents, but it is 
clear that Madison is trying to circumvent the 
majority. Why would a legitimate republic be so 
designed? When we discuss this idea the students 
reach the conclusion that he does not trust the 
people to make the right decisions. It is obvious 
from the sentences that are there for the choosing.

Another of Madison’s sentences expresses 
the same contradictory view: “To secure the public 
good and private rights against the danger of such a 
(majority) faction, and at the same time to preserve 
the spirit and the form of popular government is 
then the great object to which our inquiries are 
directed.” What, students may ask, is the “public 
good” other than the will of a majority? If you have 
not yet discussed “public good,” it is an opportunity 
to discuss the major contradiction. When the 
students analyze this, discussion is not done until 
students understand that although Madison seems to 
be arguing the solutions benefit all the people, he is 
claiming the right of the elite to decide for the 
majority, which citizens are going to benefit.

Eventually the students reach the conclusion 
that everyone does not have the same interests in 
society or that the public good may change. It is not 
clear how to determine the public good, or that the 
public good can be expressed as a singular rather 
than a series of public goods. Madison believed, 
however that the public good was not only 
attainable, but a key factor in overcoming the 
mischiefs of the majority faction. Do we really 
think that the Constitution has been a success for all 
the people as Madison designed it and the 
conventional wisdom in the US has always 
assumed?

Now we have entered a realm of ambiguity 
and contradiction. Madison’s elegant proof, which 

seemed so clear, becomes murky, and most 
importantly, unreachable by the majority of 
ordinary men — or women! I ask, “How do you 
understand this “public good” now?” The students 
will determine that not all people under the 
Constitution have the same interests as propertied 
white men. There are women and Black people and 
the poor and wealthy. In 1787 these individuals 
were not all formally part of the political 
community. The First Peoples, “not taxed,” were 
excluded from representation by the clause on 
taxing and the 3/5th clause. The Black underclass in 
the U.S. has been living without the protection of 
the law for the vast majority of American History; 
much of white America seemed to only discover the 
true level of relentless and widespread violence 
against Black people on May 25, 2020 —  the day 
of George Floyd’s murder. Madison had been fine 
with slavery and its terrible consequences; violence 
against Black men and women was not a new 
development.

The interracial uprising that resulted was 
unique. They were the largest multiracial 
demonstrations ever in the US. The violence against 
Blacks has been a dark undercurrent in the US since 
the ratification of the Constitution. What is the 
public good? Do you think now that Madison was 
protecting the whole people as he implied in 
paragraph after paragraph by calling his goal the 
public good?

Now we come to the final sentence in the 
statements we have put aside for critique. When 
Madison brought up the danger of Shays’ Rebellion, 
he blamed the eastern leaders of Massachusetts for 
the unequal taxation, which caused the rebellion. 
The western farmers rebelled against the unfair 
taxation as they had in the 1760s and 70s. Madison 
commented: “Enlightened statesmen will not 
always be at the helm,” i.e. elected to office.
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These men on whom Madison depended 
must convince the other representatives and the 
senators that they know the public good better than 
the people themselves. Are these people 
philosopher kings who see the reality in Plato’s 
cave? Or are they advocating legislation based on 
the general will in the theory of Rousseau? The 
general will is discerned outside of debate, and 
expresses the “true will” of the people. This ability 
is a “faculty” of enlightened statesmen. It depends 
not on majority vote but on “the permanent 
aggregate interests of the community” or the 
“public good,” determined by the men “whose 
wisdom may best discern the true interest of their 
country” in Madison’s phrase. These men of the 
“better sort” must convince other legislators to 
follow their lead. What in Madison’s argument 
places these statesmen in power, I ask. The students 
eventually identify the layering that takes the 
decisions out of the hands of the direct voters who 
have elected men of deeper perception or who 
represent more conservative interests that protect 
the government from the “vexed,” the poor or the 
enslaved, in other words, the factions born of 
ambition race, and class. These men can find the 
public good for the benefit of the permanent 
aggregate interests of their countrymen. But as I 
stated at the outset such a belief is a chimera.

How can we call the history of the US a long 
story of a developing public good for all the people 
when the 3/5th Compromise was in effect until it 
was repealed by the 14th Amendment in 1868, when 
the large white population of the North 
overwhelmed the slaveholders’ advantages, and up 
until the Civil War the small population states 
controlled the Senate with the help of the “dough-
faced” northerners who voted with the South in the 
Senate and the House? These all acted together to 
repress democratic solutions to slavery and keep 
women, the poor and the First Peoples in literal and 
virtual shackles and chains.

When the slave power was overthrown and 
the Reconstruction Amendments were passed after 
the Civil War, there was a brief period from 1866 to 
1877 when a fragile interracial democracy existed 
in the South, which for a time kept the Republican 
reformers in power. But then violent mobs attacked 
and killed Black Republican voters, overturned that 
hard won peace between the races, and Blacks lost 
suffrage in nearly the whole South. White 
supremacy ruled again until the Civil Rights 
Revolution capped by the Voting Rights Act of 
1965 produced a second period of Black and 
minority participation.

Now we are in a different era in which our 
political life has also been commandeered by white 
supremacy in the form of Republican re-districting 
in the states so, despite the large populations in the 
Democratic-controlled states, the Democrats have 
only bare majorities in the House and only the tie-
breaking vote of the vice president in a 50-50 
Senate. Democratic senators represent 41.5 million 
more Americans than the Republicans. These are 
problems quite different from Madison’s majority 
factions. It is minority rule that the majority cannot 
use the “republican principle” to “cure.” It is a 
deadlock caused by the filibuster and the small 
population states, which have controlled the Senate 
since they were born in the Great Compromise. 
Madison’s “Machine that Would Go of Itself” has 
been rejiggered. There is a fascist threat to 
democracy led by the followers of the former 
President. Madison’s governmental structure has 
been under threat by these insurrectionists and the 
democratic traditions have been undermined to the 
breaking point. It is unclear whether democracy 
shall survive the next election, let alone the ones 
after.

The call in Federalist #10 for the protection 
of the public good and for the permanent and 
aggregate interests of the community was based on 
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the will and experience of a minority Madison 
called the “enlightened statesmen,” who protected 
slavery for the white majority. The white majority 
in the country is now disappearing and the 
movements to defend the “historical white republic” 
are threatening the lives of workers, women and all 
minorities. This is our problem now, and it is rooted 
in the ideal of the public good which Madison 
believed he and other enlightened statesmen could 
conjure up to protect the true interests of the 
“whole” community. He fought to maintain the rule 
of people like himself. There was no working 
compromise between the interests of slavery and 
freedom, or today between the evangelical radicals 
opposed to abortion and advocates of women’s 
rights, or between the refusal of the rights of the 
poor to health care and advocates of Medicare for 
all, or finally, the interests threatening the rights to 
clean air, water, food, and jobs and the movement 
for a Green New Deal. The Electoral College and 
the unrepresentative Senate must not control our 
politics. We are at a crossroads.

The myth of the “divinely inspired” 
Constitution has sustained Madison’s reputation of 
infallibility, but the flaws in his reasoning, as we 
have pointed out, have come to haunt us and 
brought us to the brink of losing our democracy. 
What, after all, is the public good if it does not 
represent a clear majority of the US population? As 
the students realized in their analysis there is no 
single or public good. We are a country of classes, 
races and genders. We should not be controlled by 
rich white men or their MAGA insurrectionists. We 
are still being ruled by the magical thinking of 
former centuries, from ancient Greece to the early 
modern concepts of the virtue of the white landed 
aristocracy. All this is embodied the persons of 
senators from states with populations smaller than 
assembly districts in New York or the city of 
Washington DC. These modern-day conservatives 
talk about the Constitution as a document 

describing a republic, not a democracy. They 
believe that the proper leaders of this republic are 
the whites: the real Americans. This idea brings us 
back to the earlier argument concerning the dangers 
of reaching for the single public good or the 
“permanent aggregate interests of the community.” 
The chimera of the public good turns out to be a 
smokescreen for white supremacy — as it always 
was. No amount of leisure or learning can motivate 
the white supremacists to discern the true interests 
of our country; they are in it for themselves.
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New York History: Colored School No. 4

Tom Miller

(Reprinted with permission from “The 
Daytonian in Manhattan”)

The first Blacks arrived in New 
Amsterdam in 1626, imported from Africa 
as slaves by the Dutch West India Company. 
During the British occupation of New York 
City in 1776 the population soared after the 
Crown promised freedom to slaves who 
deserted their rebel masters. It resulted in 
thousands of runaway slaves flocking into 
the city. By 1780, there were more than 
10,000 Blacks living in New York. Finally, 
in 1827, slavery was abolished in New 
York. But freedom did not necessarily 
translate into improvement in the lives of 
Black citizens.

The city, of course, was tasked with 
the education of all children; but integrated 
classrooms was not conceivable. "Colored 
schools" were established, staffed by Blacks. 
They were an offshoot of the first African 
Free School, established in 1787 on 
Mulberry Street. Seven Colored Schools 
were organized in 1834. 

In 1853 Primary Schools No. 27 and 
29 shared the new 25-foot wide building at 
No. 98 West 17th Street (renumbered 128 in 
1868). Three stories tall and faced in brick, 
it had two entrances--one for boys and the 

other for girls--as expected in Victorian 
school buildings. In the basement was a 
small living space for the janitress, Mary 
Sallie.

There were four teachers in each 
school, all unmarried women. Their wages 
in 1855 ranged from $400, earned by H. A. 
McCormick (about $12,200 a year today), to 
the $100 salaries earned by Abbie M. 
Saunders and Eliza Ideson. How the women 
survived on the equivalent of $3,000 a year 
in today's money is remarkable.

The street address was not the only 
thing about the school building that would 
change. By 1861 it was renumbered Primary 
School No. 14 (H. A. McCormick was still 
teaching here at the time), and within two 
years it became Colored School No. 7. That 
year it was staffed by seven teachers--four 
teachers in the Boys' Department and three 
in the Primary Department.

By 1866 the name was changed yet 
again, now known as Colored Grammar 
School No. 4. Schools across the city staged 
a yearly exhibition of the children's work 
and this one was no exception. On May 30 
that year, the New York Herald reported 
"The exhibition of Colored Grammar School 
No. 4 took place last evening at the Cooper 
Institute. The audience was quite large, and 

http://daytoninmanhattan.blogspot.com/2020/11/the-former-colored-school-no-4-building.html
http://daytoninmanhattan.blogspot.com/2020/11/the-former-colored-school-no-4-building.html
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included a few white persons, both male and 
female, and was well pleased with the 
exercises embraced in the programme." The 
newspaper was careful to point out that the 
school was "formerly No. 7."

Rather surprisingly, two specialized 
teachers were added to the staff in 1868. 
William Appo, a renowned Black musician, 
taught music and S. Anna Burroughs taught 
drawing. 

Graduating from grammar school 
was an important milestone, especially for 
Black children who were often pulled from 
school in order to work and help their 
families financially. On March 5, 1869 The 
Sun reported "In Colored Grammar School 
No. 4, in Seventeenth street, Mrs. Sarah J. S. 
Thompkins, the principal, treated her pupils 
to an inauguration celebration. Remarks 
were made by the Rev. Charles B. Ray, Fred 
Sill, C. E. Blake, Jacob Thomas, and 
William F. Busler."

The position of music teacher was 
taken by Joan Imogen Howard, who came 
from Boston, Massachusetts. Like William 
Appo, she was recognized as an 
accomplished musician. She was as well an 
ardent worker for integration and racial 
rights. On October 30, 1892 The World 
reported "Miss J. Imogen Howard, the only 
colored woman on the Board of Lady 
Managers of the [Chicago] World's Fair, is 
busily engaged in gathering statistics 
concerning colored women in New York 
State.

Reflecting the innate racism of the 
time, the reporter asked Howard if it was 

possible for a Black woman to become a 
member of "the learned professions here." 
Her reaction was visible. "Miss Howard 
looked surprised," said the article. She 
replied "I know of a great many. In 
Brooklyn there are three doctors, each of 
them enjoying a large practice and doing 
well...I am personally acquainted with one 
colored woman who graduated from law 
school with honors...Miss Ida B. Wells, a 
young colored girl, is assistant editor of the 
New York Age, a weekly paper devoted to 
the interests of the colored people." She 
went on to list a number of other successful 
professional women.

In 1873 the attendance of Colored 
School No. 4 was 120 pupils. The school 
building was showing the effects of two 
decades of use. An inspection by the School 
Board that year found in part: "ceilings 
cracked through and need repairing; 
ventilation by windows; water closets of 
wood, in poor condition; heated by seven 
wood stoves, properly shielded with tin."

The tin-lined flues of the cast iron 
stoves would cause problems at least twice. 
On January 6, 1879 The New York Evening 
Express entitled an article "Scared Colored 
School-Children" and reported "A defective 
flue caused a fire this morning in Colored 
School No. 4, at 128 West Seventeenth 
street. The fire occurred just before the 
assembling of the school, and a panic was 
thus averted, although the children collected 
around the building were considerably 
frightened."

It may have been that incident that 
prompted Principal Sarah J. S. Garnet to 
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routinely instruct the pupils on how to react 
to a fire. (Sarah Garnet was the widow of the 
Rev. Dr. Henry Highland Garnet, the former 
Minister to Liberia.) It proved to be 
worthwhile instruction. On February 14, 
1883 The Sun reported that another flue fire 
had broken out.

At around 10:30 that morning 
children on the second floor noticed wisps 
of smoke "and became restless." Mrs. 
Garnet told a reporter "I had frequently told 
the children that if fire broke out they would 
have sufficient warning from me to enable 
them to walk safely out of the school 
building. Their faith in me is what saved 
them from a panic."

There was a total of 150 children in 
the building. Garnet instructed a teacher to 
arrange the pupils on the second floor in 
straight lines, while she went upstairs to do 
the same with the youngest children. "At a 
signal the pupils marched down the narrow, 
wooden stairways and stood quietly in the 
inner court yard." One child ran three blocks 
to the nearest fire station. The fire was 
quickly extinguished and the pupils were 
marched back to their desks. "They were as 
busy in the afternoon as though nothing had 
happened," said The Sun.

In 1884, Joshua S. Lawrence 
published an article in Ballou's Monthly 
Magazine entitled "The Negroes of New 
York." He praised racial advances, 
beginning, "What a contrast between now 
and twenty years ago! Then they were 
vassals, now they are clamoring for the 
offices and other perquisites of a free 
government." His out-of-touch assessment 

was highly biased and he insisted "The 
negro in this city is not debarred or hindered 
in any way...Their children are allowed to 
enter public schools all over the city, besides 
having separate ones, taught by their own 
teachers." 

The article pointed out that 
integration was slowly coming about. "In 
order to show that the color line is breaking 
in this regard, an idea encouraged by the 
Board of Education, is not to take notice of 
complaints when two or more negro children 
happen to be near the offspring of some 
fastidious parent." Lawrence mentioned 
Colored School No. 4, saying it combined 
"both primary and grammar," levels.

At the time of the article the 
prospects for the school were dim. The 
Board of Education had already proposed 
closing the school. The minutes of the Board 
of Education on March 5, 1884 documented 
the receipt of a petition "From the Teachers 
of Colored Grammar School No. 4, asking 
that said school be continued for a longer 
period than that assigned by the action of the 
Board in 1883." The petition was forwarded 
to the Committee of Colored Schools. Its 
decision was no doubt disheartening.

The teachers were permitted to 
continue to teach "in other premises than the 
school building, but without incurring any 
expense on the part of the Board." In other 
words, if the teachers wanted to continue the 
school, they were responsible for all aspects 
of it, including funding.

But there was obviously a change of 
heart. The facility continued, now known as 
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Grammar School No. 81. Sarah J. S. Garnet 
was still principal, and Joan Imogen Howard 
was still teaching here in 1892. Another 
inspection that year reflected the poor 
sanitary conditions. It said "the sinks are 
defective and cannot be cleaned and flushed 
regularly. The closets [i.e. toilet rooms] are 
not ventilated, but are filled with sewer gas 
and foul air."

The push to discontinue the school in 
the 17th Street property continued. In 
December 1894, Mayor William L. Strong 
received a resolution from the Board of 
Education "requesting the sale of property 
No. 128 West Seventeenth street." By the 
following year, the building was 
unoccupied.

Finally, on March 24, 1896 the City 
signed a deal with the Civil War veterans of 
the 73rd Regiment to lease the ground floor 
as its clubhouse. Four months later 
renovations had been completed and on July 
6, 1896 the New-York Daily Tribune 
reported "The members of the Veteran 
Association of the 73d New-York 
Volunteers-2d Fire Zouaves--held a 
celebration in honor of the opening of their 
new headquarters, No. 128 West 
Seventeenth Street--the old schoolhouse." 
Among the entertainment that night was 
John J. Moloney, who "gave his bone solo, 
which elicited much applause."

The club rooms were decorated with 
war relics, perhaps the most significant of 
which was the first Confederate war flag 

captured by the North. On March 11, 1907 
The Yonkers Statesman explained that it had 
been taken by Corporal Daniel Boone on 
May 2, 1862 at Yorktown, Virginia. 
Interestingly, the city retained possession of 
the old school house property. On January 
19, 1921 The City Record announced that 
renovations would be made "to properly 
place the premises...in a state of occupancy 
for the Veteran Fire Association." The 73rd 
Regiment Veterans remained in the ground 
floor while $5,000 was spent in renovations 
on the upper floors for the Veteran Fire 
Association.

The new residents renamed their 
portion of the building Firemen's Hall. Like 
its downstairs neighbor, it was a social club. 
On February 17, 1923, for instance, The 
Brooklyn Standard Union reported "The 
Veteran Firemen's Association held its 
annual banquet last Saturday night, at 
Firemen's Hall, 128 West 17th Street, 
Manhattan. There were 300 members and 
their guests present, and it was a most 
unique affair." The two organizations 
remained in the building at least into the 
1930's. A renovation in 1931 made "general 
repairs to the toilets, urinals and all the 
fixtures." The building was later acquired by 
the New York City Department of 
Sanitation, which utilizes it today. At some 
point a veneer of yellow brick was applied. 
Remarkably, the small paned windows 
survive. The little building with its 
remarkable history is easily passed by today 
with little notice.
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New Jersey History: 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Discusses the “American Dream,” Drew 

University, Madison, New Jersey, February 5, 1965

Source:https://depts.drew.edu/lib/archives/online_exhibits/
king/speech/theamericandream.pdf

An audio of the entire speech is available online at: 
https://depts.drew.edu/lib/archives/online_exhibits/King/in
dex.html 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. gave his "American Dream" speech to 
an audience of 5,000 at Drew University. He is with Drew 
professor Dr. George D. Kelsey and his wife.

A. I would like to use as a subject from which to 
speak tonight, the American Dream. And I use 
this subject because America is essentially a 
dream, a dream yet unfulfilled. The substance of 
the dream is expressed in some very familiar 
words found in the Declaration of Independence. 
“We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all 
men are created equal; that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that 
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness.” This is a dream. Now one of the first 
things we notice about this dream is an amazing 
universalism. It does not say some men, it says 
all men. It does not say all white men, but it says 
all men which includes black men. It doesn’t say 

all Protestants, but it says all men which includes 
Catholics. It doesn’t say all Gentiles, it says all 
men which includes Jews. And that is something 
else at the center of the American Dream which 
is one of the distinguishing points, one of the 
things that distinguishes it from other forms of 
government, particularly totalitarian systems. It 
says that each individual has certain basic rights 
that are neither derived from nor conferred by 
the state. They are gifts from the hands of the 
Almighty God. Very seldom if ever in the 
history of the world has a socio-political 
document expressed in such profound eloquent 
and unequivocal language the dignity and the 
worth of human personality. 

B. But ever since the Founding Fathers of our 
nation dreamed this dream, America has been 
something of a schizophrenic personality, 
tragically divided against herself. On the one 
hand we have proudly professed the great 
principles of democracy. On the other hand we 
have sadly practiced the very antithesis of those 
principles. Indeed, slavery and racial segregation 
are strange paradoxes in the nation founded on 
the principle that all men are created equal. But 
now, more than ever before, our nation is 
challenged to realize this dream. For the shape of 
the world today does not afford us the luxury of 
an anemic democracy, and the price that 
America must pay for the continued oppression 
of the Negro and other minority groups is the 
price of its own destruction. The hour is late and 
the clock of destiny is ticking out, and we must 
act now before it is too late. 

https://depts.drew.edu/lib/archives/online_exhibits/king/speech/theamericandream.pdf
https://depts.drew.edu/lib/archives/online_exhibits/king/speech/theamericandream.pdf
https://depts.drew.edu/lib/archives/online_exhibits/King/index.html
https://depts.drew.edu/lib/archives/online_exhibits/King/index.html
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C. I would like to suggest some of the things that 
must be done in our nation if this American 
Dream is to be realized, some of the challenges 
that we face at this hour; and in facing the 
challenges we will be able to bring this dream 
into full realization. I would like to start on the 
world scale, so to speak, by saying if the 
American Dream is to be a reality we must 
develop a world perspective. It goes without 
saying that the world in which we live is 
geographically one, and now more than ever 
before we are challenged to make it one in terms 
of brotherhood . . . Mrs. King and I had the 
privilege to journey to that great country known 
as India. I never will forget the experience of 
meeting and talking with the great leaders of 
India, meeting and talking with thousands and 
thousands of people in the cities and villages all 
over that vast country. These experiences will 
remain meaningful and dear to me as long as the 
chords of memory shall let them. But I must say 
to you that there were those depressing moments. 
How can one avoid being depressed when he 
sees with his own eyes evidences of people by 
the millions going to bed hungry at night? How 
can one avoid being depressed when he sees with 
his own eyes thousands of people sleeping on the 
sidewalks at night, no houses to go in, no beds to 
sleep in? How can one avoid being depressed 
when he discovers that out of India’s population 
of more than 400 million people, some 375 
million make an annual income of less than $80 
a year? And most of these people have never 
seen a doctor or a dentist. As I noticed these 
conditions, something within me cried out, “Can 
we in America stand idly by and not be 
concerned?” And an answer came, “Oh, no, 
because the destiny of the United States is tied 
up with the destiny of India and every other 
nation. And I started thinking about the fact that 

we spend millions of dollars a day in America to 
store surplus food. I said to myself, “I know 
where we can store that food free of charge, in 
the wrinkled stomachs of the millions of God’s 
children in Asia and Africa and in South 
America.

D. I think this is the first challenge and it is 
necessary to meet it in order to move on toward 
the realization of the American Dream, the 
dream of men of all races, creeds, national 
backgrounds, living together as brothers. If the 
American Dream is to be a reality, secondly we 
must get rid of the notion once and for all that 
there are superior and inferior races. This idea 
still lingers around in some situations and in 
some circles . . . There may be superior and 
inferior individuals academically within all 
races. But there are no superior and inferior 
races. But in spite of this, the notion still lingers 
around . . . We have enough evidence in practical 
experiences and practical accomplishments of 
individuals in the Negro community and 
individuals in other minority groups to 
demonstrate that there is no truth in the idea of 
the inferiority of the Negro race, of the 
superiority of any other race. 

Questions
1. According to Dr. King, what is the American 

Dream?
2. In your opinion, are any groups missing from 

the list described in section A. If so, who is 
missing?

3. In section B, why does Dr. King call the 
United States “schizophrenic”?

4. In section C, why did Dr. King have an 
extended discussion of conditions in India?

5. Dr. King delivered this speech in 1965. In 
your opinion, are the problems he described 
still present in American society? Explain.
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Ukrainian “Homodor” 

(Murder by Hunger)

  

Images of starving Ukrainian peasant 
children, c. 1932-1933

Animosity between Russia and Ukraine has 
deep roots. This “Father Stalin” children’s 
song is from the 1930s when Soviet Union 
policies created famine in Ukraine. Father 
Stalin is Josef Stalin, head of the Communist 

Party and government in the Soviet Union 
that was dominated by Russia. The author of 
the poem is unknown. This version is from 
the 2012 book Bloodlands: Europe Between 
Hitler and Stalin (Basic Books, 2012: 36) by 
Timothy Snyder. A “kolkhoz” is a collective 
farm.

Father Stalin, look at this

Collective farming is just bliss

The hut's in ruins, the barn's all sagged

All the horses broken nags

And on the hut a hammer and sickle

And in the hut death and famine

No cows left, no pigs at all

Just your picture on the wall

Daddy and mommy are in the kolkhoz

The poor child cries as alone he goes

There's no bread and there's no fat

The Party's ended all of that

Seek not the gentle nor the mild

A father's eaten his own child

The Party man he beats and stamps

And sends us to Siberian camps.
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Local Connections: WPA Artists

Susan Zwirn

Jacob Lawrence (1917-2000)

This is Harlem by Jacob Lawrence

Born in 1917 in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey, Jacob Lawrence moved to Harlem with 
his family in 1930 where he benefited from 
WPA projects. He studied art at the WPA 
Harlem Art Workshop in the New York Public 
Library’s 135th Street branch while he was still 
in high school. He continued his studies in art at 
the Workshop, despite dropping out of school to 
work part-time to help support his family when 
his mother lost her job. At the age of 21, he 
joined the easel division of the WPA and then 
the WPA Harlem Mural Project. Harlem, a 
destination for people of African descent from 
other parts of the U.S. and the Caribbean, 
provided Lawrence with a continual source of 
stimulation for his art. During the 1930s and 
1940s, one of Lawrence’s major themes was 
working Americans, and unlike many artists, he 
created images of female workers, including 

teachers and domestic workers. The Shoemaker, 
1945, is one of his images of men working. 

Here, Lawrence depicts the strong 
physique and concentration of a lone worker, an 
artisan with powerful arms. Lawrence focuses 
especially on the man’s hands, rendered in 
exaggerated size and the largest element in the 
painting. It’s a serious subject, but Lawrence 
paints the background in the brilliant and joyous 
colors and patterns that he had noticed in many 
poor Harlem homes. Lawrence was well 
acquainted with the lives of laborers; his mother 
had been a domestic worker. In 1941 Lawrence 
was the first African American represented by a 
major New York City gallery. He was also the 
first to be exhibited in major museums and to 
enjoy patronage both within and outside the 
Black community. 

Dorothea Lange (1895-1965)

In 1932, Lange photographed unemployed men in New 
York City on food line.
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Lange, born to German immigrants in Hoboken, 
New Jersey, is best known for her photographs 
taken during the Depression. A childhood case 
of polio left Lange with a limp that contributed 
to her sensitivity to the plight of others and her 
commitment to social justice. Deserted by her 
father and raised in the home of her alcoholic 
grandmother, Lange had a lonely childhood. She 
trained in several photographers’ studios, 
studied photography at Columbia University, 
and established a very successful photography 
studio in San Francisco. Lange’s early photos of 
labor demonstrations in San Francisco came to 
the attention of Paul Taylor, an economist at 
UCLA, who later became her second husband. 
An advocate for establishing camps for migrant 
workers, Taylor encouraged Lange to become a 
photographer for the State Emergency Relief 
Administration. The potency of these photos 
prompted Roy Stryker, the director of the Farm 
Security Administration, an agency that 
examined issues of rural poverty, to employ 
Lange in its historical division. Lange’s images 
became a source of inspiration for John 
Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath. Her 
photograph, Migrant Mother, came to epitomize 
the Depression. This migrant mother was only 
32 years old and had just sold the tires from her 
car to purchase food. Lange’s photographs later 
documented the injustice of Japanese internment 
during World War II.

Ben Shahn (1898-1969)

As a young boy Ben Shahn immigrated 
to the United States with his mother from 
Lithuania. When he was 14, he left school to 
become a lithographer’s assistant. He eventually 
attended New York University, CCNY, the Art 
Students League, and the National Academy of 
Design. His study of Jewish traditions, examined 
while the Depression developed, reinforced a 
concern for the plight of workers. He became 
known for his political subject matter, especially 
his series on the Sacco and Vanzetti court case 
that grappled with the trial and execution of 
Italian immigrants. Shahn worked on many 
WPA projects as both a painter and a 
photographer, chronicling the relocation of poor 
families to new federally sponsored 
communities through the Resettlement 
Administration. Shahn created a series of murals 
for a subsistence homesteading community in 
Roosevelt, New Jersey. The community was  
founded by the Farm Security Administration in 
1936 to house New York City garment workers 
and their families, who would farm while off 
from work in the summer. 

Shahn mural now housed at Princeton University
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The U.S. Response to the Holocaust Was Part of a Longer Pattern of 
Appeasing Fascism

Roger Peace

(Reprinted from History News Network)

The six-hour documentary film on 
the U.S. and the Holocaust produced by Ken 
Burns, Lynn Novick, and Sarah Botstein has 
many merits. It vividly portrays and 
personalizes the horrors and inhumanity of 
the Nazi murder machine, examines the 
diversity of responses within the United 
States, and highlights the State Department’s 
resistance to allowing more Jewish refugees 
into the country. Inspired by an exhibition of 
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, the 
film reflects the museum’s extraordinary 
cache of recorded interviews and resources. 

Most importantly, it teaches the right 
lessons. When asked what she hoped people 
would gain from viewing the film, Botstein, 
the child of Jewish refugees on her father’s 
side, said, “I hope they learn something and 
have conversations about their role in a 
democratic society and their responsibilities 
to fellow human beings. To be kind to your 
neighbor, to think about what you would do 
and what you should do when things get 
hard and complicated. How can we work 
together?”

Yet I also agree with critic Martin 
Ostrow, the director of a previous PBS film 
on America’s response to the Holocaust 
aired in 1994, that Burns and company 

treated President Franklin D. Roosevelt with 
kid gloves. “It's a shame,” wrote Ostrow, 
“the series brings nothing new to 
understanding Roosevelt’s troubling 
decisions and motivations.” 

To understand the Roosevelt 
administration’s motivations and actions – 
or non-actions – one has to examine the U.S. 
and British policy of appeasement toward 
fascist states during the 1920s and 1930s. 
This larger story has been explored by a 
number of scholars, including Arnold Offner 
in American Appeasement: United States 
Foreign Policy and Germany, 1933-
1938 (1969), David Schmitz in Thank God 
They’re on Our Side: The United States and 
Right-Wing Dictatorship, 1921-1963 (1999), 
Jacques Pauwels in Big Business and 
Hitler (2017), and Jonathan Haslam, The 
Spectre of War: International Communism 
and the Origins of World War II (2021). 

Essentially, the policy of 
appeasement was based on the view that 
communism constituted a mortal threat to 
Western society, whereas fascism was 
acceptable, if not a positive antidote to 
communism. Indeed, when Benito Mussolini 
came to power in Italy in 1922, U.S. 
officials welcomed his National Fascist 
Party as a force for stability and a bulwark 
against Bolshevism (communism). “In 

https://historynewsnetwork.org/article/184300
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developing American policy,” writes 
Schmitz, “officials in Washington were 
mainly influenced by Mussolini’s 
establishment of a stable, noncommunist 
government that welcomed American trade 
and investments.” This view, in turn, 
“allowed American officials to ignore 
Mussolini’s brutal repression of all 
opposition groups, destruction of Italy’s 
constitutional government, and rule by 
violence.” 

Conservative British leader Winston 
Churchill was of a similar mind. Following a 
meeting with Mussolini in Rome in January 
1927, Churchill praised the dictator at a 
press conference, saying, “If I had been an 
Italian, I am sure that I should have been 
whole-heartedly with you from start to finish 
in your triumphant struggle against the 
bestial appetites and passions of Leninism.”

Mussolini provided the role model 
for Adolf Hitler’s rise to power in Germany. 
Upon Hitler’s appointment as Chancellor in 
January 1933, the American ambassador to 
Germany, Frederic Sackett, wrote, “From 
the standpoint of stable political conditions, 
it is perhaps well that Hitler is now in a 
position to wield unprecedented power.” 

In 1937, after more than four years 
of Nazi dictatorial rule and anti-Jewish 
policies and propaganda, the U.S. State 
Department continued to maintain that 
fascist-type governments were compatible 
with U.S. interests, free trade, and the 
international order. A February 1937 report 
written by the department’s European 
Division defined fascism as a respectable 
movement of the propertied classes aimed at 

defending the existing order and private 
property against Bolshevism. Where fascism 
was in power, the authors judged that “it 
must succeed or the masses, this time 
reinforced by the disillusioned middle 
classes, will again turn to the Left.” The goal 
of the United States, as such, was to ensure 
that Germany would recover economically. 
Should the economy falter, they warned, 
“war is possible, if not probable.”

Some members of the U.S. 
diplomatic corps pushed in the opposite 
direction. Most prescient was George 
Messersmith. He had been in the Foreign 
Service since 1914 and served as the consul 
general in Berlin from 1930 to April 1934 
before becoming minister to Austria. In 
March 1934, he strongly advised that the 
U.S. not renew the major trade agreement 
with Germany, the Treaty of Friendship, 
Commerce, and Consular Rights, ratified in 
1925, which was due to expire in 1935. 

Messersmith argued that the treaty 
would only spur German rearmament. He 
pointed out that the long-range “mail 
planes” recently purchased by Germany 
were “easily convertible to bombers.” 
Contrary to Secretary of State Cordell Hull’s 
benefic view of international trade, he wrote 
in May 1934 that “a government with really 
peaceable intentions does not produce 
armaments, train its people in military 
exercises, and create such an extraordinary 
spirit in the schools, even among the very 
young.” Rather than build up the German 
economy, Messersmith hoped that economic 
instability would bring down the Hitler 
regime.
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Disregarding Messersmith’s pleas, a 
special State Department committee 
recommended approval of the trade treaty, 
noting that trade warfare would mean the 
loss of nearly one billion dollars in 
American investments. The U.S. and 
Germany renewed the treaty in June 1935, 
which in turn enabled U.S. corporations to 
trade and invest in Germany without 
restriction. Messersmith lamented in 1936 
that American firms were allowing their 
capital to be “used for the maintenance of 
the German industrial program and in some 
important directions for German 
rearmament, which is obviously not 
intended for defensive but for aggressive 
measures.” American business leaders, 
he added, “are not blind to all of this.”

U.S. business investments in 
Germany were substantial when Hitler took 
over in 1933, and continued to grow 
thereafter. “Perhaps the Germans could have 
assembled vehicles and airplanes without 
American assistance,” writes Pauwels. “But 
Germany desperately lacked strategic raw 
materials, such as rubber and oil, which 
were needed to fight a war predicated on 
mobility and speed. American corporations 
came to the rescue.” 

As Nazi repression and militarization 
proceeded, U.S. corporate leaders faced the 
choice of whether to continue their 
operations in Germany or pull up stakes and 
take a financial loss. Virtually all remained. 
The reigning philosophy in Corporate 
America was expressed by Alfred Sloan, Jr., 
chairman of the General Motors board of 
directors, in a letter to a stockholder in April 
1939: “According to my belief . . . an 

international business operating throughout 
the world should conduct its operations in 
strictly business terms, without regard to the 
political beliefs of its management, or the 
political beliefs of the country in which it is 
operating.”

Ambassador William Dodd in Berlin 
criticized this economic appeasement. He 
wrote to President Roosevelt on October 19, 
1936: “At the present moment more than a 
hundred American corporations have 
subsidiaries here or cooperative 
understandings. The DuPonts have three 
allies in Germany that are aiding in the 
armaments business. Their chief ally is the I. 
G. Farben Company, a part of the 
Government which gives 200,000 marks a 
year to one propaganda operation on 
American opinion.” Dodd also noted the 
investments of Standard Oil, International 
Harvester, and General Motors in German 
rearmament.

Another mark of appeasement was 
Roosevelt’s appointment of Hugh R. Wilson 
to replace Dodd. Ambassador Dodd had 
been a thorn in the side of the Nazi regime, 
avoiding Nazi celebratory events and 
beseeching the Roosevelt administration to 
protest Germany’s remilitarization of the 
Rhineland in March 1936, albeit to no avail. 
Wilson, during his first meeting with Hitler 
on March 3, 1938, complimented the 
dictator as “a man who had pulled his people 
from moral and economic despair into the 
state of pride and evident prosperity which 
they now enjoyed,” according to his own 
account. Eight days after the meeting, 
German troops marched into Austria.

https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674422919
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U.S. diplomatic and economic 
appeasement carried over into the muted 
U.S. responses to Jewish repression as well 
as the establishment of strict immigration 
quotas. On June 16, 1933, Roosevelt 
effectively established his administration’s 
policy with respect to Jewish persecution in 
Germany in a missive to Dodd in Berlin: 
“The German authorities are treating Jews 
shamefully and the Jews in this country are 
greatly excited. But this is also not a 
government affair. We can do nothing 
except for American citizens who happen to 
be made victims. We must protect them, and 
whatever we can do to moderate the general 
persecution by unofficial and personal 
influence ought to be done.”

Roosevelt began to have second 
thoughts about the policy of appeasement in 
1937. In February, he questioned a State 
Department report which concluded that 
“economic appeasement should prove to be 
the surest route to world peace.” In May, he 
wrote in a letter to William Phillips, 
ambassador to Italy, saying that the “more I 
study the situation, the more I am convinced 
that an economic approach to peace is a 
pretty weak reed for Europe to lean on. It 
may postpone war but how can it avert war 
in the long run if the armament process [in 
Germany] continues at its present pace – or 
even at a slower pace?”

The U.S. and Great Britain 
abandoned the policy of appeasement only 
after Germany invaded Czechoslovakia in 

March 1939. Thereafter the policy became 
anathema. During the war, the U.S. aligned 
with the communist Soviet Union and 
fought against Germany and Italy, thus 
reversing its prewar orientation. The foreign 
policy establishment, meanwhile, blamed its 
abandoned appeasement policy on the 
antiwar movement rather than its own anti-
communist vendetta – which it revived after 
the war. 

“During the Second World War, 
millions of Americans fought and sacrificed 
to defeat fascism,” writes Lynn Novick, “but 
even after we began to understand the scope 
and scale of what was happening to the 
Jewish people of Europe, our response was 
inadequate and deeply flawed.” 

Indeed, it was inadequate in a 
number of dimensions. The Roosevelt 
administration could have prevented U.S. 
corporations from aiding the Nazi state, 
particularly in rearmament. It could have 
united with the Soviet Union early on in 
opposing German expansionism. It could 
have spoken out strongly against Germany’s 
human rights abuses and opened the doors 
of immigration wider, even on a temporary 
basis, fulfilling the promise set in the bronze 
base of the Statue of Liberty, written by 
Jewish immigration activist Emma Lazarus 
in 1883, “Give me your tired, your poor, 
your huddled masses yearning to breathe 
free.”
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Why Should War Criminals Operate with Impunity?

Lawrence Wittner

(Republished from History News Network)

The issue of alleged Russian war 
crimes in Ukraine highlights the decades-
long reluctance of today’s major military 
powers to support the International Criminal 
Court. In 1998, the International Criminal 
Court (ICC) was established by an 
international treaty, the Rome Statute. 
Coming into force in 2002 and with 123 
nations now parties to it, the treaty provides 
the ICC, headquartered at the Hague, may 
investigate and prosecute individuals for war 
crimes, genocide, crimes against humanity, 
and the crime of aggression. As a court of 
last resort, the ICC may only initiate 
proceedings when a country is unwilling or 
unable to take such action against its 
nationals or anyone else on its territory. In 
addition, although the ICC is authorized to 
initiate investigations anywhere, it may only 
try nationals or residents of nations that are 
parties to the treaty, unless it is authorized to 
investigate by the nation where the crimes 
occurred.

The development of a permanent 
international court dealing with severe 
violations of human rights has already 
produced some important results. Thirty-one 
criminal cases have been brought before the 
ICC, resulting, thus far, in ten convictions 
and four acquittals. The first ICC conviction 
occurred in 2012, when a Congolese warlord 

was found guilty of using conscripted child 
soldiers in his nation. In 2020, the ICC 
began trying a former Islamist militant 
alleged to have forced hundreds of women 
into sexual slavery in Mali. This April, the 
ICC opened the trial of a militia leader 
charged with 31 counts of war crimes and 
crimes against humanity committed in 
Darfur, Sudan. Parliamentarians from 
around the world have lauded “the ICC’s 
pivotal role in the prevention of atrocities, 
the fight against impunity, the support for 
victims’ rights, and the guarantee of long-
lasting justice.”

Despite these advances, the ICC 
faces some serious problems. Often years 
after criminal transgressions, it must locate 
the criminals and people willing to testify in 
their cases. Furthermore, lacking a police 
force, it is forced to rely upon national 
governments, some with a minimal 
commitment to justice, to capture and deport 
suspected criminals for trial. Governments 
also occasionally withdrew from the ICC, 
when angered, as the Philippines did after its 
president, Rodrigo Duterte, came under 
investigation.

The ICC’s most serious problem, 
however, is that 70 nations, including the 
world’s major military powers, have refused 
to become parties to the treaty. The 

https://historynewsnetwork.org/article/183625
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governments of China, India, and Saudi 
Arabia never signed the Rome Statute. 
Although the governments of the United 
States, Russia, and Israel did sign it, they 
never ratified it. Subsequently, in fact, they 
withdrew their signatures. 

The motive for these holdouts is 
clear enough. In 2014, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin ordered the withdrawal of his 
nation from the process of joining the ICC. 
This action occurred in response to the ICC 
ruling that Russia’s seizure of Crimea 
amounted to an “ongoing occupation.” Such 
a position, said Kremlin spokesman Dmitry 
Peskov, “contradicts reality” and the 
Russian foreign ministry dismissed the court 
as “one-sided and inefficient.” 
Understandably, governments harboring 
current and future war criminals would 
rather not face investigations and possible 
prosecutions.

The skittishness of the U.S. 
government toward the ICC is illustrative. 
Even as he signed the treaty, President Bill 
Clinton cited “concerns about significant 
flaws” in it, notably the inability to “protect 
US officials from unfounded charges.” 
Thus, he did not submit the treaty to the 
Senate for ratification and recommended 
that his successor, George W. Bush, 
continue this policy “until our fundamental 
concerns are satisfied.” Bush, in turn, 
“unsigned” the treaty in 2002, pressured 
other governments into bilateral agreements 
that required them to refuse surrender of 
U.S. nationals to the ICC, and signed the 
American Servicemembers Protection Act 
(sometimes called the “Hague Invasion 
Act”), which authorized the use of military 

force to liberate any American being held by 
the ICC. 

Although subsequently the Bush and 
Obama administrations grew more 
cooperative with the court, aiding it in the 
prosecution of African warlords, the Trump 
administration adopted the most hostile 
stance toward it yet. In September 
2018, Donald Trump told the UN General 
Assembly that the United States would 
provide “no support” to the ICC, which had 
“no jurisdiction, no legitimacy, and no 
authority.” In 2020, the Trump 
administration imposed economic sanctions 
and visa restrictions on top ICC officials for 
any efforts to investigate the actions of U.S. 
personnel in Afghanistan.

Under the Biden administration, 
however, U.S. policy swung back toward 
support. Soon after taking office, Biden—in 
line with his more welcoming approach to 
international institutions ― dropped the 
Trump sanctions against ICC officials. 
Then, in March 2022, when the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine produced widely 
reported atrocities in the Ukrainian town of 
Bucha, the U.S. president labeled Putin a 
“war criminal” and called for a “war crimes 
trial.”

The ICC was the obvious institution 
for action. That March, the U.S. Senate 
unanimously passed a resolution backing an 
investigation into Russian war crimes in 
Ukraine and praising the ICC. Weeks before 
this, in fact, the ICC did open an 
investigation.
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Even so, it is unclear what the U.S. 
government can or is willing to do to aid the 
ICC in Ukraine. After all, U.S. legislation, 
still on the books, bars substantial U.S. 
assistance to the ICC. Also, Pentagon 
officials are reportedly opposed to action, 
based on the U.S. government’s long-time 
fear that U.S. troops might some day be 
prosecuted for war crimes.

For their part, Russian officials have 
claimed that the widely-recognized atrocities 
were a complete “fake,” a “fabrication,” and 
a “provocation.” In Bucha, stated the 
Russian defense ministry, “not a single local 
resident has suffered from any violent 
action.” Not surprisingly, Russian 

authorities have refused to cooperate with 
the ICC investigation.

Isn’t it time for the major military 
powers to give up the notion that their war 
criminals should be allowed to operate with 
impunity? Isn’t it time these countries joined 
the ICC?
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Misjudging Adolf Hitler

Alan Singer, Janice Chopyk, and Debra Willett

The 21st century has witnessed a resurgence 
in authoritarian and potentially fascist 
movements in many parts of the world 
including in the United States. As a result of 
Congressional hearings and judicial action 
we know that armed militias like the Proud 
Boys and the Oath Keepers were active 
participants in the January 6, 2021 assault on 
the United States Capitol Building. They 
wanted to overturn the results of the 2020 
Presidential election and threatened to 
murder the Vice-President of the United 
States. Commentators like Madeleine 
Albright (2018) and Timothy Snyder (2017; 
2018) make the point that Fascists pretend to 
respond to public sentiment and populist 
movements, but that is really just a strategy 
to achieve power by stirring popular 
discontent, resentment and fear to 
undermine democratic institutions. Snyder 
believes that in the twenty-first century, the 
gravest threat to democracy is virulent 
nationalist populism and sees the potential 
for the rise of authoritarianism in the United 
States as a response to a real or perceived 
danger. He quotes Hannah Arendt, who 
wrote that after the Reichstag fire in 
Germany, “I was no longer of the opinion 
that one can simply be a bystander” (Snyder, 
2017: 110; Arendt, 2003: 6). Arendt’s 
statement highlights the need for an activist 
component in civics education as well as a 
deeper understanding of how fascists came 
to power in Europe during the 1920s and 

1930s. During that period in the west many 
commentators misjudged the threat of 
fascism to world peace. Snyder and Albright 
call for promoting active citizenship and 
resistance against tyranny by educators 
committed to democracy and liberty, 
important goals in the National Council for 
the Social Studies College, Career, and 
Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social 
Studies State Standards. 

Adolf Hitler was born in 1889 to a 
German speaking family in a region that was 
then part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
and later became part of Austria. He did not 
become an actual German citizen until 
February 1932. In 1913, Hitler moved from 
Vienna in Austria to Munich in Germany 
and with the outbreak of World War I he 
enlisted in the German Army. In the army 
Hitler rose to the rank of corporal and 
received the Iron Cross for service on the 
Western Front. Just before an armistice was 
signed in November 1918, Hitler was 
temporarily blinded and hospitalized 
following a British gas attack on German 
troops in occupied Belgium. 

While still in the army, Hitler 
became part of the military’s propaganda 
department, and was assigned to speak to 
troops promoting nationalism and anti-
Socialism. He also joined an anti-
communist, anti-Semitic right wing political 
party. Under Hitler’s direction the party 
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changed its name to the National Socialist 
German Workers Party or Nazi Party and in 
1921 Hitler became its official leader. In 
1923, Hitler participated in the unsuccessful 
Beer Hall Putsch that tried to take over the 
government of the German state of Bavaria. 
He was captured, convicted of treason, and 
spent nine months in prison where he wrote 
Mein Kampf (My Struggle), a manifesto of 
Nazi ideology. In a September 1930 
election, the Nazi Party increased its 
representation in the German parliament, the 
Reichstag, from 14 to 107 seats, making 
Hitler the leader of the second largest party 
in Germany. In January 1933, with the Nazis 
Party holding a third of the seats in 
parliament, Adolf Hitler became chancellor, 
or Prime Minister, of a coalition 
government. Once in office, Hitler quickly 
moved to ban all opposition and in July 
1934 he proclaimed himself “Fuehrer and 
Reich Chancellor.”

         Dorothy Thompson of the United 
States and Gareth Jones of Wales were two 
of the earliest western reporters to meet with 
and speak to Adolf Hitler. In their reports, 
they misjudged his threat to democracy, 
world peace, and human rights in their 
reporting. In 1931, the Nazi Party invited 
Thompson to interview Hitler 
for Cosmopolitan magazine and in 1932, 
Thompson republished the interview as part 
of a book, I Saw Hitler! (New York: Farrar 
& Rinehart). Much of the article and book 
are dismissive of Hitler as a person. 
Thompson described him as a man of 
“startling insignificance,” “inconsequent and 
voluble,” and “the very prototype of the 
Little Man” (13-14). She characterized the 
interview with Hitler as “difficult, because 

one cannot carry on a conversation with 
Adolf Hitler. He speaks always as though he 
were addressing a mass meeting . . . a 
hysterical note creeps into his voice, which 
rises sometimes almost to a scream. He 
gives the impression of a man in a trance” 
(16). 

Hitler, not surprisingly, was offended 
by his depiction in the Cosmopolitan article 
and Thompson was forced to leave 
Germany. In the foreword to the book, 
Thompson wrote. “My offense was to think 
that Hitler was just an ordinary man, after 
all. That is a crime in the reigning cult in 
Germany, which says Mr. Hitler is a 
Messiah sent by God to save the German 
people” (v). To her credit, Thompson later 
became an anti-Nazi activist in the United 
States, denouncing fascism in public 
addresses, her magazine and newspaper 
columns, and on radio broadcasts. 

In a February 1933 article for The 
Western Mail & South Wales News, Gareth 
Jones described his meeting with Adolf 
Hitler during a shared airplane ride. Jones, 
like Thompson, was not initially impressed 
with Hitler, writing “When his car arrived 
on the airfield about half an hour ago and he 
stepped out, a slight figure in a shapeless 
black hat, wearing a light mackintosh, and 
when he raised his arm flabbily to greet 
those who had assembled to see him, I was 
mystified. How had this ordinary-looking 
man succeeded in becoming deified by 
fourteen million people?” Later on the 
flight, Jones discovered what he considered 
the other Hitler and reevaluated him. “Hitler 
steps out of the aeroplane. But he is now a 
man spiritually transformed. His eyes have a 
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certain fixed purpose. Here is a different 
Hitler. There are two Hitlers – the natural 
boyish Hitler, and the Hitler who is inspired 
by tremendous national force, a great Hitler. 
It is the second Hitler who has stirred 
Germany to an awakening.” Jones had just 
completed a tour of the famine-ravished 
Soviet Union, especially Ukraine, and 
viewed Hitler and Germany positively in 
comparison.

The West’s uncertainty about 
Hitler’s threat to world peace comes across 
in Time magazine’s selection of him as its 
1938 “Man of the Year.” It conveyed a 
sense that Americans should be impressed 
by the figure of Adolf Hitler as he strides 
“over a cringing Europe with all the swagger 
of a conqueror.” Hitler, in five years, “lifted 
the nation from post-War defeatism” and 
transformed it into “one of the great military 
powers of the world today.” Time editors 
considered Nazi rule in Germany “no 
ordinary dictatorship, but rather one of great 
energy and magnificent planning.” The 
article was published in January 1939, eight 
months before Germany invaded Poland 
igniting World War II.

In November 1938, during a 
parliamentary debate, future British Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill stated: “I have 
always said that if Great Britain were 
defeated in war I hoped we should find a 
Hitler to lead us back to our rightful position 
among the nations . . . Hitler is Fuehrer 
because he exemplifies and enshrines the 
will of Germany.” As closure for lessons on 
the rise to power of fascists in Europe on the 
1920s and 1930s, students should discuss 
why Churchill, Jones, Time magazine, and 

Thompson, at least initially, seemed to 
misunderstand and minimized Hitler’s threat 
to democracy in Germany and world peace.
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Document 1: “I Saw Hitler!” by Dorothy 
Thompson (Farrar & Rinehart, 1932) 

(Excerpts)

Instructions: Dorothy Thompson 
interviewed Adolf Hitler in 1931 for an 
article in Cosmopolitan magazine. Read 
excerpts A, B, C and D and answer 
questions 1 – 3. (Note: Hitler spelled his 
first name Adolf. Thompson wrote his name 
as Adolph in the magazine and book.)

A. “When finally I walked into Adolph 
Hitler’s salon in the Kaiserhof Hotel, I 
was convinced that I was meeting the 
future dictator of Germany. In something 
less than fifty seconds I was quite sure 
that I was not. It took just about that time 
to measure the startling insignificance of 
this man who has set the world agog. He 
is formless, almost faceless, a man whose 
countenance is a caricature, a man whose 
framework seems cartilaginous, without 
bones. He is inconsequent and voluble, ill-
poised, insecure. He is the very prototype 
of the Little Man. A lock of lank hair falls 
over an insignificant and slightly 
retreating forehead. The back head is 
shallow. The face is broad in the cheek-
bones. The nose is large, but badly shaped 
and without character. His movements are 
awkward, almost undignified and most 
un-martial. There is in his face no trace of 
any inner conflict or self-discipline” (13-
14).

B. “And yet, he is not without a certain 
charm. But it is the soft, almost feminine 
charm of the Austrian! When he talks it is 
with a broad Austrian dialect. The eyes 
alone are notable. Dark gray and 
hyperthyroid—they have the peculiar 
shine which often distinguishes geniuses, 
alcoholics, and hysterics. There is 
something irritatingly refined about him. I 
bet he crooks his little finger when he 

drinks a cup of tea. His is an actor’s face. 
Capable of being pushed out or in, 
expanded or contracted at will, in order to 
register facile emotions” (14).

C. “The interview was difficult, because 
one cannot carry on a conversation with 
Adolph Hitler. He speaks always, as 
though he were addressing a mass 
meeting. In personal intercourse he is shy, 
almost embarrassed. In every question he 
seeks for a theme that will set him off. 
Then his eyes focus in some far corner of 
the room; a hysterical note creeps into his 
voice which rises sometimes almost to a 
scream. He gives the impression of a man 
in a trance. He bangs the table. ‘Not yet is 
the whole working class with us…we 
need a new spirit…Marxism has 
undermined the masses…rebirth in a new 
ideology…not workers, not employers, 
not socialists, not Catholics…But 
Germans!’ This, in answer to the 
question: What will you do for the 
working masses when you come to 
power?” (16-17)

D. “It is an important question. Millions 
of Germans follow Hitler because he has 
proclaimed war upon the banks, upon the 
trusts, upon “loan-capital.” He has 
asserted time and time again that he will 
abolish the rule of one class by another. 
What actually do these statements mean, 
in terms of practical politics? I couldn’t 
find out, and anyone who can is a better 
interviewer than I. When I dared to 
interrupt the stream of eloquence by 
bluntly repeating my question, he replied 
(rather coyly) that he didn’t intend to hand 
his program over to his enemies (the 
German Chancellor) for them to ‘steal’” 
(17).
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Questions:

1. What was Thompson’s initial reaction to 
Adolf Hitler?

2. Why does Thompson describe the 
interview as difficult?

3. In your view, why would Adolf Hitler be 
annoyed or angry at his portrayal by 
Thompson?

4. In your view, based on these excerpts 
and your knowledge of German history 
between World War I and World War II, 
should Thompson have issued a warning 
about the Adolf Hitler? Explain. 

Document 2. “A Welshman Looks At 
Europe, With Hitler Across Germany” by 

Gareth Jones (Excerpts), The Western Mail 
And South Wales News, February 28, 1933

Instructions: Gareth Jones met Adolf Hitler 
in February 1933 a month after Hitler 
became German Chancellor. Read excerpts 
A, B and C and answer questions 1 – 3.
A. “If this aeroplane should crash then the 
whole history of Europe would be 
changed. For a few feet away sits Adolf 
Hitler, Chancellor of Germany and leader 
of the most volcanic nationalist 
awakening which the world has seen. Six 
thousand feet beneath us, hidden by a sea 
of rolling white clouds, is the land which 
he has roused to a frenzy. We are rushing 
along at a speed of 142 miles per hour 
from Berlin to Frankfurt-on-Main, where 
Hitler is to begin his lightning election 
campaign. The occupants of the aeroplane 
are, indeed, a mass of human dynamite. I 
can see Hitler studying the map and then 
reading a number of blue reports. He does 
not look impressive. When his car arrived 
on the airfield about half an hour ago and 
he stepped out, a slight figure in a 
shapeless black hat, wearing a light 
mackintosh, and when he raised his arm 

flabbily to greet those who had assembled 
to see him, I was mystified.” 

B. “How had this ordinary-looking man 
succeeded in becoming deified by 
fourteen million people? He was more 
natural and less of a poseur than I had 
expected; there was something boyish 
about him as he saw a new motor-car and 
immediately displayed a great interest in 
it. He shook hands with the Nazi chief and 
with those others of us who were to fly 
with him in the famous “Richthofen,” the 
fastest and most powerful three-motored 
aeroplane in Germany. 

His handshake was firm, but his large, 
outstanding eyes seemed emotionless as 
he greeted me. Standing around in the 
snow were members of his bodyguard in 
their black uniform with silver brocade. 
On their hats there is a silver skull and 
crossbones, the cavities of the eyes in the 
skull being bright red.” 

C. “We are now descending, however. 
Frankfurt is beneath us. A crowd is 
gathered below. Thousands of faces look 
up at us. We make a smooth landing. Nazi 
leaders, some in brown, some in black and 
silver, all with a red swastika arm-band, 
await their chief. Hitler steps out of the 
aeroplane. But he is now a man spiritually 
transformed. His eyes have a certain fixed 
purpose. Here is a different Hitler. There 
are two Hitlers - the natural boyish Hitler, 
and the Hitler who is inspired by 
tremendous national force, a great Hitler. 
It is the second Hitler who has stirred 
Germany to an awakening.”

Questions
1. What was Jones’ initial reaction to Adolf 

Hitler?
2. Why does Jones decide there are two 

Hitlers?
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3. In your view, based on these excerpts 
and your knowledge of German history 
between World War I and World War II, 
should Jones have issued a warning 
about the second Hitler? Explain. 

Document 3. Time Magazine’s Man of the 
Year (1938), January 2, 1939 (Excerpt)

Instructions: For it’s January, 1939 edition, 
Time magazine selected Adolf Hitler as its 
1938 “Man of the Year. “Read excerpts A 
and B and answer questions 1 – 3.

A. Adolf Hitler without doubt became 
1938’s Man of the Year . . . [T]he figure 
of Adolf Hitler strode over a cringing 
Europe with all the swagger of a 
conqueror . . . Hitler became in 1938 the 
greatest threatening force that the 
democratic, freedom-loving world faces 
today . . . Rant as he might against the 
machinations of international 
Communism and international Jewry, or 
rave as he would that he was just a Pan-
German trying to get all the Germans 
back in one nation, Fuehrer Hitler had 
himself become the world’s No. 1 
International Revolutionist. 

B. That the German people love uniforms, 
parades, military formations, and submit 

easily to authority is no secret . . . What 
Adolph Hitler & Co. did to Germany in 
less than six years was applauded wildly 
and ecstatically by most Germans. He 
lifted the nation from post-War defeatism. 
Under the swastika Germany was unified. 
His was no ordinary dictatorship, but 
rather one of great energy and magnificent 
planning . . . Germany has become a 
nation of uniforms, goose-stepping to 
Hitler’s tune, where boys of ten are taught 
to throw hand grenades, where women are 
regarded as breeding machines. In five 
years under the Man of 1938, regimented 
Germany had made itself one of the great 
military powers of the world today.

Questions:
1. According to this article, what are the 

key achievements of Adolf Hitler?
2. Based on these achievements, do you 

think Hitler merited selection as “Man of 
the Year“? Explain. 

3. Write a Letter-to-the-Editor of Time 
explaining your point of view.
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Digital history of Slavery and Runaways in New York:

History Student Project Creates Digital History

State University of New York: Fredonia

Reprinted with permission from SUNY-
Fredonia. 

In the Spring 2022 semester, Dr. 
Nancy Hagedorn of the Department of 
History led a group of history students to 
develop a Digital History of Slavery and 
Runaways in New York.

As part of the history department's 
efforts to help students develop historical 
research and digital technology skills, 
students created an innovative, public 
history using arcGIS Story Maps.

The project was conceived as an 
applied history course to introduce students 
to digital history methods and techniques by 
focusing on New York runaway ads. The 
class began by reading about digital history 

and its methods and uses, and then 
extensively about the history of runaways 
and slavery generally. Finally, the class 
focused on slavery in New York and New 
York City specifically. To facilitate the 
class’ digital history research and answer 
questions about slavery and runaways in 
New York, members compiled a database of 
New York runaway ads using transcribed 
ads culled primarily from the Freedom on 
the Move database at Cornell University. 
The class input data on 641 runaways 
between 1730 and 1811, and also compiled 
census data on slaveholding in New York 
State using the Northeast Slave Records 
Index at Lloyd Sealy Library and John Jay 
College of Criminal Justice.

More information on the project can 
be found online.

https://www.fredonia.edu/news/articles/history-student-project-creates-digital-history
https://www.fredonia.edu/news/articles/history-student-project-creates-digital-history
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/a8c382a73232490783f22aded4cfdc10
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The Forgotten Lessons: The Teaching of Northern Slavery

Andrew Greenstein

In the winter of 2021, a dark 
discovery took Rider University by storm 
and sparked a revelation amongst many of 
the students in attendance. After over a 
century of being hidden in the darkness, the 
secret that Rider University was once a 
slave-owning plantation was revealed to the 
world. A place of advanced education and 
diversity was once an institution of 
oppression. The university has since 
changed the name of the building from the 
name of the slave owner, Van Cleve, to the 
Alumni House. It is important that history 
not be forgotten, but instead brought to the 
forefront. The university will not erase the 
history but rather use it as a way to teach 
about the complicated history of slavery in 
the state of New Jersey2. To many of the 
students attending the university, this came 
as a surprise. The students who were history 
majors were astonished by the fact that 
slavery occurred in the state of New Jersey, 
let alone on Rider University’s property. 
The reason for this lack of information 
stems from the collective lack of education 
on the subject. 

2 Pender, Tori, Slaveowner’s name removed from 
campus’ alumni house, The Rider News, Rider 
University, November 17th, 2021, Accessed October 
31st, 2022, 
https://www.theridernews.com/slaveowners-name-
removed-from-campus-alumni-house/

With a basic understanding of 
American history, one would be led to 
believe that slavery was a southern issue and 
continues to be a contentious history when 
taught in those states. The reality was that 
slavery was a nationwide institution. Though 
schools in the south are vocal about the 
unwillingness to teach the subject, schools 
in the north are silent. There is continuous 
hypocrisy in deflecting all discussions of the 
matter to the south while ignoring what 
happened in their own backyards. Walking 
through any school teaching U.S. history, 
one may hear a line like “The north were 
free states and the south were slave states.” 
Similarly, worded statements can be found 
within schools in New Jersey all across the 
state. It implies that Northern states had no 
slaves at the time of the civil war and were 
actively fighting the good fight. When the 
14th Amendment comes into discussion, one 
may have the impression that it directly 
pertained to the freeing of enslaved people 
in the south, rather than the north as they 
were already free. This simplification of the 
issue is far from the truth. To this day, many 
students will never learn that slavery took 
place in the north at all, let alone that New 
Jersey was the last state to abolish the 
practice. The nation now celebrates 
Juneteenth to “commemorate an effective 
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end of slavery in the United States”3. The 
stark reality is that slavery persisted after 
Juneteenth in the state of New Jersey legally 
for almost a full year, and illegally for 
another year. That dark history is often 
forgotten within classrooms throughout the 
state of New Jersey and the nation. 

The lack of national attention to this 
critical issue does beg the question of how it 
happened. Many historians argue that the 
lack of discussion on the institution of 
northern slavery was due to the racist beliefs 
of historians in the 19th and 20th centuries.4 
The voices of those early historians often get 
blamed for creating the view that slavery 
was only relevant when discussing the civil 
war as it was undeniably a major cause5. As 
time progressed, one would assume the 
material on northern slavery would become 
more prevalent, however, that is not the 
case. As the discussion both in the 
classroom and by historians on the 
institution of slavery has expanded, northern 
slavery still remains for the most part absent. 
The question remains: did this critical part 
of the establishment of the nation go 
untaught? The only way to answer that 
question is by examining the teaching of 
slavery in New Jersey and the Tri-state area. 
This will open that gateway to a deeper 

3 Nix, Elizabeth, What Is Juneteenth?, History.com, 
A&E Television Networks, June 19th, 2015, 
Accessed October 31st, 2022, 
https://www.history.com/news/what-is-juneteenth

4Wolinetz, Gary K., When Slavery Wasn’t a Dirty 
Word in NJ, New Jersey Lawyer, February 15th, 
1999

5 Wolinetz, When Slavery Wasn’t a Dirty Word in NJ

understanding of how this history could be 
erased from the collective memory. 

Before proceeding, it is imperative to 
understand what the discussion of the 
education on northern slavery has been. 
Though the discussion on northern slavery 
began in the late 1940s alongside the civil 
rights movement, the conversation about its 
absence in the classroom does not begin 
until 1991 due to a shocking discovery in 
Manhattan, New York6. As the federal 
government was constructing a 275 million 
dollar project, they stumbled upon “the 
largest and oldest collection of colonial-era 
remains of free and enslaved Africans in the 
United States, according to the National 
Park Service”. This discovery of the 
cemetery caused massive protests to fight 
the city to halt the construction and the 
removal of the bodies from the site7. 
Following this event, the New York City 
public schools began to look for a way to 
incorporate the material into the class and 
teach this reality that was just revealed to 
them8. This started a growing push from 
schools across the nation to try to 
incorporate this reality. 

6  Wolinetz, When Slavery Wasn’t a Dirty Word in 
NJ

7 Ellis, Nicole. “How the Discovery of an African 
Burial Ground in New York City Changed the Field 
of Genetics.” The Washington Post. WP Company, 
December 20, 2019. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/12/20/
how-discovery-an-african-burial-ground-new-york-
city-changed-field-genetics/.

8Stewart, Nikita. “Why Can't We Teach Slavery 
Right in American Schools?” The New York Times. 
The New York Times, August 19, 2019. 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/19/ma
gazine/slavery-american-schools.html.
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The conversation on northern slavery 
would continue over a decade later when 
Professor Alan Singer of Hofstra University 
would guest teach in New York City public 
schools. When teaching less than a mile 
away from the enslaved African cemetery, 
most of the students were completely 
oblivious to the reality that not only were 
slaves in New York but how the reality of 
slavery was visible in their own 
community9. Though many decisions on 
how to tackle such an issue were made to 
teach this material, over a decade later the 
students still had no idea about northern 
slavery. The discussions on the material did 
not translate into the classroom to a 
sufficient extent. The debate on how to 
successfully teach northern slavery in the 
classroom ensued and ultimately lead to the 
discussion on how to teach this history 
appropriately. 

The content of northern slavery 
required a restructuring in order to 
successfully teach the material. Previously, 
slavery was only taught at the establishment 
of European colonies in the New World and 
before the American Civil War. What this 
divide does is creates the material into 
another unit, a separate event rather than a 
continuous struggle. The 2016 book 
Understanding and Teaching American 
Slavery by Bethany Jay and Cynthia Lyerly 
attempt to illustrate the best organization for 
discussing the topic and the history of the 
institution of slavery in classrooms. In their 

9 The Associated Press.“Teachers Shed Light on 
Slavery in the North.” NBCNews.com. 
NBCUniversal News Group, March 18, 2006. 
https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna11883116.

analysis of the history of teaching the 
institution of slavery, they regard the idea of 
teaching slavery exclusively at those points 
during early American Colonization and the 
Civil War to “severely hinder its 
importance.”10 What is the best way to teach 
the institution of slavery is discussing the 
enslaved perspective threw out the 
development of the nation.11 The benefits of 
this method allow the longevity of the issue 
and the hardships faced by those affected to 
be well articulated amongst the students. 
This is due to its constant presence and the 
reminder that liberty and freedom were not 
for all12. This revelation in adding the 
enslaved perspective to early American 
history would spark further development in 
tools and resources to bring northern slavery 
into the classroom. 

An initiative would be enacted to 
bring northern slavery and the massive 
scope of the institution of slavery to the 
forefront. This would come in the form of 
The New York Times 1619 Project. This 
resource marks an incredible stride in the 
conversation on teaching northern slavery. 
The project's purpose is “to reframe the 
country’s history by placing the 
consequences of slavery and the 
contributions of black Americans at the very 

10 Jay, Bethany, and Cynthia Lynn Lyerly. 
Understanding and Teaching American Slavery. 
Madison, WI: The University of Wisconsin Press, 
2016. p.32

11 Jay, Lyerly. Understanding and Teaching 
American Slavery p.11

12 Jay, Lyerly. Understanding and Teaching 
American Slavery p.14-17
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center of our national narrative”13. This 
comes out of a series of historians and 
teachers discussing how the realities and the 
true institution of slavery were untaught to 
them in the classroom. The project's aim is 
to bring these lost lessons of slavery such as 
its true cruelty and its widespread adoption 
throughout the nation, not just exclusively in 
the south. It is built off of the ideals 
proposed in Understanding and Teaching 
American Slavery and other books with the 
same idea to follow this notion that slavery 
is an integral part of the nation as a whole, 
rather than at specific points in U.S. 
history14. The combination of all these ideas 
paints a picture of the flaws of the teaching 
of slavery threw out the nation. The current 
discussion's main focus is looking at what is 
absent in the current classroom. The smaller 
conversation that pertains to the material 
taught in the past primarily revolves around 
racism and the Klan15. The discovery of a 
1904 textbook that details the brutality of 
northern slavery pushes back on this 
notion16. It begs the question of whether the 
subject was truly untaught or if another 

13 The New York Times. “The 1619 Project.” The 
New York Times. The New York Times, August 14, 
2019. 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/ma
gazine/1619-america-slavery.html. P.1

14 Jay, Bethany, and Cynthia Lynn Lyerly. 
Understanding and Teaching American Slavery. 
Madison, WI: The University of Wisconsin Press, 
2016.

15 Blight, David W. Race and Reunion: The Civil 
War in American Memory. Cambridge, MA: Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 2001.

16 Stockton, Frank R. Stories of New Jersey. 
American book company, 1896. Pdf. 
https://www.loc.gov/item/01007755/.

force was responsible for its absence. 
Looking at the material present in the 
classroom in the past may prove an insight 
into northern slavery’s appeared absence. 

An analysis of the classroom 
material available to students is key to 
understanding the absence of northern 
slavery. To find these answers, 
understanding what material was being 
taught in classrooms from the 1860s and 
beyond. A method to understand the content 
of the classroom is by looking at textbooks. 
Many school notes and lesson plans have 
been lost to time, but what remains are 
textbooks. The work of Dr. Pearcy shows 
the indicator tool that can be used to 
understand their effect on the content being 
taught in schools. He states clearly in his 
article, “Textbooks are, ultimately, tools, for 
student use. Their utility can only be 
measured by the degree to which they offer 
teachers the opportunity to build student-
centered inquiry”17. From this notion, we 
can conclude that textbooks are just an 
object and a tool for students to use. Their 
content is meaningless unless given a 
purpose by the teacher. Everything learned 
in the classroom is under the teachers' 
control and they possess the option to use or 
discard the textbook. However, textbooks do 
tell us something else depending on where 
they are. His research looks at ten different 
U.S. history textbooks of different authors 
that are widely adopted and compares their 

17Pearcy, Mark, “We Are Not Enemies”: An Analysis 
of Textbook Depictions of Fort Sumter at the 
beginning of the Civil War, The History Teacher, 
Volume 52 Number 4, Society for History Education, 
August 2019, p.611

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/1619-america-slavery.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/1619-america-slavery.html
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tellings of the Battle of Fort Sumter18. After 
analyzing each of the tellings, an interesting 
trend occurs. This trend is in the bias of the 
author and how they pick and choose what 
details to keep and leave out of the telling of 
the event. This bias could affect the leanings 
of anyone reading and coerce their 
perspective of the events that unfolded. 
These different depictions of the conflict in 
different areas can have effects on the 
material discussed in class or reflect it. 
Companies such as Pearson publish multiple 
textbooks by different authors to capitalize 
mainly on the market, however, what market 
are they capitalizing on? 

Looking at the rationale behind the 
variation of textbooks based on location can 
assist in understanding why certain content 
is missing. The findings by Goldstein in his 
article Two States. Eight Textbooks. Two 
American Stories sheds light on the issue of 
why these publishing companies hire 
multiple historians and interpretations of the 
same material. This article focuses on eight 
different textbooks found within the states of 
Texas and California. The issues arise when 
looking at the same textbook in multiple 
states. The textbooks are by the exact same 
author but have different versions for each 
state. The variations were created by request 
of school districts or even the book's own 
editor. These individuals remove or request 
additions of material to allow the book to be 
adopted in a particular area19. The best 

18 Pearcy, “We Are Not Enemies”: An Analysis of 
Textbook Depictions of Fort Sumter at the beginning 
of the Civil War, p.596

19 Goldstein, Dana. “Two States. Eight Textbooks. 
Two American Stories.” The New York Times. The 
New York Times, January 12, 2020. 

evidence to illustrate this divide between 
locations is that of the Harlem Renaissance. 
Examples of this are found in Pearson’s 
United States History: The Twentieth 
Century 19th edition. On the subject of the 
Harlem Renaissance, the Californian edition 
features a section on the debate within the 
African American community over its 
overall impact on them and the nation as a 
whole. The Texas version only includes the 
line “some critics ‘dismissed the quality of 
literature produced’”20. What these two 
distinct changes, along with many more, 
indicate is the presence of the political 
atmosphere of the area and the belief of the 
people the textbook is serving to reinforce. 
The textbook adopted by a particular state or 
district reflects the information a school is 
teaching in the classroom. 

With an understanding of the behind-
the-scenes crafting of textbooks, there can 
be the formulation of the content of northern 
slavery in school. Combining the findings of 
Dr. Pearcy and Goldstein, textbooks can 
provide insight into the classroom. The 
selection of the historian and the version 
adopted by the school reflect what the 
administration desired its teachers to instruct 
in the classroom. Though it may not be a 
perfect indicator of what was taught in 
classrooms, as it's a tool for teachers to use, 
it gives an idea of what is being taught in the 
classroom. Examining textbooks from the 
past used in classrooms within the Tristate 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/01/12/us/t
exas-vs-california-history-textbooks.html.

20  Goldstein, “Two States. Eight Textbooks. Two 
American Stories.”
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area can reveal if northern slavery was 
taught, and to what extent. 

Examining the earliest textbook may 
yield an understanding of the lack of 
teaching, not only about northern slavery but 
slavery as a whole. An example of the 
content of what was taught in the classroom 
after the Civil War and in the years 
following can be found in The New England 
Primer. This book originated in 1690 and 
was a fixture in the classroom until the 
1930s, a well over 200-year run. The 
textbook served as the basis of elementary 
education instruction. By looking at these 
textbook translations, historians get a sense 
of what was required of the majority of 
students at this time, along with what was 
taught in classrooms. Looking at the 1802 
edition, the book opens with an alphabet 
chart. This gets taught through prayers that 
become progressively more complex as they 
go21. This information indicates that 
understanding the alphabet was key. 
Depending on the quantity available, the 
school could have focused on reading and 
potentially writing to utilize this book. 
Within the context of these prayers, one 
learns about the calendar and days of the 
week, counting and basic mathematics, and 
a small amount of history22. This stresses the 
importance of religion in the classroom at 
this time. The underlying message 
throughout the book is that God is more 

21Samuel Wood & Sons, Publisher. Beauties of the 
New-England primer. [New York: Published by 
Samuel Wood & Sons, 261 Pearl-Street, 1818] Pdf. 
https://www.loc.gov/item/10011910/. p.1-32

22  Samuel Wood & Sons, Beauties of the New-
England primer p.4-21

important than any other subject or material 
in the classroom. The small amount of 
history included is more biblical in nature 
but does include the basics of the American 
government system23. The addition of the 
U.S. system of government is the only 
change from the 1773 edition, replacing 
prayers outlining the functions and structure 
of the parliament system24. What this shows 
is that history was really not a focus in this 
era of education. Only those who would 
exceed the basic knowledge of the time 
would learn about more advanced 
information. With the perpetuation of this 
book into the 20th century, this basic 
education would be what was taught to 
many poor American individuals and black 
Americans. More fortunate areas would 
receive new textbooks and educational 
material, phasing this material out or relying 
on it less exclusively. Those less fortunate 
areas would be using this information 
exclusively until the 1930s. The New 
England Primer is referred to as the “Bible 
of one-room schoolhouse education”25. The 
lack of history not only assists in the loss of 
the knowledge of northern slavery but of the 
entire institution of slavery as a whole. 

23 Samuel Wood & Sons, Beauties of the New-
England primer p.22-30

24Westminster Assembly. The New-England primer 
improved: for the more easy attaining the true 
reading of English, to which is added, the Assembly 
of Divines, and Mr. Cotton's catechism. Boston: 
Printed for and sold by A. Ellison, in Seven-Star 
Lane, 1773. Pdf. 
https://www.loc.gov/item/22023945/,p.29-31

25Mydland, Leidulf. “The Legacy of One-Room 
Schoolhouses: A Comparative Study of the AME...” 
European journal of American studies. European 
Association for American Studies, February 24, 
2011. https://journals.openedition.org/ejas/9205.
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These individuals would want the history 
they learned as children in school. A slow 
creep of this altered history would make its 
way to the north.

Movements were made to suppress 
and remove the teaching of not only 
northern slavery but all of black history. The 
most prominent of these would be “The Lost 
Cause”, the movement to honor the legacy 
of the confederacy. This movement would 
begin in the 1870s as reconstruction would 
begin to fail. The lost cause mentality would 
paint the black community as unable to 
attain the same equality as white individuals 
due to the efforts attempting to create 
equality failed26. This gave rise to the notion 
that the confederates were noble in their 
sacrifice to fight for slavery. It rewrites the 
telling of the history that “there was nothing 
‘lost’ about the southern cause”27. This was 
due to the mindset that black Americans 
were only good at being servants to white 
men. Monuments and memorials to honor 
the confederacy would be constructed such 
as the statues of Stonewall Jackson, 
Jefferson Davis, and Robert E. Lee. By the 
1890s this movement would sink its teeth 
into the education system of the north. The 
goal was to rewrite history books to reflect 
the southern perspective and preserve its 
honor. This movement is regarded as a 
reunion of America's racist mentality as it 
proposed the Civil War was caused by other 
factors, not slavery. It also created this idea 

26Blight, David W. Race and Reunion: The Civil War 
in American Memory. Cambridge, MA: Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 2001.p.255

27Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in 
American Memory p.257

of the “happy slave”, the idea that there 
were enslaved individuals that loved slavery 
and serving the white man28. Women’s 
organizations and the state department of 
education were the ones in charge of 
advocating for approving educational 
material for schools. Many became strong 
supporters of the lost cause and by the 
1920’s it would be integrated into schools 
across the north and especially in New 
Jersey29.

Before the alteration of the history 
would appear, strides were made to bring the 
history of northern slavery to the forefront. 
In the 1870s history books began to include 
slavery within their content. The oldest 
examined history textbook to bear mention 
of slavery is the Condensed History of The 
United States from 1871. This book was 
used in a classroom in Norristown, 
Pennsylvania, as demonstrated by the 
address of the school on the front cover 
pages with the initial date of October 31, 
1888. On the page adjacent, student names 
are written, with the last one being 1899, 
giving the text an eleven-year confirmed 
usage in the classroom. The cover pages are 
full of notes made by students long past, 
however, one stands out amongst the rest. 
This particular note is a prayer, one found 
word for word from the 1812 edition of the 
New England Primer. This detail establishes 
that in this classroom, the two books were in 
fact utilized together. This class was 
learning American history alongside the 

28Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in 
American Memory p.287

29 Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in 
American Memory p.283
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basics in the New England Primer. The town 
had the economic resources present to invest 
in its youth’s education. The students within 
this town received a higher quality of 
education than those of poorer communities. 
However, what did these students learn 
about not only northern slavery but the 
institution of slavery as a whole? 

 This history tells a very interesting 
version of America’s past, but what is 
interesting is what is left out. There is no 
mention of slavery until what they call the 
“War of Secession” is discussed30. The book 
starts with the discovery of the new world 
and the establishment of each American 
state at the time of its publication, but not 
one mention of slavery till that point. The 
book does establish that there was northern 
slavery by directly stating “At the time of 
adoption of the Constitution, slavery existed 
in the Northern as well as the Southern 
States”31. It provides an impressive analysis 
for its time detailing the various legal cases 
pertaining to slavery such as Dred Scott v. 
Sanford. There is a fascinating inaccuracy 
with the passing of the 13th, 14th, and 15th 
amendments; as the book details that 
Johnson was president for their passing. It 
details that the passing of these amendments 
was the cause of the issues between the 
President and the other two branches, rather 

30Swinton, William. Swinton's Condensed United 
States: A Condensed School History of the United 
States: Constructed for Definite Results in Recitation 
and Containing a New Method of Topical Reviews. 
New York, Chicago: Ivinson, Blakeman &amp; Co., 
1871, p. 235

31 Swinton, Swinton's Condensed United States: A 
Condensed School History of the United States p. 
236

than Reconstruction. In fact, the only 
mention of Reconstruction at all is Johnson 
vetoing the Reconstruction Act of 1865 
rather than discussing any of the programs 
created by it32. This alteration to history has 
two possible reasons for the inaccuracy. The 
first is more innocent, being in the title of 
the book “condensed”. Reconstruction not 
only is a long process and would officially 
end in 1877. The book was written in 1874 
meaning that reconstruction was still 
ongoing at the time. Writing on its effects 
could be taken as more speculatory and not 
factual information as the book attempts to 
stick exclusively to. The second is the seed 
of the lost cause making its way into the 
material. The ideology of the lost cause 
deemed Reconstruction a failure and did not 
warrant time discussion. Its omission is 
telling that this influence was seeping into 
the education of these students. However, 
what is most interesting is what it says about 
how slavery ended in the north. After 
detailing the increase of southern 
populations due to the cotton gin, it stated, 
“In the North, on the other hand, where 
slave labor was not profitable, slavery soon 
died out”33. It leads to the idea that in the 
1850s slavery was extinct in the north, 
however, the reality was quite different. 
Slavery was very much alive in the north 
during the 1850s.  

32 Swinton, Swinton's Condensed United States: A 
Condensed School History of the United States p. 
288-291

33 Swinton, Swinton's Condensed United States: A 
Condensed School History of the United States p. 
237
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Looking at the history of just New 
Jersey alone, there is a far different reality of 
northern slavery from this telling in the 
textbook. Starting as far back as the 1790s, 
New Jersey was split over the issue of 
slavery. Quakers were strongly against it; 
they interpreted enslaved people as people 
due to the wording of the constitution. The 
three-fifths compromise of 1787 also 
reinforced their claim that enslaved 
individuals were people. The opposition 
viewed freedom as an economic catastrophe. 
The labor force for the majority of the 
state’s highest-grossing markets were nearly 
entirely enslaved or indentured servant 
individuals. They saw that liberation would 
make the industries of agriculture, 
ironworking, and factory manufacturing 
unprofitable. The debate over a compromise 
began in 1797 but would reach its 
conclusion in 1804 with the gradual 
abolition act, also referred to as the “free 
womb” act34. This legislation gave freedom 
to all enslaved individuals born after July 
4th, 1804 on their 21st birthday35. This 
allowed slave owners to have the labor force 
they needed to make up for the economic 
loss of abolition and granted enslaved 
people their freedom at a set point. The 
average life expectancy of an enslaved 
individual in New Jersey at this time was 
forty-one years. This meant that they would 
likely have had only half their life to live if 
they even made it to freedom. The act was 

34 Wolinetz, When Slavery Wasn’t a Dirty Word in 
NJ

35 New Jersey. Laws, Statutes, Etc. An act for the 
gradual abolition of slavery ... Passed at Trenton . 
Burlington, S. C. Ustick, printer 1804. Burlington, 
1804. Pdf. https://www.loc.gov/item/rbpe.0990100b/.

filled with loopholes that allowed the 
continuation of slavery in the state well after 
the projected period of total abolition. The 
idea was to have all enslaved individuals 
freed by the 1830s. The issue was with the 
clause that allowed children born while in 
the period of the enslavement term were to 
be placed in the care of the local 
principality36. Principalities were the 
townships and counties that reside within the 
State of New Jersey. Many of the 
individuals in charge of managing the 
treatment of these children would give them 
right back into the hands of their masters, 
making them slaves till their 21st birthday. 
This is how the enslaved population grew 
far larger than it was in 1804 by the 1860s37.

The inaccuracies of the teaching of 
northern slavery would have disastrous 
consequences to its very existence by later 
generations. The pervasive belief that 
slavery was all but extinct in the north by 
the 1860s is evidence of the start of the “the 
amnesia of slavery”38. This is a term coined 
by historian James Gigantino II in his book 
The Curious Memory of Slavery in New 
Jersey, 1865-1941. What he seeks to 
illustrate is how Northern states such as 
New Jersey with such a large and 
prosperous enslaved population forgot that 

36 New Jersey, An act for the gradual abolition of 
slavery.

37 Gigantino II, James J. “The Curious Memory of 
Slavery in New Jersey, 1865-1941.” New Jersey 
Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal 6 (1): 35–55. 
2020, Academic Search Premier 
doi:10.14713/njs.v6i1.188. Accessed 9/28/22.

38 Gigantino II, James J. “The Curious Memory of 
Slavery in New Jersey, 1865-1941.” p.36
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slavery even occurred in their own 
backyards. The reason for this was that 
slavery was looked at as an “insignificant 
sideshow” in the state. Many northern 
slaveowners owned only one or two slaves, 
thus making the reminders of an enslaved 
past virtually nonexistent to those that were 
not directly affected by it39. What the 
Condensed U.S. History textbook shows us 
is this amnesia occurring. In a time when 
enslaved individuals and their children were 
very much still alive, their suffering is being 
forgotten. There is no active backlash as 
those with the ability to change the material 
have little to no interest. This early removal 
of teaching about what occurred beneath 
these students' feet will send shockwaves to 
later generations and reach into the modern 
classroom. 

There would be a push to expand the 
teaching of northern slavery upon the turn of 
the century before the influence of the Klan 
would take hold. This is evident in the 
textbook Stories of New Jersey by Frank R. 
Stockton. This book was published in 1896 
and the copy analyzed was printed in 1904. 
The inside cover indicates the book 
originated from a Princeton classroom 
before finding its way into the Library of 
Congress. It is worth noting that this book is 
back in reproduction and the Amazon 
description of the book reads that it was “so 
popular over the years in NJ schools that it 
has in itself become a part of New Jersey's 
history”40. This book possesses a unique 

39 Gigantino II, James J. “The Curious Memory of 
Slavery in New Jersey, 1865-1941.” p.37

40 Stockton, Frank R. “Stories of New Jersey.” 
Amazon. OUTLOOK VERLAG, 2020. 

feature that is exclusive to this book and 
none other, even textbooks today. This 
feature is an entire chapter dedicated to the 
history of enslaved individuals in the state 
from 1626-186741. What this chapter says 
about slavery in the state is incredibly 
unique, especially for its time of publication. 
The section begins with Dutch settlers 
bringing enslaved individuals over with 
them in 1626 to develop the inhospitable 
land and form their colony. Enslaved 
individuals were expendable and would do 
the labor that would normally require a far 
more physical toll on the body. They 
became the largest group of workers in the 
booming iron industry, logging, and of 
course, the plantations popping up across the 
land. In 1664, the Dutch surrendered their 
colonies to the English empire. In this 
exchange, many changes would appear in 
the lives of those original settlers, but 
slavery was not changed42. Slavery remained 
in this state for over 200 years after this 
point. This early slavery history even 
includes an entire section on how Perth 
Amboy, New Jersey, was the slave trade 
capital in the north and distributed enslaved 
individuals throughout the northern 
colonies43. This was all true. While other 
texts around this period ignore this history, 
this book sought to put a spotlight on it. 
Following details of the atrocious conditions 

https://www.amazon.com/Stories-New-Jersey-Frank-
Stockton/dp/0813503698.

41 Stockton, Frank R. Stories of New Jersey. 
American book company, 1896. Pdf. 
https://www.loc.gov/item/01007755/.p. 6

42 Stockton, Stories of New Jersey, p.84-85

43 Stockton, Frank R. “Stories of New Jersey.” p. 86
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the enslaved people in the state faced and 
the lack of large plantations like the south, it 
noted that large numbers of individuals 
owned one or two enslaved individuals44. 
This kept slavery as a pivotal force in the 
community and essential to its economy. If 
this text was utilized in the classroom to the 
fullest, many students would have learned a 
genuine and dark history of the 
establishment of the state’s institutions. 
However, this very insightful history 
becomes inaccurate regarding the abolition 
of slavery. 

The first half of the telling of 
northern slavery from Stories of New Jersey 
is remarkable with its depiction of northern 
slavery for its time, but that narrative falls 
apart when reaching the abolition of slavery 
in the state. While it does portray an 
accurate picture, much of it is far from the 
truth. The first comes in the debates over the 
gradual abolition act of 1804. The book 
describes it as Quakers becoming 
abolitionists; the three-fifths compromise 
made their view under the law that these 
were people, not property, and entitled to the 
same rights. The opposition saw slavery as 
an economic necessity as the work they 
were doing was dangerous. These were 
undesirable jobs no one wanted to do in their 
society. This debate over the issue does 
remain close to the reality that transpired. 
The text makes a crucial error in stating the 
gradual abolition bill that allowed the 
abolition of slavery on one’s twenty-first 

44 Stockton, Frank R. “Stories of New Jersey.” p. 86-
89

birthday passed in 1820 rather than 180445. 
This alteration of the date creates a 
precedent that the abolition of slavery was 
far faster and more efficient. It creates the 
idea that New Jersey’s policy was successful 
and had no issues with its implementation. 
Further errors found in the section support 
this idea that the solution the state 
implemented was successful. When 
discussing the results of the act it directly 
states, “in 1840 there were still six-hundred 
and seventy-four slaves in the state, and by 
1860 only eighteen slaves remained, and 
these must have been very old”46. These 
numbers couldn't be further from the truth as 
slavery was still going strong by the 1850s.

 What is missing from the Stories of 
New Jersey textbook are those who were 
wrongfully enslaved. The text leaves out the 
dark reality that a percentage of slavery 
occurring in the state was children who were 
supposed to be free. The 1804 Gradual 
abolition act forced some of the children 
born to enslaved mothers into a life of 
enslavement until their twenty-first birthday. 
The census of children being born from 
1804-1835 to exclusively enslaved mothers 
shows five hundred and forty-one 
documented children. It is estimated that in 
the year 1850, while documentation may say 
two hundred and thirty-six, far more were 
illegally in service. The text also does not 
acknowledge the abolition of slavery in its 
entirety in 1866. The wording makes it 
appear it ended gradually by 1860 citing the 

45 Stockton, Frank R. “Stories of New Jersey.” p. 92

46 Stockton, Frank R. “Stories of New Jersey.” p. 92
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success of the gradual abolition act47. This 
misinformation will impact generations to 
come as it was the definitive history of the 
state. It took until 2008 for the New Jersey 
government to finally formally apologize for 
its slave-owning past and its failure to step 
in and end its illegal perpetuation48. Though 
it may not be the most perfect telling of the 
history, it's evidence that people were trying 
to teach the injustice that happened within 
their state. Slavery was not relegated to a 
small part of the civil war, rather it merited 
its own chapter dedicated to the hardships 
and debate over its abolishment. While this 
book is making its way into classrooms, so 
is the Klan. The Klan would attempt to 
rapidly spread in the education field and in 
the coming decades as part of its resurgence. 
This growth would ultimately transform the 
history of northern slavery. 

The Klans’ takeover of northern 
education and purging of the history of not 
just northern slavery, but the entire 
institution is seen within the textbooks of the 
1920s. The 1924 textbook An Elementary 
History of New Jersey by Earle Thomson is 
dramatically different from the textbook 
from 1904. What distinguishes this book 
aside is absolutely no mention of slavery of 
any kind. This textbook was definitely used 
within the state, as in the preface the author 
thanked superintendents and principals who 
commissioned a book to express their shared 
view of the truly important history and to 

47 Stockton, Frank R. “Stories of New Jersey.” p. 92

48 Gigantino II, James J.“‘’The Whole North Is Not 
Abolitionist’’.” Journal of the Early Republic 34 (3): 
411–37. 2014, Academic Search Premier 
doi:10.1353/jer.2014.0040. Accessed 9/28/22, P.38

add tools that would enhance student 
understanding49. The schools this particular 
book was used in included Union, 
Hackensack, Newark, and Westfield50. 
There may have been more schools adopting 
this book, however, those are unmentioned 
by the author, and no indication is left on 
any of the Library of Congress 
documentation. The book directly states that 
“children should be taught in some detail the 
history of their own state and of its part in 
the development and progress of the 
country” while omitting a major part of their 
history51. The larger shocking piece is that 
only the conflict of the Civil War is 
discussed. There is no lead-up; it just 
dropped the reader right into the conflict52. It 
appears that only the victory of the war was 
significant, but not what they were fighting 
for or even the amendments that followed. 
This text is pivotal to understanding the shift 
in the classroom. The lost cause ideology 
had reached the apex of its hold on the 
classroom. The removal of all mention of 
slavery or black Americans was done to 
illustrate how unimportant the black 
community was and how futile any action to 
promote equality was. However, its removal 
may have been far more purposeful than just 
a desire to push this lost cause ideology.

49Thomson, Jay Earle. An elementary history of New 
Jersey. [New York, Philadelphia etc. Hinds, Hayden 
& Eldredge, inc, 1924] Image. 
https://www.loc.gov/item/24011186/. P.iv

50 Thomson, An elementary history of New Jersey P.v

51 Thomson, An elementary history of New Jersey 
P.ix

52 Thomson, An elementary history of New Jersey 
P.150
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The Klan had far larger ambitions 
than just the omission of slavery from 
educational material during the 1920s. The 
book The Second Coming of the KKK: The 
Ku Klux Klan of the 1920s and the American 
Political Tradition by Linda Gordon sheds 
light on this exact time period. The Klan 
was a notorious hate group created in the 
aftermath of the Civil War but it saw a 
resurgence in the 1920s. This revived Klan 
was stronger in the North than in the 
southern states of the nation and focused on 
the education system of the time53. Their 
priority was the recruitment of white 
American youth to continue their 
organization into the coming generations. 
This involved integration of the Klan into 
the material taught in schools. The Klan and 
those associated with them edited the 
material to reflect the beliefs of the 
organization. This makes recruitment easier 
as the Klan reflects the morals and values 
secretly supplanted into the minds of 
susceptible students54. This was most 
evident in the teaching of history in the 
classroom. Klansmen in positions of 
authority in schools such as superintendents 
used their influence to alter texts found in 
the classroom. This involved the recreation 
of textbooks to fit their nefarious agenda55. 

53Gordon, Linda. The Second Coming of the KKK: 
The Ku Klux Klan of the 1920s and the American 
Political Tradition. New York: Liveright Publishing 
Corporation, a division of W.W. Norton &amp; 
Company, 2018. p.2

54 Gordon, Linda. The Second Coming of the KKK: 
The Ku Klux Klan of the 1920s and the American 
Political Tradition p.65

55 Gordon, Linda. The Second Coming of the KKK: 
The Ku Klux Klan of the 1920s and the American 
Political Tradition p.67

The lack of a mention of slavery or even the 
leadup or aftermath of the civil war in the 
1924 textbook is evidence of known 
involvement. It's unclear if any of the 
principals or superintendents credited in the 
textbook are Klansmen, but the influence is 
quite evident. The textbook states, “This 
book is in no sense a complete history of 
New Jersey, the author hopes that its study 
may prove an inspiration to the purple to 
become an upright citizen of his community 
or state”56. The absence of this major time 
period in the state’s history is done in a way 
to not invoke question. Unless there is other 
supplemental material taught in the 
classroom, the dark history of the state and 
the nation are removed from the collective 
memory. This book directly shows how “the 
amnesia of slavery”57 occurred not only in 
the state of New Jersey but across northern 
states. With the widespread recruitment push 
for new Klansmen, anyone learning in 
schools around this time would have no 
recollection of northern slavery’s existence. 
All the work in the decades past to bring this 
history into the classroom has been 
completely undone. Any book touching on 
the subject would have to start from scratch 
if the goals of those behind the book were 
successful. 

Following the end of the Second 
World War, the U.S. would revisit the 
teaching of northern slavery. The post-war 
U.S. began to enter a period of civil rights 
and reforms as the Truman administration 

56 Thomson, An elementary history of New Jersey 
P.iv

57 Gigantino II, James J. “The Curious Memory of 
Slavery in New Jersey, 1865-1941.” p.36
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began to assist in the abolishment of 
segregation. This gets reflected in the 1947 
U.S. history textbook American History by 
Howard Wilson and Wallice Lamb. This 
textbook is fascinating due to its creation. 
The book states that the author's intentions 
for writing the textbook were to “include 
history and perspectives from this great 
nation that have been forgotten or removed 
over the years''58. This indicates that the 
creation of the book was to teach a history 
that includes information removed by the 
Klan and other parties. The authors 
attempted to devise a history from the 
ground up that includes lost information 
including slavery. It kept its promise by 
including a simplified version of the slave 
trade and the quantity of forced labor 
employed. The text also looked into how the 
institution of slavery was a fundamental part 
of colonization in the Americas59. It may not 
be the most perfect of tellings as it leaves 
the atrocities that faced the enslaved 
individuals out. This is significant as it 
leaves out the horrors that faced enslaved 
individuals. It creates the notion that this 
was a great injustice on the part of the 
colonists but was not as horrific as the 
reality of the situation. It keeps the reader, 
most likely a white student, separated from 
the event allowing no remorse for the 
actions of their forefathers to the black 
community. This was the last instance of 
slavery mentioned till the causes of the Civil 
War. There are two chapters dedicated to the 

58 Wilson, American History p.iv

59Wilson, Howard E, and Wallice E Lamb. American 
History. Schoharie, NY: American Book Company, 
1947. p.27-29

development of agriculture and industry in 
the northern states and the southern states, 
but there is no mention of slavery 
whatsoever60. What this does is reinforces 
the idea that slavery was there, but it wasn't 
important in the continued development of 
the nation. The practice of slavery was only 
significant in establishing a foothold on the 
land. It makes the institution and the horrors 
faced by the enslaved people insignificant to 
economic development. However, coverage 
of the Civil War period possessed an 
interesting take on the content. 

The 1947 textbooks' stance on the 
Civil War and its aftermath indicate a 
deviation from the stranglehold of the Klan 
in education. The period leading up to the 
war has an interesting take on slavery. The 
text neither condemns nor supports either 
side of the debate on slavery. It creates this 
awkwardly neutral state when describing the 
situation that caused the suffering of so 
many61. This is important as the goal 
appears to not anger those with sentiment in 
support of slavery. The author appears to be 
holding back their opinion on the matter and 
not getting into depth on the horrific reality. 
The text does have an allusion to the idea 
that the northern states either abandoned or 
abolished the practice. It describes this trope 
of the north being “abolitionist”, that there 
was no one within the state that opposed 
slavery. Following the end of the war, it 
does something unique to this text. The 
textbook described the reconstruction period 
in a way to appear successful rather than 

60 Wilson, American History p. 209-236

61 Wilson, American History p.249-257
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what happened in reality. The book 
described Reconstruction as establishing 
property in the south with 40 acres and a 
mule proposition. It describes how many 
would remain in the south as they were 
given property. What is also interesting is 
that it discusses the surge of newly freed 
black individuals getting into office as they 
finally received the right to vote. The book 
describes the downfall of the reconstruction 
as due to irresponsible spending of tax 
dollars and the creation of the Klan forcing 
black Americans to stay out of government 
and politics62. The text portrays the Klan as 
the villain in reconstruction. It signifies a 
shift in public opinion and the elimination of 
their grasp on the education system. 
Information that pushes back on the lost 
cause narrative by showing that 
Reconstruction was sabotaged is making its 
way into schools. The neutral dialog 
however does indicate their presence is still 
there. The Klans' limited presence is also 
indicated by the book leaving out many 
important details such as lynchings, or even 
the Great Migration of Black Americans to 
the north for work. These events had the 
potential to paint the Klan that existed at this 
time rather than the early organization 
during the reconstruction era in a negative 
light. The Klan may not have been as strong 
as they were in the previous decades, but 
was still a prominent organization 
throughout the nation, especially in the 
north. The textbooks telling of slavery does 
reinforce the notion that slavery was 
exclusively a southern problem, but this is 
not the first time this will occur. 

62 Wilson, American History p. 280-286

Northern slavery’s absence in the 
classroom may not have been excluded due 
to racist involvement in the material. The 
relegation to slavery being exclusively 
southern is an issue that perpetuates to this 
modern day. This trend is one that 
Mr.Vikos, a former high school history 
teacher is very familiar with the pattern of 
returning to relegating slavery to exclusively 
the south. Mr. Vikos taught in Brooklyn 
from the late 1960s to the late 1990s. His 
insight into the teaching of northern slavery 
illustrates how racism is not the only factor 
in the removal of this information. In the 
late 60s, his school was facing a large influx 
of black students due to the end of 
segregation in 1963. The school would 
become nearly 100% black by 1975 and the 
teachers wanted to teach material that 
reflected the classroom's demographics. This 
involved teaching northern slavery when the 
pre-Civil War era would arise in the 
classroom. “Students did enjoy the content 
at first, but as the years went on there were 
an increasing number of issues. The first 
was general confusion as students would get 
confused on what side slavery was on during 
the actual conflict. The second and most 
important issue was the lack of care. The 
students had no interest in learning about 
slavery that occurred here (New York)”63. 
Eventually the teaching of northern slavery 
would be reduced as issues with the content 
would arise. “Readings on northern slavery 
were present in the classroom, but the 
likelihood anyone of the students 
remembered them a decade later is highly 

63 Vikos, George and Greenstein, Andrew. 
Conversation at Marina cafe, Staten Island NY, 
November 14th, 2022
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unlikely”64. The teaching of northern slavery 
was present, but students would be the 
driving factor in its reduction. Eventually, 
the material would return to the idea that the 
north were free states and the south was 
slave states. There is a cycle of the subject 
of northern slavery appearing and then 
disappearing. The topic becomes introduced, 
it reaches a height where the issue is really 
focused on, and then an outside force acts, 
reducing the discussion back to the 
beginning. This trend can be seen between 
the textbooks from 1874 to 1924 with the 
Klan removing the material and again from 
1947 to the 1970s when student interest 
would reduce its discussion. This trend 
would continue into the modern day. This 
becomes evident with the current lack of 
understanding of northern slavery even 
though the material is now present in almost 
every classroom in northern schools. The 
decades from the 1980s to the mid-2010s 
only serve to continue this trend. 

To prove this theory of the teaching 
of northern slavery being a cycle, the decade 
of the 1980s serves as a point to see the 
material reintroduced. The 1980 textbook 
American History Review Text by Irving 
Gordon illustrates an interesting trend in the 
telling of history. This book was used in 
Port Richmond High School in Staten 
Island, New York throughout the 1980s and 
into the early 90s. The textbook immediately 
began with the colonization of America and 
the triangle trade after establishing a 
background on the New World. It also does 
a fantastic job of illustrating the population 

64 Vikos, Conversation at Marina cafe, Staten Island 
NY, November 14th, 2022

differences between the enslaved population 
and the white Europeans65. This detail is that 
“slavery was found as a common practice 
throughout all English thirteen colonies”66.

Through discussing early American 
slavery, the inclusion that it existed within 
the entirety of the nation does allow the 
student reading to understand that the 
institution of slavery was in fact present in 
the north. Continuing the traditional 
organization structure, the textbook only 
mentions slavery only at the colonization of 
America and prior to the Civil War. This 
structure continues to assist in undermining 
the severity and longevity of the institution 
of slavery. When it begins to discuss the 
pre-Civil war era, it does call out hypocrisy. 
Though it may be two paragraphs, it sheds 
light on the hypocrisy of northern slavery67. 
This hypocrisy was the north participating in 
slavery while simultaneously vilifying the 
south for participating in the exact same 
practice. This is significant as this is the first 
textbook examined to touch upon this issue. 
Not only does it bring to light northern 
slavery, but the textbook condemns the 
north for criticizing southern slavery before 
it abolished the practice fully within its 
states. Upon reaching the point of 
reconstruction, the textbook’s messages 
begin to shift.

Though time long since passed the 
time of Klan involvement, the telling of the 

65Gordon, Irving L. Review Text in American 
History. New York, NY: AMSCO School 
Publications, 1980 p.21-25

66 Gordon,Review Text in American History p.22

67  Gordon,Review Text in American History p.157
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history still bears its scars. The language of 
the text leads to assumptions with the 
vocabulary used to describe the black 
community at different points. In the 
beginning, they were described as 
“Africans” who then transitioned into being 
referred to as “enslaved” individuals. In the 
years during reconstruction, they are 
referred to as “Black”. However, once 
reconstruction ends they become “negros”68. 
What this shows is the perpetuation of the 
lost cause mentality through the vocabulary. 
The idea of referring to black individuals as 
“negros” in this text is to establish the notion 
that the black community during the point of 
reconstruction and after are two different 
kinds of people. There also are present many 
allusions to what is going on in the north but 
the reality is vastly different. An example of 
this is the education system constructed in 
the south during Reconstruction. It stated 
“Negros, as well as whites, were guaranteed 
free compulsory public education by the 
reconstruction constitutions of the southern 
states. However, after the southern whites 
regained control, Negros received schooling 
that was segregated and inferior”69. This line 
does highlight the notion that there was 
segregation and inferior education in the 
south but makes it appear that it was not a 
problem in the north. Segregated schools 
were prominent in the north as well and in 
some cases persisted far longer than they 
were legally able to. What this wording does 
that becomes commonplace is make the 
south sound like a racist and discriminatory 
place and paint the northern states in a light 

68 Gordon,Review Text in American History p.184

69 Gordon,Review Text in American History p.186

that is far from the reality that existed. The 
textbook does a decent job of illustrating the 
regression of the discussion of northern 
slavery. It may establish the institution 
existed in the north, but it lacks descriptions 
of the conditions. The text also regresses to 
race-charged wording linking its connection 
to the history of previous Klan-influenced 
textbooks. This would change as the nation 
entered the 1990s. 

The discussion on northern slavery 
would continue due to its prioritization. The 
90s would be a point where the material on 
northern slavery would begin to grow once 
again. Starting in 1996, Mr.Vikos would be 
responsible for approving textbooks for 
schools in the central headquarters. When 
asked about the criteria for what textbooks 
got approved, he would respond with the 
topic of slavery. He recalled how “many 
textbooks would just have a paragraph or 
two on the subject of slavers as a whole. It is 
impossible to cover all of the slavery in a 
single book, how do you do it in one 
paragraph? A textbook would only get 
passed if it discussed the social, political, 
and economic factors of both the north and 
the south”70. He would stress the economic 
section as this would be the deciding factor 
of slavery’s perpetuation for both the north 
and the south. What was illustrated was a 
reinvigoration of the content. This was an 
individual who was passionate about 
bringing this information to the classroom 
and was in a place to do so. With the 
discovery of the massive burial of enslaved 
individuals in Manhattan a few years prior, 

70 Vikos, Conversation at Marina cafe, Staten Island 
NY, November 14th, 2022
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there was a draw into teaching northern 
slavery. 

As time progresses into the modern 
day, the pattern of the rise and fall of 
northern slavery’s discussion in the 
classroom only becomes more rapid of a 
cycle. Three different versions of the 
American Pageant textbook by Thomas 
Bailey, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth Cohen 
illustrate the perpetuation of the rise and fall 
of northern slavery in the classroom. The 
editions in question are the 2006, 2013, and 
2016 versions. What makes these books 
unique is that they are currently in use in 
schools in New Jersey. The ones examined 
were in the possession of students actively 
using them in the classroom. What makes 
this even more interesting is the parts that 
were changed. The beginning chapters detail 
the triangle trade and the enslavement of the 
native American populations and the 
African populations. It even includes how 
slavery reach the American colonies in 1619 
from captured slaves en route to Spanish 
colonies diverted to Virginia71. The wording 
is almost exactly word for word between 
editions, so uniform it's almost conspicuous. 
The differences become starkly relevant 
when the discussion of American slavery 
comes to question. 

The three discussed American 
Pageant textbooks present differences that 
illustrate the increase and decline of the 
topic of northern slavery. Each book 
possessed a section dedicated to slavery 

71 Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 13th ed., 15th ed, 
16th ed, Stamford, CT: Cengage Learning, 2006, 
2013, 2016.

between the founding of the nation and the 
civil war, slavery prior to the civil war, and 
a chapter on reconstruction. The differences 
become apparent in the first few paragraphs 
of the section. The 2006 edition was altered 
to include a deeper perspective of northern 
slavery following the revelation that 
attempts to include the material were 
unsuccessful. This is evident as the edition 
remarked that in the north there was 
freedom being attained, but there was more 
hatred of black Americans than in the 
south72. This gets reinforced by the story of 
an individual who was born enslaved in the 
south, sold in New York City, and was 
eventually freed after eight years of 
servitude and the conditions she lived in 
after gaining freedom. The textbook 
accurately portrayed the conditions of 
slavery, and by covering the north before the 
south in the description of slavery, it gives 
the impression that slavery was equally 
horrible in practice throughout the nation73. 
The 2013 edition states that northern slavery 
was just small farms with no large-scale 
plantations. It goes into detail about how 
New York abolished all of its slavery and 
possessed far better-living conditions than 
the south74. This entirely changes the 
established narrative that slavery was a 
horrible practice. The text almost glorifies 
the practice of slavery in the state of New 

72Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 13th ed. Stamford, 
CT: Cengage Learning, 2006. p.356

73 Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 13th ed. p.357-358

74Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 15th ed. Stamford, 
CT: Cengage Learning, 2013 p.341-344
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York. The 2016 edition resolves these issues 
by taking the best aspects of the two 
together. It largely emphasizes the story of 
the enslaved woman by giving it its own 
dedicated page75. It includes an interesting 
insight into the northern slavery perspective. 
It does an excellent job of discussing how 
“few northerners were prepared for the 
outright abolition of slavery”. It goes in-
depth at looking at the economic issues 
facing the north if it were to abolish slavery 
and the general view of the population 
wanting reform rather than abolition76. The 
description of the popular view of the time 
feeds into a clearer understanding of the 
northern hypocrisy. This being the desire to 
abolish slaves in the south rather than within 
their own borders. The combining of the 
best of the two prior editions is the greatest 
strength of the sixteenth edition. Due to its 
publication date, the revised text containing 
a large amount of northern slavery material 
could be due to the political climate in 2016. 
The contentious political election sought to 
reinvigorate the discussion of slavery, 
especially that of northern states. This may 
be only speculation due to the recentness of 
this change, but outside forces like that are 
indicators of material like this being 
reintroduced based on the previously 
analyzed patterns in the earlier textbooks 
discussed. The three different textbooks 
indicate a falling point in the 2006 edition 
due to the reinvigoration in the 90s, a low 
point in 2015 as northern slavery was no 

75 Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 16th ed. Stamford, 
CT: Cengage Learning, 2016. p.352

76  Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 16th ed. p.355-359

longer in style, and then a spike in 2016 due 
to a shifting political climate.

What the analysis of these texts 
indicate is a disturbing trend of periodically 
increasing and decreasing the teaching of 
northern slavery in the northern states. There 
are large and periodic appearances of this 
under-discussed material and it appears to 
almost be predictable. 

We begin to see it untaught in the classroom 
in the immediate aftermath of the Civil 
War77. This was due to the material being 
largely sourced from the New England 
Primer, a book that focused on basic 
language, mathematics, and civic 
education78. The exclusivity of this textbook 
would fuel the “lost cause” ideology. This 
ideology was the belief that the south was 
justified in fighting for slavery as 
reconstruction failed, proving black 
individuals could never be equal to their 
white counterparts79.The discussion of 
northern slavery begins to increase in the 
mid-1870s based on the material from 
Condensed U.S. History from 1874. Though 
the description of events leads much of the 
history of northern slavery out, it does make 

77 Gigantino II,“‘’The Whole North Is Not 
Abolitionist’’, P.46

78  Samuel Wood & Sons, Beauties of the New-
England primer

79Blight,Race and Reunion: The Civil War in 
American Memory .P.255 
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its appearance known80. Entering the 20th 
century we see a boom in the discussion of 
the material. In the textbook of the history of 
New Jersey, Stories of New Jersey, there is a 
detailed history of slavery in the state. It 
goes as far back as the Dutch and only gets 
slightly inaccurate in the end with the 
eventual abolition of the institution81. This 
revolutionary discussion of the material 
comes crashing down in the 1920s. This is 
illustrated by the 1924 textbook An 
Elementary History of New Jersey82. Its lack 
of not only the discussion of slavery in the 
north, but the absence of the entire practice 
is the ultimate goal of the “lost cause”. It 
indicates the idea of the Klan using 
education as a way to indoctrinate young 
and new members, and this came at the price 
of editing textbooks to reflect their views on 
society83. Textbooks and educational 
material would bear the scars from this 
alteration for dedicated to come. 

The coming age of civil rights 
reform would attempt to distance itself from 
the past. The restructuring of this discussion 
of northern slavery is illustrated in the 1947 
textbook American History84. Its limited 
appearance shows that the topic once again 

80 Swinton, Swinton's Condensed United States: A 
Condensed School History of the United States p. 
236-291

81 Stockton, Stories of New Jersey, p.84-85

82 Thomson, An elementary history of New Jersey 
P.4-157

83 Gordon, The Second Coming of the KKK: The Ku 
Klux Klan of the 1920s and the American Political 
Tradition p.2-47

84 Wilson, American History p.27-29, 209-257

rose into the discussion. From the 
perspective of a history teacher from the late 
60s to the mid-1970s, coverage began to 
increase once again to a clear point in the 
late 60s as schools finally began to become 
more diverse due to an end of segregation. 
Northern slavery’s discussion then began to 
fall in the 70s as the civil rights movement 
would lose its ground in the years following 
Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassination85. 
The discussion on northern slavery would 
reach a low in the 1980s and gets illustrated 
by the 1980 history textbook American 
History Review Text. It may call out the 
North but it shows clear evidence of 
promoting the “lost cause” mentality due to 
its racially charged language86. The 90’s 
would see a rise in the discussion of 
northern slavery again as the discovery of 
the largest enslaved cemetery in the nation 
would be found under Manhattan. The depth 
of the discussion on northern slavery 
reached a height in 2006 with the American 
Pageant 13th edition. It includes a detailed 
section on slavery in New York and that the 
horrors of slavery were present in the north. 
It even details how northerners viewed the 
practice as unjust but did little to nothing to 
end it within their states while criticizing the 
south87. From this height there is a dramatic 
fall in the 2013 edition of the same textbook. 
It led to the idea that slavery was small in 
the north and that it was far better in 

85 Vikos, George. Conversation at Marina cafe, 
Staten Island NY, November 14th, 2022

86 Gordon, Review Text in American History p.21-
25, 157-186

87 Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 13th ed. p.356-462
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conditions than in the south. It also creates 
the illusion that it was abolished by the 
1860s rather than continuing throughout the 
civil war88. Lastly, we see a jump in the 
discussion emerging in 2016. The American 
Pageant textbook’s 16th edition rectifies 
this issue of a decrease in the discussion. It 
adds material from the 2006 edition and 
expands on the practice and conditions of 
northern slavery89. It's unclear what the 
cause of this shift could be, but one could 
only speculate it was done out of a response 
to the changing climates and the increased 
national discussion on the longevity of the 
impacts the institution of slavery had on the 
nation. 

With these trends highlighted, it's 
important to note that there has never been a 
steady teaching of the material. Teachers 
have struggled with finding ways to get the 
material across without creating unnecessary 
confusion. The importance of this subject is 
unparalleled as its atrocities have never truly 
been righted90. The perpetuation of these 
trends creates a lost history of the horrifying 
events that unfolded beneath the feet of 
students. They can adequately describe the 
atrocities that happened in distant states but 
are oblivious to the same atrocities that 
happened only a few miles away. The lack 
of a focus or understanding of what 
happened in the backyards of both teachers 

88 Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 15th ed. p.341-442

89 Bailey, Thomas, David Kennedy, and Lizabeth 
Cohen. The American Pageant. 16th ed. p.343-435

90 Jay, Lyerly. Understanding and Teaching 
American Slavery p.9

and students alike truly creates and 
perpetuates the “the amnesia of slavery”91.

There is hope however that this 
continuous issue does get brought to light in 
the classroom. The awareness on the part of 
the students and teachers alike can see an 
end to its repetition. Teachers bringing this 
issue to the forefront and explaining to 
students that slavery happened here, and that 
it goes undiscussed, may inspire students to 
speak up when this topic is left out. 
Activism on this issue is key to maintaining 
its presence in the classroom and that these 
forgotten lessons never become forgotten 
again. 
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The year is 1804, and the New 
World is functioning as it had for the past 
thirty years since the American Revolution. 
After the war, a new constitution, and three 
presidential administrations, America had 
begun to find its footing as a new nation. 
With this, many Americans began to get 
used to their existence as a small democratic 
nation. However, whether the American 
people knew it or not, their world was about 
to drastically change. 1,888 miles south of 
the US, another revolution had been fought 
and won on the island of Saint-Domingue. 
The rebels, much like the US patriots, were 
able to cast off the yoke of a powerful 
European empire and establish the second 
democracy in the Western Hemisphere. 
However, this rebellion was much different 
than the one that occurred back in 1776. 
Unlike the US driving out the British and 
establishing a new government, the rebels of 
1804 were living under much harsher 
oppression. These rebels were slaves who 
were living on Saint-Domingue under 
French colonial rule. In 1791, the slaves 
revolted against the French starting a twelve 
year bloodbath that would end in the 
abolition of slavery on the island and the 
establishment of the Empire of Haiti. 

The United States, though in theory 
should be very pleased with another 
democracy emerging nearby, were none too 
happy about this development. This mostly 
stemmed from the fact that the Haitian 
government were all freed slaves. This idea 
of a successful African rebellion was so 
foreign to the American government. The 
success of a slave revolt also flew in the face 

of the then legal practice of slavery in the 
United States. This caused the US to avoid 
recognizing Haiti as a nation until the start 
of the Civil War. However, despite all of 
this, the US was greatly affected by the 
Haitian Revolution as well as their early 
interactions with the new nation. First, the 
Louisiana Purchase, which was caused due 
to the French needing money after the war’s 
economic devastation on the nation. This 
exchange doubled the US’ size and allowed 
it to begin expanding as a nation, taking its 
first steps to becoming a world power. But 
even beyond the Louisiana Purchase, the 
Haitian Revolution and its aftermath still 
affected the US greatly in terms of trade, 
foreign policy, and thoughts on how to deal 
with the issue of slavery. 

Sadly, the Haitian Revolution as well 
as its profound impact on the United States 
is often not talked about when discussing 
how America became what it is today. It is 
very important that these effects be 
discussed and understood by a broader 
audience. There is a lack of awareness in 
terms of the connections between the 
Haitian Revolution and the growth of 
America. This proposal aims to answer the 
question of just how the Haitian Revolution 
impacted the United States in its immediate 
aftermath. Ultimately, through qualitative 
research this paper attempts to explain that 
the Haitian Revolution affected the United 
States in a way that caused it to grow into a 
far more powerful nation. 

Teaching this event is an 
undertaking, as there are many ins and outs 
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in regards to this revolution. Educating 
students based on the historiographic data 
found in this paper can actually prove to be 
a superior style as opposed to an ordinary 
lesson. With the information gleaned from 
the historians that are cited in this essay, 
students can achieve a much deeper 
understanding of the Haitian Revolution as 
well as its impact that it had on the United 
States. 

Historiography 

Beyond just simply understanding 
the events, impact, and significance of 
certain episodes in history, there is a much 
deeper understanding one can acquire when 
studying certain key events. In the craft of 
historiography, a deeper analysis of history 
is made, where instead of reading for the 
information about a topic, the purpose is to 
understand how historians wrote and by 
extension, felt about said topic. In the case 
of the Haitian Revolution and its immediate 
effect of the United States, scholars range in 
their specific takes on the topic. Scholarship 
on the topic also has numerous areas of 
interest that different authors focus on. 
While some focus on the economic 
implications, others focus on the racial 
statements that the revolution made to the 
US. Other scholars fixate on the level of 
coverage the Haitian Revolution receives 
and how it reflects a larger issue with how 
history is written. These numerous points of 
focus often shed light on the historians who 
are behind them, as educators it is important 
to look past what the author is saying and 
think about why they are saying it. 

However, all of these scholars touch 
on specifics that merely scrape the surface in 
regards to correlation of the Haitian 
Revolution to the US. But what is not 
touched on is how these numerous aspects 
and results of the conflict helped jumpstart 
the US into becoming the powerhouse it is 
today. This fact is often overlooked in 
classrooms, hence why many teachers 
breeze through the Revolution during 
lessons or just omit it from their courses 
entirely. Upon deeper inspection, many 
sources about the Haitian Revolution fail to 
elaborate on just how significant the slave 
insurrection was when it comes to paving 
the way for America to expand. While many 
authors like to praise and critique many 
aspects of the Revolution’s significance they 
often ignore how their many points of 
interest come together to reveal a much 
grander impact on America. A plethora of 
sources that has been compiled helps shed 
light on the absence of scholarship on this 
matter. Moreover this will show why further 
research into how the Haitian Revolution 
molded America is certainly necessary and 
lastly how more teaching on this subject is 
also important.

Most scholars see the Haitian 
Revolution as a landmark event in terms of 
the fight against slavery. However, certain 
authors tend to lean more towards how the 
fight against racism was affected by the 
revolution. For example, Philippe Girard 
notes how after only two years into the 
Haitian Revolution, the First French 
Republic declared slavery an abolished 
practice. Girard discusses this in his piece, 
“Making Freedom Work: The Long 
Transition from Slavery to Freedom during 
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the Haitian Revolution.” and goes on to 
explain how racism was talked about much 
more after the revolution. He backs this up 
by going through the long history of the 
fight against different forms of slavery and 
racism that were seen during the years 
during and after the revolution.92 

Mitch Katchun builds off of Girard’s 
focus on racism in his own work, 
“Antebellum African Americans, Public 
Commemoration, and the Haitian 
Revolution: A Problem of Historical 
Mythmaking.”. In Katchun’s piece, he 
elaborates on how the revolution had an 
effect on the fight against slavery and 
racism, but specifically in Antebellum 
America. Katchun complements the ideas of 
Girard, but goes deeper when discussing 
how the revolution specifically started 
conversations about racism in enslaved 
African American circles. Citing the 1811 
slave march in Louisiana led by Charles 
Deslondes, the author puts a lot of emphasis 
on how the events in Haiti inspired the fight 
against slavery to be expanded but in a more 
tangible way, such as another revolution.93 
This facet of the impact of the revolution is 
one of the most widely discussed, however it 
can be expanded upon in numerous ways as 
shown by other scholars. It must also be 
noted that accounts such as this are valuable 
for teachers. This showcases how the 

92 Girard, Philippe. “Making Freedom Work: The 
Long Transition from Slavery to Freedom during the 
Haitian Revolution.” Slavery & Abolition 40, no. 1 
(March 2019): 87–108. 

93 Kachun, Mitch. “Antebellum African Americans, 
Public Commemoration, and the Haitian Revolution: 
A Problem of Historical Mythmaking.” Journal of the 
Early Republic 26, no. 2 (2006): 249–73.

Haitian Revolution influenced the slaves in 
the southern United States and was an early 
seed that was planted in their minds that 
would eventually grow into slave revolts 
within the US.

Numerous other authors chime in on 
the discussion of the Haitian Revolution’s 
impact (racially speaking) on the US. Tim 
Matthewson dives into this racial layer with 
his piece “Abraham Bishop, ‘The Rights of 
Black Men,’ and the American Reaction to 
the Haitian Revolution.”. In his writing, 
Matthewson discusses Abraham Bishop, an 
American man who wrote three pieces 
regarding the Haitian Revolution in the 
1790s. Bishop supported the revolution and 
urged America as a whole to get behind the 
rebel’s cause. He stated how the US 
supported the French Revolution and also 
staged their very own revolution as well. 
With that said, Bishop argued that the US 
should support the similar cause in Haiti, but 
stated that it was due to the issue of slavery 
that prevented the US from doing that.94 
Unlike the previous two scholars, 
Matthewson uses Bishop’s writings to 
showcase how white people were affected 
by the events in Haiti and started to defend 
the black people in the US. Overall, this 
subset of scholarship on the Haitian 
Revolution’s impact on the US was heavily 
focused on race which played a large role in 
the narrative of the event. However, other 
scholars attempt to break away from the 
ever prominent racial aspect and focus on 

94 Matthewson, Tim. “Abraham Bishop, ‘The Rights 
of Black Men,’ and the American Reaction to the 
Haitian Revolution.” The Journal of Negro History 67, 
no. 2 (1982): 148–54. 
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other areas such as economic and political 
effects. 

When looking at how the Haitian 
Revolution changed the US economically 
and politically, certain authors touch on a 
bevy of policy changes, and repercussions 
during and after the war. An example of this 
comes in the form of Robin Blackburn, a 
scholar who in her piece “Haiti, Slavery, and 
the Age of the Democratic Revolution.” 
touches on how the US had to begin forming 
its own international policies. One such 
policy was its refusal to recognize Haiti. 
This included an embargo on the new 
nation, despite it being a massive trading 
partner when under French control. This 
changed the US’s treatment of other nations 
when it came to trade as it set a precedent 
with Haiti that essentially states that the US 
will not trade with another nation and ignore 
what's beneficial for itself if it does not 
support the government of that nation. This 
stems from the statement made by the 
success of the slave rebels. 

This is focused on by Blackburn who 
infuses the issue of race and slavery but adds 
an economic/political spin to it. She notes 
how the US put itself in a bizarre situation 
by supporting other democratic revolutions 
(Like the French) but not ones such as Haiti. 
This is due to the fact that the US would be 
forced to admit (in a sense) that the black 
slaves were capable trading partners, which 
flies in the face of the notion that black 
people were sub human and deserved to be 
nothing more than slaves. And as Blackburn 
points out, it only became worse when Haiti 
survived for decades after the revolution. So 
the US opted to simply not recognize the 

island nation, something that would continue 
up until 1862.95 This is interesting for 
educators as it can be used by teachers to 
explain two layers of the issue that the US 
was faced with during this time. The US’ 
problem was not just a racial one, it was an 
economic one as well. Author Tim 
Matthewson brings up how the US 
immediately reacted to the revolution and 
what he states is very telling. In his piece 
“George Washington’s Policy Towards the 
Haitian Revolution '' the author states that 
under the first presidential administration in 
the US, American merchants actually were 
allowed to aid the French with supplies and 
even men. This was in hopes to defeat the 
slaves, showing that the US had been willing 
to help squash all slave revolts in the name 
of maintaining the practice.96 Matthewson 
uses this little known fact to highlight the 
idea that the US was very much a pro 
slavery nation, and that even before the 
revolution had been won, the US had 
already been trying to put it down.

Another scholar adds to the 
discussion by way of citing the particular 
benefits and unintentional problems that the 
rebellion had on America. This scholar is 
Jim Thomson, author of “The Haitian 
Revolution and the Forging of America.”

 In his piece, Thompson adds to the 
discussion of the Haitian Revolution’s effect 

95 Blackburn, Robin. “Haiti, Slavery, and the Age of 
the Democratic Revolution.” The William and Mary 
Quarterly 63, no. 4 (2006): 643–74.

96 Matthewson, Timothy M. “George Washington’s 
Policy Toward the Haitian Revolution.” Diplomatic 
History 3, no. 3 (1979): 321–36.
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on the US by highlighting a few results of 
the conflict. One was how France had to sell 
the Louisiana Territory to the US to get 
money to fund Napoleon’s conquest of 
Europe. This important moment for the US, 
a moment that doubled its size was caused 
by the Haitian Revolution’s economic 
impact on France. This dent in the already 
fragile economy of France caused Napoleon 
to work with the US which resulted in the 
monumental Louisiana Purchase.97 

These particular scholars prefer to 
highlight why Haiti changed the United 
States’ political and economic status in the 
world. Whereas previous authors focused on 
race, this group, specifically Thompson who 
really hones in on that aspect of the 
relationship between Haiti and America. 
Blackburn is different as she focuses on the 
impacts politically and economically, 
however she infuses a bit of race into her 
point of study. Citing how the political 
relationship between the two nations was 
tense due to the issues of race and slavery, 
Blackburn connects what the previous 
scholars have noted about the revolution 
with her own part of the conversation. This 
blends the two areas of study together and 
actually shows how these different impacts 
(racial, political, economic) did not exist 
apart from each other but rather built off 
each other to make a much larger impact on 
the United States.

The final area of study that scholars 
seem to focus on, is the historiography of 

97 Thomson, Jim. “The Haitian Revolution and the 
Forging of America.” History Teacher 34, no. 1 
(January 1, 2000): 76–94. 

this tense relationship between Haiti and the 
United States. Many scholars often go into 
why the revolution has not been noted as a 
larger event historically and why the 
aforementioned impacts it had on other 
nations (specifically the US) have often been 
downplayed. John E. Baur makes mention of 
this in his piece “International 
Repercussions of the Haitian Revolution.”. 
In it Baur states that there has never been a 
full scale study of the impacts of the 
Revolution and just rather numerous articles 
and pieces about certain aspects of it and its 
impact.98 This gets at exactly what this 
proposal aims to achieve, putting those 
pieces together to create a full scale study on 
the topic of Haiti’s impact on the US. With 
more study into this topic, teachers can 
better utilize this monumental moment from 
history by implementing it into their 
curriculums. 

This historiographical aspect to the 
topic is unique as it explains why the topic 
of the revolution and its effects has not been 
given the recognition it deserves. Thomas 
Reinhardt answers this question in his piece 
“200 Years of Forgetting: Hushing up the 
Haitian Revolution.”. In his work, Reinhardt 
states that the authors who wrote about the 
revolution spoke of it in a demeaning 
manner. The brutality of the insurrection 
was what most scholars used as their 
rationale for why black people are barbaric 
and without Western guidance they will act 
savagely as they did back in Africa. 
Reinhardt notes how the success of the 

98 Baur, John E. “International Repercussions of the 
Haitian Revolution.” The Americas 26, no. 4 (1970): 
394–418.
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rebellion and establishment of the Haitian 
nation was completely undercut by these 
writers who simply wanted to discredit black 
people.99 Reinhardt asserts that writings like 
those were why many people did not pay 
much attention to the Haitian Revolution 
and its significance. 

Adding to the idea that there was a 
concerted effort to diminish the importance 
of the Haitian Revolution is author Manuel 
Barcia. Barcia agrees with the ideas of 
Reinhardt in that white historians were made 
uncomfortable by the success of the 
uprising. In his piece “Comment: From 
Revolution to Recognition: Haiti’s Place in 
the Post-1804 Atlantic World.” Barcia 
particularly takes note of what the success of 
black people meant for the rest of the world. 
Barcia notes that acknowledging the fact 
that the Haitian rebels won and were able to 
run a sustainable nation would mean that 
one would have to acknowledge the fact that 
black people were just as skilled as anyone 
else. This of course threatened the status quo 
of white people dominating black people in 
society, which Barcia says is why it has not 
been touched upon by mainstream history. 
One interesting point made by the author is 
how the US in particular would trade with 
Haiti (covertly) but still not recognize them 
as a nation. This, according to Barcia, 
helped justify the lack of coverage writers 
gave Haiti as it was not recognized by the 
US until decades after the revolution.100 

99 Reinhardt, Thomas. “200 Years of Forgetting: 
Hushing up the Haitian Revolution.” Journal of Black 
Studies 35, no. 4 (2005): 246–61.

100 Barcia, Manuel. “Comment: From Revolution to 
Recognition: Haiti’s Place in the Post-1804 Atlantic 
World.” American Historical Review 125, no. 3 (June 

The final historian being examined is 
Shannon Marie Peck-Bartle. In her piece 
“Toussaint L’Ouver-Who? An 
Anthropological Approach to Infusing the 
African Diaspora into Caribbean History.” 
Peck-Bartle adds to the discussion on the 
lack of recognition the rebellion has 
received. The piece pushes that the reason 
why the impact of Haiti has not fully been 
appreciated is because the Western world 
has spun a Eurocentric narrative of the 
events since 1804. This is to say that the 
West essentially took credit for Haiti’s 
success by asserting that without their 
European philosophies and culture, the 
Haitians could never have been able to 
successfully stage an insurrection and 
maintain a stable society for as long as they 
did. Peck-Bartle challenges this notion by 
pushing that rather than European culture 
creating the revolution, it was African 
culture that actually helped unite the Haitian 
rebels to be able to succeed.101 This 
information is valuable for teachers as it 
offers the opportunity to look at what is 
being taught in schools and see how 
culturally imbalanced the material is. The 
Eurocentric nature of most classes is 
unfortunate but also a very real thing and 
topics like the Haitian Revolution and its 
historiography help show teachers that there 
is not a lot of representation for numerous 
cultures around the world.

2020): 899–905. 

101 Peck-Bartle, Shannon Marie. “Toussaint L’Ouver-
Who? An Anthropological Approach to Infusing the 
African Diaspora into Caribbean History.” Social 
Studies 111, no. 3 (January 1, 2020): 155–62. 
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This third subsection of scholarship 
on the Haitian Revolution is unique as it 
focuses on the historiography of the event. 
Different scholars discuss different avenues 
of why this topic isn't explored as often as it 
should. While people like Baur point out 
how there has been no full scale look into 
this event and its impact, people like 
Reinhardt and Barcia provide the reasons 
why. With Reinhardt asserting that the West 
simply went out of its way to paint the 
revolution in a bad light and Barcia 
explaining that this was because the 
alternative was to acknowledge the fact that 
black people were capable of both freeing 
and governing themselves. Peck-Bartle 
actually veers from this and states that 
actually the West chose to take credit for the 
Haitian’s success instead of outright 
ignoring or demonizing it. Overall, these 
scholars helped explain why the revolution 
doesn't get as much attention and just why 
its impact on the US is not highlighted as 
often as it should.

Conclusion

Upon review of all ten sources it is 
quite clear that they all have their merits and 
add to the discussion about Haiti’s 
revolution and its impact on the US. The 
sources focusing on race helped explain why 
the US had such an awkward relationship 
with the new nation. Girard and Katchun 
particularly provided strong arguments that 
supported their theses. The 
economic/politically based scholars helped 
pinpoint what changes occurred in the US 
because of the revolution. Blackburn is the 
most prominent of these scholars as she 
mixes both the racial component previously 

discussed along with the political 
components. She successfully adds to the 
discussion and links two different areas of 
study. The final section is the 
historiographical section that hones in on 
why the impacts of the Haitian Revolution 
aren't discussed as much as they should be. 
Again, these scholars connect the two other 
areas of study, the racial and 
economic/political by explaining why 
racism and Eurocentrism created a 
historiography that neglects the Haitian 
Revolution’s impact. This section seems to 
have the most debate over the truth behind 
why Haiti has been neglected. While 
Reinhardt and Barcia seem to agree with 
Peck-Bartle that race plays a major role in 
the downplaying of Haiti’s significance, 
they disagree with her when she says the 
West took credit for Haiti’s success and 
impact. 

With the exception of the 
historiographical section, the scholarship on 
Haiti and its impact on the US is rather 
cohesive. The scholars mostly agree with 
each other and some of the different subsets 
actually blend well with each other, creating 
a clearer image of what the effects the 
Haitian Revolution had on the US were. The 
biggest issue these authors have is that they 
do not go deeper with their claims. They 
state that the revolution impacted the United 
States and list examples of how it did so. 
They also explain why there hasn't been 
much research done on the topic. But the 
scholarship lacks one major point of focus, 
and that is how all of these subsets come 
together. What this proposal attempts to 
explore is how the Haitian Revolution 
immediately affected the United States. 
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Furthermore, upon answering that question, 
this proposal aims to show how this impact 
absolutely molded the US into the world 
power that it is today. By infusing the three 
most prominent areas of study in regards to 
the revolution, this proposal will expand 
upon what has already been stated. The large 
scale implications for the United States 
brought on because of the Haitian 
Revolution and its success will be uncovered 
and ultimately show how a seemingly 
insignificant slave revolt changed the 
trajectory of a country that would become 
one of the most powerful nations on Earth.  

Educational value 

The Haitian Revolution serves as a 
historic reminder of the triumphs of African 
people. It also serves as an interesting point 
of study when examining its relationship 
with the United States. The revolution’s 
mere existence shed light on the US’ own 
issues with slavery as well as early signs of 
the nation’s hypocrisy. The issues of racism 
and slavery are interconnected to the 
revolution; these two topics envelop the 
history of the modern west and cannot be 
ignored. With this said, these topics can be 
showcased through lessons about the Haitian 
Revolution as well as the island nation’s 
relationship with the United States. 

The beauty of this topic is that it 
goes even deeper than that as it can also be 
used as a way to examine the historiography 
of the subject, something that is often 
overlooked in classes today. Examining how 
people have written history helps show 
students how people viewed a certain topic 
back then as well as how they view it now. 

These are valuable for both students and 
educators alike. Lastly, the study into the 
Haitian Revolution helps show how the US 
became the nation that it is today. Looking 
at the success of the US through the lens of 
the Haitian Revolution can help expand 
students' understanding of the success of 
other people outside of the US. It can also 
showcase some of the inspiration for change 
in the US, namely the fight to end slavery. 
Overall, the educational value of the Haitian 
Revolution stretches far beyond its use as a 
fun and exciting historic episode. Through 
its links to race relations, slavery, economics 
and historiography, the Haitian Revolution 
truly makes for a great area of focus for 
educators who want to make their students 
better and more well-rounded scholars in the 
field of history.  
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The Schlieffen Plan in World War I

 

Nick Strain

The Schlieffen Plan was an offensive 
military strategy that contributed to 
Germany’s defeat in World War I. The 
purpose of this plan was for Germany to 

break up a two-front war between France 
and Russia. Germany produced the idea of 
the Schlieffen Plan due to Field Marshal 
Alfred von Schlieffen. Alfred Von 
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Schlieffen was a former Chief and General 
Staff of the German Army. Schlieffen was 
successful as a Chief and General Staff. For 
example, before World War I began, 
Germany was successful in battles such as 
“smashing the Danes in 1864, the Austrians 
in 1866, and the French in 1870-71.” 
(Bolger, 1). Instead of continuing to run the 
same plan, Schlieffen was overconfident that 
he wanted to design a new plan for 
Germany. The Schlieffen plan according to 
Schlieffen took inspiration from “Hannibal 
Barca of Carthage during the Battle of 
Cannae.” (Bolger, 1). Hannibal during the 
Battle of Cannae inspired  Schlieffen that 
Hannibal was known for attacking such as 
“swinging in both of his flanking 
contingents, bagging the stunned Roman 
legionaries.” (Bolger, 1). Germany agreed to 
an alliance with Austria-Hungary, which led 
them to a two-front war between France and 
Russia. 

Not only did Germany have to deal with 
France and Russia, but the plan also failed 
dramatically in World War I due to them 
entering through Belgium, not having 
enough resources, and underestimating 
France and Russia. 

The Schlieffen Plan was designed for 
Germany to defeat France in six weeks 
before Russia could mobilize. The reason 
Schlieffen gave an estimated timeline of six 
weeks is that Russia suffered considerable 
damage to Japan during the Russo-Japanese 
War. While Schlieffen was planning to 
attack France, he had to think about where 
he had to send his troops to. Schlieffen 
decided to send his troops up North instead 
of South because the Swiss army was “ready 

for war and the passes through the Jura 
mountains.” (Foley, 226). So, they decided 
to enter through Luxembourg and Belgium. 
His reasoning behind this is that 
Luxembourg “possesses no army, and 
through Belgium, which will withdraw its 
relatively weak army into its fortress.” 
(Foley, 226). While the Schlieffen Plan 
initially seemed that it was going to be 
successful, when the Germans entered 
Belgium, it violated a treaty forcing Britain 
to declare World War I. The significance of 
the Schlieffen Plan was for Germany to 
“capture Paris before France’s allies could 
join the battle.” (Reid,1). Due to Britain 
declaring war, the plan was less likely to be 
successful because the purpose of the plan 
was for Germany to conquer Paris without 
one of their alliances joining them. Not only 
did Germany incite Britain to declare war by 
entering Belgium, but they also 
underestimated Russia and France 
throughout World War I. This led to the 
Schlieffen Plan being a failure in World War 
I. The failure of the Schlieffen Plan 
illustrates how a lack of planning and 
respect for the opposition had repercussions 
that led to the greater conflict of World War 
I. 

The Schlieffen Plan was a failure in 
World War I due to Kaiser Wilhelm II being 
overconfident. For example, before World 
War I began, the French were not successful 
when it came to wars. Daniel Bolger, a 
writer for the Army Magazine, discussed 
“Schlieffen’s Perfect Plan” and “the war of 
1870-71 indicated that France could not beat 
Germany.” (Bolger, 1). The purpose of the 
Schlieffen Plan was for Germany to “keep 
France isolated.” (Bolger, 1). Instead, what 
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happened to Germany was that Kaiser 
Wilhelm II did not keep good relations with 
the Russians. The reason he did not keep 
good relations with Russia is that he 
believed that the Russians were not prepared 
for war after the outcome of the Russo-
Japanese War. Not only did Wilhelm II 
believe that Russia was not prepared for 
war, but he was also overconfident and not 
afraid of a two-front war between France 
and Russia. Before Wilhelm II took office, 
Germans such as Chancellor Otto von 
Bismarck were trying to keep a good 
relationship with Russia. Since the goal of 
the Schlieffen Plan was to “isolate France,” 
“Bismarck wove elaborate diplomatic 
schemes to ensure good relations with 
Russia.” (Bolger, 1). Germany had a good 
relationship with Russia before Wilhelm II 
took office. The reason Wilhelm II was a 
major problem for Germany was that he did 
not agree with Bismarck’s idea of keeping 
an alliance with the Russians. When 
Wilhelm II took over, “he dumped 
Bismarck, while he watched Russia and 
France create an alliance.” (Bolger, 1). Not 
only did Wilhelm fire Chancellor Bismarck, 
but he was also overconfident in World War 
I, which gave Germany a huge disadvantage. 
For example, Daniel Bolger on page one 
emphasizes that “Wilhelm II didn't fear a 
two-front war and was confident in 
Germany's burgeoning strength, he intended 
to win it.” Not only was Kaiser Wilhelm II 
overconfident in World War I, but General 
Alfred Moltke was also guilty of being 
overconfident with the Schlieffen Plan. 

Moltke’s overconfidence in the 
Schlieffen Plan resulted in its failure. Since 
Wilhelm II burned bridges with the 

Russians, Alfred Von Schlieffen had to 
produce a plan to defeat a two-front war 
between France and Russia. Before Wilhelm 
burned bridges with Russia, the Schlieffen 
Plan was designed for Germany so that they 
“must make our right-wing strong and 
extend it as far west as possible.” (Foley, 
225). So, what Schlieffen did with the plan 
is that he attacked up North through 
Belgium and Luxembourg. The reason 
Schlieffen did this was due to the 
mountainous terrain of Switzerland, as well 
as their army. In addition, Schlieffen wanted 
to do this due to the flat terrain of Belgium 
and Luxembourg helping the Germans send 
their troops. Another reason Schlieffen 
attacked through Belgium instead of France 
was to avoid the strong defended French 
Border fortifications through the South.” 
(Reid, 10). On the other hand, the problem 
with Wilhelm II was that he made things 
complicated after not setting up good 
relationships with Russia. This led to 
General Moltke staying offensive in a two-
front war between France and Russia. Due 
to the German’s overconfidence in World 
War I, they continued to use the Schlieffen 
Plan. General Moltke was overconfident in 
World War I because he continued to use the 
Schlieffen Plan in 1915 when it was proven 
to be a failure in 1905. The Schlieffen Plan 
was a failure since Alfred Von Schlieffen 
left his own plan. For example, “some 
surviving military leaders blamed the 
deceased Moltke, claiming he perversely 
ignored a plan for sure victory that 
Schlieffen supposedly left.” (O’Neil, 806). 
What Moltke did to the Schlieffen Plan is 
that he changed the plan, which made the 
plan a failure during World War I. Before 
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World War I even began, General Moltke 
“weakened the Schlieffen Plan even before 
the start of World War by Tannenberg 
worries and had a nervous collapse before 
the two sides made their race to the 
Channel.” (Gadfly). The French were not 
good compared to the Germans but their 
leaders being incompetent, helped the 
French defeat the Germans. 

Alfred Von Schlieffen was also to 
blame for the Schlieffen Plan. Even though 
the Schlieffen Plan was designed for 
Germany to beat France in six weeks and 
then defeat Russia, “Schlieffen did not give 
any instructions for adhering to a precise 
and imperative timetable; he even allowed 
for the whole advance to be brought to a 
temporary halt if it became necessary to deal 
with a British landing on the northern coast 
of France.” (Holmes, 514). For example, the 
reason Schlieffen said six weeks is that it 
was an estimate. According to Buchholz, 
“Russian forces were expected to cross the 
German border by the fortieth day after 
mobilization.” (Holmes, 514). This quote 
supports that Schlieffen estimated that it 
would take six weeks to beat France while 
Russia would take a long time to mobilize. 
Schlieffen's switching to a new plan cost 
Germany from being successful during 
World War I. Even though Schlieffen took 
many years to prepare for the war, it was not 
successful due to the plan being reckless. 
For example, the Schlieffen Plan was not “a 
rational war plan but a reckless adventure: 
In Herwig’s words, “fourteen years of 
General Staff work came down to a 
gambler's dice.” (Holmes, 514). The reason 
the Schlieffen Plan is described as a 
“gamblers dice” is that the plan did not give 

any timeline on when Russia would 
mobilize, how long it would take for them to 
defeat France and they underestimated 
Belgium, France, and Russia during World 
War I. For example, some “German 
commanders like Cluck and Bulow, as well 
as the royal commanders, were either too old 
(them) or not fully competent for general 
reasons (some of the royals).” (Gadfly). 
Another reason Schlieffen was 
overconfident about his own plan is that he 
was confident to switch things up. 
Historians believed that the Schlieffen Plan 
was “a sobering reminder of the high price 
of military arrogance.” (Bolger, 76). Since 
Schlieffen wanted the Germans to march 
through Belgium, the Schlieffen Plan 
became one of the causes of World War I. 

Since the Germans were afraid of 
Switzerland due to its terrain as well as their 
army, the Germans decided to enter through 
Belgium. When the Germans marched 
through Belgium, they violated a treaty that 
England had with them in 1839. The treaty 
of London was to make Belgium neutral 
throughout World War I. The reason Great 
Britain wanted Belgium to stay neutral 
throughout World War I is that Great Britain 
was afraid of the expansion of Germany 
through Western Europe. Since Schlieffen 
decided to enter Belgium, Britain decided to 
join forces with France in World War I. The 
purpose of the Schlieffen Plan for Germany 
was for them to capture France without one 
of their allies joining them. Germany should 
have done a better job on “geopolitics such 
as not doing international law violations of 
Britain's blockade by extension later in the 
war.” (Gadfly). Due to the Germans trying 
to expand through Western Europe through 
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the Schlieffen Plan, caused the plan to fail 
drastically as well as it made Great Britain 
join forces with France. Not only did the 
Schlieffen Plan cause Great Britain to join 
World War I, but Germany also had a lack 
of resources that caused the plan to fail 
dramatically during World War I. 

Germany’s lack of resources, 
including the number of railroads and 
troops, resulted in the plan’s failure. The 
Schlieffen Plan was a big project that 
needed several pieces of equipment. For 
example, what Schlieffen was trying to do 
was build a railroad through Luxembourg as 
well as Belgium. Building a railroad takes a 
long time and it was difficult for Germany to 
build one on Belgium territory. The reason it 
was difficult for the Germans to build a 
railroad in Belgium is that “Belgium refused 
Germany’s request to match troops through 
Belgian territory.” (Reid, 10). When the 
Germans tried to build railroads, Belgium 
destroyed them. Another reason General 
Moltke was overconfident during World 
War I is that the Germans did not have 
enough resources such as troops to be sent 
over to France. According to Schlieffen, 
“the German army would need at least 48.5 
corps to succeed with an attack on France by 
way of Belgium.” (Holmes, 193). Instead, 
General Moltke switched up the plan by 
changing the original plan that Schlieffen 
had. The difference between what General 
Moltke did compared to Schlieffen is that 
Moltke “reduces the strength of the right-
wing.” (Holmes, 193). What Holmes is 
referring to in his book is Moltke having 
fewer troops compared to Schlieffen. While 
Schlieffen said that the Germans need 
“48.5” troops for the plan to be successful, 

Moltke had different ideas. Instead, General 
Moltke had only, “34 corps at his disposal in 
the west.” (Holmes, 193). Not only did 
Moltke have fewer troops than Schlieffen 
intended to have, but he also had troops in a 
different location than Schlieffen such as 
being in the West rather than the North. Due 
to Moltke being overconfident, he believed 
that the Germans would be fine with a lack 
of troops. For example, Schlieffen believed 
that “the defensive is the stronger form of 
war.” (Holmes, 213). Moltke on the other 
hand believed that “the stronger form of 
combat lies in the offensive’ because it 
represents a striving after positive goals.” 
(Holmes, 213). Moltke later explains that the 
“offensive could make up for a lack of 
numbers.” (Holmes, 213). Terrence Holmes 
is not the only author that highlights 
Germany’s lack of troops during World War 
I. Since Germany was suffering from a lack 
of troops, it made it difficult for them to 
“invade Belgium, Germany’s advance was 
slow.” (Reid, 10). Not only did the Germans 
suffer from a lack of resources, but the 
Schlieffen Plan also failed due to aerial 
reconnaissance. 

The Germans were superior on land 
rather than air. The Germans were 
successful due to aerial reconnaissance, 
which helped them win the Battle of 
Tannenberg. For example, “The combined 
result of German radio intelligence and 
aerial reconnaissance by both aircraft and 
Zeppelin dirigibles enabled General von 
Hindenburg to score a stunning victory over 
the Russian forces at Tannenberg.” 
(Hussain). Even though aerial 
reconnaissance helped the Germans win the 
Battle of Tannenberg, it gave France and 
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England a huge advantage while the 
Germans tried to do the Schlieffen Plan. The 
importance of aerial reconnaissance for the 
British and French is that it helped them find 
“the change in orientation of von Kluck's 
formation towards the new axis was 
spotted.” (Hussain). Since the British and 
French knew where the Germans were going 
due to aerial reconnaissance, it helped them 
win the Battle of Marne. For example, 
“Paris was saved, and the war shifted from 
the Schlieffen Plan to the bloody trench 
warfare.” (Hussain). Not only did aerial 
reconnaissance help the French and British 
understand where the Germans were, aerial 
reconnaissance actually “stalled the German 
offensive at Marne that ground the revolving 
door at a halt.” (Hussain). As Hussain later 
says in his article, the Germans were stuck 
in trench warfare rather than using the 
Schlieffen Plan. Aerial reconnaissance 
forced the Germans to stop being offensive 
as well as it helped stalled them during 
World War I. Although aerial 
reconnaissance was a key factor as to why 
the Schlieffen Plan failed, geography was 
also a key factor for them. 

The geography made it difficult for 
Germany to deal with a two-front war 
between Russia and France. Since Kaiser 
Wilhelm II fired Otto von Bismarck, the 
Germans did not have good relations with 
Russia. This made the Schlieffen Plan 
difficult because the plan was originally 
designed for the Germans to just capture 
Paris before an alley joined them. The 
reason the Germans went through 
Luxembourg and Belgium was that they 
were both neutral and flat countries. In 
addition, the Germans did not go through 

France because the Germans wanted to 
“avoid the strongly defended French border 
fortifications through the South.” (Reid, 10). 
The reason the French improved their 
borders was that the French lost to the 
Germans in 1870- 71 and lost the “provinces 
of Alsace and Lorraine.” (Bolger, 10). Not 
only could the Germans not go through 
France due to their improved borders, but 
they would also have had a tough time if 
they had gone through Switzerland. 

The reason Schlieffen did not 
consider Switzerland for the Schlieffen Plan 
to set his troops to mobilize into France was 
two things, their army as well as location. 
Even though Switzerland was neutral during 
World War I, it had a powerful army. For 
example, if Schlieffen decided to send his 
troops down to Switzerland, the Swiss 
would have been “ready for war.” (Foley, 
226). Since the Germans did not want to 
attack a neutral country, they decided to go 
through Belgium and Luxembourg. Also, 
Switzerland is known for its elevation such 
as the Jura Mountains. The importance of 
Switzerland’s geography is that it would 
have been difficult for Germany to mobilize 
their troops due to the Swiss mountains. Not 
only would it have been difficult for 
Germany to mobilize their troops, but it 
would also have been difficult for them to 
build railroads on steep mountains. 

The significance of the railroad is 
that it helped Germany mobilize their troops 
faster rather than taking a car, plane, or 
walking. For example, after Germany was 
faced with a two-front war, the railroad was 
designed in the Schlieffen Plan to help the 
Germans give them a huge advantage during 
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the war “by rail to deal with the slower 
arriving Russians.” (Bolger, 10). Even 
though Germany did not expect Russia to 
mobilize faster than they expected, the 
Schlieffen Plan was a clever idea but due to 
their geographical location, it was difficult 
for the Schlieffen Plan to work during 
World War I due to France improving their 
borders as well as Switzerland’s army and 
geography. Germany instead had to send 
their troops through Luxembourg and 
Belgium. Since Germany sent their troops 
through Belgium, Great Britain declared 
World War I. Kaiser Wilhelm II burning 
bridges with the Russians made geography a 
disadvantage for Germany during World 
War I. 

Kaiser Wilhelm II made it difficult 
for the Germans during World War I is that 
he destroyed the relationship that Germany 
had with Russia. The Schlieffen Plan was 
designed to be a one-front war instead of a 
two-front war. The purpose of the plan was 
to defeat France before an ally joined them. 
Things changed when the Germans entered 
Belgium and Luxembourg as Britain 
decided to join forces with the French. The 
reason Britain joined France is that the 
British had a deal with Belgium in the 
Treaty of London. The Treaty of London 
was a treaty that forced Belgium to be 
neutral during the war but since Germany 
went through Belgium, it violated the Treaty 
of London, which forced Great Britain to 
declare World War I. Not only did the 
Schlieffen Plan cause World War I, 
countries also such as Britain and France 
were afraid of Germany due to them 
creating an alliance with Austria- Hungary. 
Germany and Austria-Hungary formed an 

alliance, which led Britain, France, and 
Russia to create their own alliance before 
World War I even started. Wilhelm II, 
Moltke, and Schlieffen being overconfident 
in World War I, led the Schlieffen Plan to 
fail. 

The reason Wilhelm II was 
overconfident is that he created a two-front 
war after firing Otto von Bismarck. The 
importance of Otto von Bismarck is that he 
set up good relationships with Russia so 
Schlieffen could use his original plan, a one-
front war. Moltke throughout World War I 
was overconfident by “weakening the right 
flanks.” (Hussain). Not only did Moltke 
weaken the right flanks, but he also revised 
the Schlieffen Plan. For example, Schlieffen 
said that for the plan to work, the Germans 
needed “48.5 troops.” (Holmes, 193). 
Instead, General Moltke had different ideas. 
For example, the Germans only had “34 
corps at his disposal in the west.” (Holmes, 
193). Moltke continued to run the Schlieffen 
Plan even though the Germans did not have 
a lot of resources such as troops. During 
World War I, the Schlieffen Plan was a 
failure due to the founder, Alfred von 
Schlieffen leaving his own plan. The 
overconfidence from Moltke forced the 
Germans to continue to run the Schlieffen 
Plan during World War I. The reason 
Schlieffen was overconfident in the 
Schlieffen Plan is that he did not produce the 
plan. For example, Hannibal in the Battle of 
Carthage inspired the Schlieffen Plan. 

Instead of producing his own plan as 
he did in battles before World War I, 
Germany might have been successful during 
World War I. Looking back at the Schlieffen 
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Plan, historians believed that Schlieffen 
could have done a better job with the 
Schlieffen Plan during World War I. For 
example, the Schlieffen Plan was described 
as “a sobering reminder of the high price of 
military arrogance.” (Bolger, 76). The 
failure of the Schlieffen Plan illustrates how 
a lack of planning and respect for the 
opposition had repercussions that led to the 
greater conflict of World War I and 
contributed to Germany’s defeat. 
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The Use of Social Framework as an Analysis of a Historical Event

Jakob Morrissey

A “social framework” is a way that 
the public perceives a specific event that is 
ongoing or is being analyzed. Learning how 
something is socially constructed is by 
analyzing the primary sources of the specific 
event one is talking about. Primary sources 

include newspaper clippings, speeches, 
government documents, etc.… Social 
framework determines if a historical event is 
genuinely bad or genuinely good, but 
sometimes social frameworks of historical 
events are not completely true. When 
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analyzing traditional history, generally 
speaking, top-down, it's difficult to see what 
is going on at the smaller more local levels 
of society. Put this way, traditional history is 
usually analyzed from the top-down 
perspective, an analogy would be looking at 
a battle and looking at the battle from the 
general's perspective. So an alternate way to 
determine the social framework would be 
taking the social-historical route where 
when analyzing an event, again back to the 
battle example, one can see the soldier's 
perspective of the battle and how bullets 
were flying by, no food, seeing their friends 
being killed. Taking the social history route 
is key when discussing a lot of historical 
events. For example, during the crack 
epidemic, many politicians and rich people 
were not affected and they are at the top of 
society, therefore they never realized what 
life was like for people in those positions. 
During the crack epidemic, there were not 
many primary sources that were actually 
showing and displaying some of the 
characteristics that were shown during the 
heroin epidemic. So, the differences 
between the crack epidemic and the heroin 
epidemic were that first off there was a 
racialized component, and second that the 
crack epidemic was seen from that top-down 
analysis, and the heroin epidemic was seen 
from the social history approach 

A way to show the racial privilege 
effect of the crack epidemic is the way that 
the epidemic was framed socially compared 
to other drug epidemics. Sadé L. Lindsay, 
author of Drug Epidemics and Moral 
Crusades: The Role of Race in Framing 
Issues of Substance Abuse  explains the idea 
of public perception perfectly. Lindsay 

discusses the crack epidemic and the heroin 
epidemic and how they were both framed in 
the public eye. In one section of her 
research, Lindsay describes her findings on 
personal narratives in newspaper articles. 
Prior, Lindsay discusses how the heroin 
epidemic primarily hit suburban 
neighborhoods which are predominantly 
areas that affect white people, and how the 
crack epidemic hit inner cities which 
predominantly affect areas of African 
Americans. In her findings, Lindsay cited an 
article from the New York Times that stated 
“Everyone’s dream child… She was in the 
honor society, a cheerleader, and sang the 
national anthem at school events” (Sade, 
2017, p.2) and described this quote as a 
“positive characterization of heroin addicts 
was common from family and friends who 
were given the opportunity to discuss their 
heroin-addicted loved ones.” (Sade, 2017 
Page24)  When a media outlet describes 
victims of a drug-related death as positive, it 
gives a sense that what's going on is a 
tragedy which is true. A tragedy in one 
drug-related death during a drug epidemic 
should be applied across the board 
regardless of what drug caused the death, 
but when it comes to the crack epidemic, 
Lindsay quoted an article from the 
Washington Post stating “[Crack] users 
typically binge without eating, sleeping, or 
bathing until their crack and money are gone 
and they collapse physically… addicts break 
into vacant buildings to smoke and share 
pipes. They also share common squalor (WP 
1988).”(Sade, 2017 Page 26)  Stating that 
the victims of a drug epidemic are 
unhygienic and physically unhealthy gives a 
negative connotation to them and is 
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completely opposite of the heroin epidemic. 
With the heroin epidemic affecting whites, 
the media gives sympathy for them and 
praises the victims for how good their life 
was and how they got ruined by heroin. 
When the media covers the crack epidemic, 
there is no sympathy at all but rather a 
somewhat condescending attitude toward 
victims and most of the victims of the crack 
epidemic were blacks in inner cities. 

To prove the difference in the social 
framework of the two drug epidemics, an 
article by the New York Times and by STAT 
news were drawn. Crack’s Destructive 
Sprint Across America written by Michael 
Massing, in 1989, discusses the effects of 
the crack epidemic while Behind the photo: 
How heroin took over an Ohio town written 
by Casey Ross, in 2016, discusses the heroin 
epidemic and its effects in small towns in 
Ohio. In Massing's article, he stated many 
negative connotations of the crack epidemic 
specifically drawn into New York City. 
Massing discusses how the neighborhood of 
Washington Heights used to be an excellent 
vibrant cultural melting pot then states now 
if you “Wander off Broadway, though, and 
the neighborhood quickly seems like an 
American nightmare” (Massing 1989) 
giving a bad reputation to a neighborhood 
and people that lived in it as a whole. 
Massing also went on to state that “in 
Harlem, in South Jamaica, Queens, in the 
Brooklyn neighborhoods of Bushwick and 
Brownsville, poor young blacks - jobless, 
uneducated and desperate - hungered for a 
piece of the ''crazy money'' crack 
offered”(Massing 1989)  again going back 
to what Sade stated, the use of 
condescending labels was put onto the 

people who were affected even going as far 
to state that “the gangs did their job only too 
well, killing 800 people by election day” 
(Massing 1989). In Ross’s article about the 
heroin epidemic, they hone in on a personal 
narrative rather than the heroin epidemic as 
a whole, again a statistic that Sade stated 
would be popular in comparison to the 
articles. The heroin epidemic has caused 
many people to overdose right in front of 
their children, in an interview with 
paramedic Christine Lerussi she stated “do 
you know how many houses we go into that 
the kids are sitting on the couch watching 
us?” (Ross,2016) as the newspaper article is 
sort of portraying a need for sympathy. A 
photo was taken by police of two parents 
overdosed in a car with a child in the back 
screaming for help, and the police 
department decided to put it on their 
Facebook as “Their decision to put it on 
Facebook was, in some ways, a cry for 
help.”(Massing 1989) It's understandable to 
seek sympathy for victims in all aspects of a 
drug epidemic, but when the epidemic gets 
racialized, it's seen that there is no sympathy 
for African Americans. Referring back to 
Sade she states that “largely frame the 
heroin epidemic as a public health concern 
by humanizing heroin addicts through 
personal narratives and advocating for 
collective action” (Massing 1989) but “the 
crack epidemic was framed as a public 
safety concern that emphasized punishment 
and crime prevention” (Sade,2017, p. 2), 
which is what can be seen between an 
analysis of both of these articles. Crack was 
dehumanizing, patronizing, and 
condescending acting as if the victims were 
not to be cared about. A drug epidemic 
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again is a sad deal, but the application of 
sympathy through personal narratives 

should be applied equally when discussing 
both of them. 

Pre-World War II Antisemitism in America

Zoe Nalepa

         Antisemitism in America was not only 
widespread but went almost unnoticed in 
regard to the media prior to the Holocaust. 
This ideology was likely a result of the hold 
that Christianity had on many people’s lives, 
coupled with traditions of American culture. 
Dr. Baruch Braunstein spoke about this 
phenomenon in his speech A Symptom of the 

Disease that Kills Great Nations in 
December of 1939, right as the Second 
World War was beginning in Europe. Dr. 
Braunstein explained antisemitism within 
America and how it should be America’s 
greatest concern due to its relation to the 
persecution that was happening in German-
occupied Europe. Dr. Braunstein does this 
through his use of powerful messages, such 
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as how “if a nation closes itself off from 
others, it will fall and not be able to 
progress,”102 suggests that America is 
attempting to keep different ideas, religions, 
and cultures out, and in doing so is only 
harming themselves. Dr. Braunstein 
exclaimed that Americans should change 
their opinions on and reaction to Jewish 
people, in order to help further America by 
increasing tolerance of different people and 
their cultures.

Antisemitism within America was rising 
leading up to World War II because of the 
notion that Jewish people and other minority 
groups were the cause of America’s greatest 
issues even though they had been persecuted 
for centuries. Many Jewish Americans chose 
to ignore antisemitism and the persecution 
that was happening in America and abroad 
leading up to the war believing that they 
were not the ones being harmed.2 This led to 
a cultural separation of Jewish people and 
helped the American Jewish people look 
past what was going on abroad. This 
disconnect allowed antisemitism to continue 
in the United States because Jewish people 
were less likely to point out or condemn it 
when they saw it happening. But 
antisemitism was not only happening in 
Europe and in American cities, it was 
prevalent in the American government.

1 Braunstein, Baruch. 1939 “A Symptom of the 
Disease that Kills Great Nations.” Transcript of 
speech delivered at Institute on Contemporary 
Jewish Affairs in Washington D.C., December 
12th, 1939. 

The American government continued 
to stay out of the Second World War 
physically, yet by allowing widespread 
antisemitism to continue, the American 
Government made a statement about where 
the nation stood when it came to 
antisemitism. Many politicians at this time 
were known to have had antisemitic 
ideologies, even President Roosevelt had 
antisemitic ideologies during his presidency, 
believing that Jewish people should not 
immigrate to America or seek refuge here.  
The Roosevelt administration also refused to 
allow refugees that were fleeing German-
occupied nations, never increasing their 
quotas for the number of Jewish refugees.

While Roosevelt’s antisemitic ideologies 
were not always public, many came to light 
because of the Morgenthau Project after 
Roosevelt’s death.103 The Morgenthau 
project, created after FDR’s presidency, 
discloses many private conversations the 
President had with colleague Henry 
Morgenthau through the digital archiving of 
Morgenthau’s private diary entries and 
letters.104 These letters revealed some of the 
policies and ideologies that President 
Roosevelt held which might not have been 
formerly made public. Included in these 
documents was a letter that Roosevelt had 
sent to Morgenthau about his idea to “spread 
thin” the Jewish and other immigrants that 

103 Rafael Medoff, “What FDR Said about Jews 
in Private,” Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles 
Times, April 7,
104 “Morgenthau Project,” FDR Presidential 
Library &amp; Museum, accessed November 
15, 2022, 
https://www.fdrlibrary.org/morgenthauproject. 

https://www.fdrlibrary.org/morgenthauproject
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came to America. Roosevelt believed that 
immigrants of the same ethnicity or 
background should not settle together, but 
instead should be spread thinly around 
America in order to not “disrupt” the 
original cultural and political ideologies of 
the areas they settle.105 This ideology was 
not only anti-immigration but antisemitic, as 
well. Roosevelt believed that the Jewish 
people entering America would somehow 
alter and degrade the ways in which 
America would continue to run.

President Roosevelt in liaison with other 
government officials had a plan he called the 
M-project, not to be confused with the 
Morgenthau Project that was previously 
discussed. The M-project or “migration 
project” was an idea of what to do with the 
European migrants, particularly Jewish 
migrants, that were expected to be displaced 
at the end of the Second World War. The M-
project was created in 1942, years prior to 
the end of the war, and was greenlit in secret 
by the president, who commissioned 
journalist John Franklin Carter and 
anthropologist Henry Field to create a 
survey of regions that would be suitable for 
Jewish people to live. President Roosevelt 
created this project in an attempt to find 
places in and out of the United States for 
Jewish refugees to be placed after the war. 

105 “FDR Wanted Jews 'Spread Thin' and Kept 
out of U.S., Documents Reveal.” The Jerusalem 
Post | JPost.com. Accessed October 30, 2022, 
https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/fdr-wanted-
jews-spread-thin-and-kept-out-of-us-
documents-reveal-553336. 

This concept was created in secret due to the 
antisemitic and controversial nature of the 
project. This project perpetuates the 
antisemitic and anti-immigration ideologies 
that Roosevelt had throughout his 
presidency.

During Roosevelt’s presidency, he 
attempted to show his support for the Jewish 
people being persecuted, but did not make 
headway in his efforts. Roosevelt set up an 
international conference called the Evian 
Conference in July of 1938 in order to 
address the issues arising in Germany at the 
time. At this conference, many nations 
agreed that Jewish people needed to be 
helped and that their laws about refugees 
should change. Despite this, most nations 
did not change the number of refugees they 
would allow, even though they “expressed 
sympathy for the refugees.”7 These nations 
would not allow them within their 
boundaries for fear of being taken over by 
Germany, and being dragged into the war. 
Instead of allowing more Jewish immigrants 
or refugees into the United States, President 
Roosevelt continued to display consistent 
performative activism by discussing the 
issue while making no legitimate attempts to 
help Jewish people. The lack of change after 
the Evian conference showed not only Nazi 
Germany that they could continue the 
persecution of Jewish people, but also 
showed Americans that there was no real 
movement to help Jewish people and that 
they could continue in their hateful ways. 
The United States continued to allow a 
limited number of Jewish immigrants during 
the war, and only ever approved 1000 
Jewish refugees to enter America. President 
Roosevelt was more interested in 

https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/fdr-wanted-jews-spread-thin-and-kept-out-of-us-documents-reveal-553336
https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/fdr-wanted-jews-spread-thin-and-kept-out-of-us-documents-reveal-553336
https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/fdr-wanted-jews-spread-thin-and-kept-out-of-us-documents-reveal-553336
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performative activism than in supporting the 
Jewish people being prosecuted and 
murdered throughout German-occupied 
Europe. The lack of action from President 
Roosevelt influenced the way antisemitism 
and the holocaust were viewed in America 
until the United States joined the war.

Leading up to the Second World War, there 
was an abundance of antisemitism 
throughout America, much of which went 
ignored by the average citizen. Many 
Americans had very negative ideologies 
about Jewish people, and stereotypes ran 
rampant through the media. Historian 
Leonard Dinnerstein suggests that the 
increase in antisemitism at this point was in 
part due to the increased aggravation and 
suspicion of outsiders, with many other 
groups suffering from prejudice as well. 
Antisemitism at this time was not seen as an 
issue by non-Jewish Americans, and lacked 
media attention from gentile groups. 
Notably, a study done in November of 1938 
showed that 52.5 percent of Americans 
believed there was very little hostility 
toward Jewish people in America, even 
though similar studies show that 
antisemitism was on the rise in the years 
leading up to World War II.106 In an attempt 
to change the tides of antisemitism, small 
video and audio updates about the 
progression of the war in Europe–called 
Newsreels–would play before movies and 
on the radio during the Interwar years from 

106 Erskine, Hazel Gaudet. “The Polls: Religious 
Prejudice, Part 2: Anti-Semitism.” The Public 
Opinion Quarterly 29, no. 4 (1965): 664. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2747042. 

1934 to 1938. They often informed people 
about foreign affairs such as the Annex of 
Austria and other nations.107 However, many 
Americans were wary about the specifics of 
the information that they consumed, due to 
the large amounts of misinformation and 
propaganda that Americans received during 
the First World War.108 The American 
Institute of Public Opinion found that in 
January of 1943, 29% of people thought that 
it was untrue that 2 million Jewish people 
had been killed since the beginning of the 
war. With almost a third of Americans 
remaining unsure about the information they 
consumed about the war, a change in 
America's views about Jewish people 
seemed unlikely. 

107 “What Americans Knew,” United States 
holocaust memorial museum (United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum), accessed 
November 12, 2022, 
https://exhibitions.ushmm.org/americans-and-
the-holocaust/main. 10 Erskine, Hazel Gaudet. 
“The Polls: Religious Prejudice, Part 2: Anti-
Semitism.” The Public Opinion Quarterly 29, no. 
4 (1965): 649–64. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2747042.

108Michael Wilson, “Nazis Warn World Jews Will Be 
Wipes Out Unless Evacuated by Democracies,” Los 
Angeles, November 23, 1938, pp. 1-1.Time magazine 
through Holocaust Museum
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Vietnam Protests at New Jersey Universities

Dan Hamlin

For many, Princeton is a place of 
prestige and cultural and educational 
exceptionalism that only the best of the Ivy 
League can offer. A university such as this 
is on the cutting edge of tomorrow, where 
great minds assemble to become future 
presidents and Nobel laureates. Such has 
been Princeton’s tradition since colonial 
times. From founders being founding fathers 

to multiple presidents, Nobel laureates, and 
world-renowned physicists, one would be 
remiss to say that Princeton is not one of the 
most important and influential schools in the 
United States, let alone the world. One also 
cannot overstate the importance of tradition 
at Princeton University. At a university 
showcasing James Madison as a notable 
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alumnus on its website,109 It is clear that 
Princeton is a place of prestige.

The 1960s and 70s are a particular 
time in American history where education 
and student activism became particularly 
important to the American public. Students 
were the loudest advocates for change 
during this time and serve as an excellent 
example of the value of students taking 
advocacy in their educational careers. 
Students in this time would protest in many 
different ways and about many different 
things. Issues that concerned students in the 
1960s and 70s included civil rights campus 
issues and the war in Vietnam; these protests 
would look different at each university 
depending on the culture and the history of 
it. So, one would likely expect Princeton: a 
place of deep and rich American tradition, to 
be where liberal protest dies, especially in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s when such 
protests were well beyond the norm. 
However, this is not the case. During the 
Anti-Vietnam War movement, Princeton 
University experienced an explosion of 
support from students and faculty 
sympathetic to the movement. It even 
boasted its Students for a Democratic 
Society chapter, which garnered massive 
student support. However, as the movement 
got bigger and bigger, tradition started to 
derail the movement at Princeton University 
in favor of more modest ways to protest the 
War in Vietnam. Princeton University is one 
of New Jersey’s most influential colleges 

109 Princeton University Alumni, ed. "Notable 
Alumni." Princeton University.

https://princetoniana.princeton.edu/people/alu
mni/government-and-public-affairs. 

and will provide enormously valuable 
insight into the Student protest movement in 
New Jersey, as it is representative of how 
long-established universities in New Jersey 
were impacted by the student protest 
movement. Whereas Rider University 
provided insight into how smaller less 
established universities in New Jersey were 
impacted by the movements, Princeton will 
illustrate “Established Universities” coped 
with the movement, illustrating how 
colleges impacted the broader movement.

Princeton University, where future 
leaders begin their journeys, was one of the 
earliest universities in New Jersey to speak 
outright against the war in Vietnam. 
Although the war in Vietnam began much 
earlier, in 1955, opposition to the war was 
minimal at best, and no sources spoke 
critically of the war. It was in 1962 that the 
evidence of discontent began to show. It was 
in April of 1962 that the School newspaper, 
The Daily Princetonian published an 
opinion piece about the war after the release 
of images of the conflict in Vietnam that 
Princeton began to show some opposition to 
the war. The article argues that “unless we 
base our policy on a response to the 
fundamental problems of the country and 
thus end the discontent on which the 
Communists thrive, we will see many more 
pictures of bodies in fields, ending only in 
an ignominious withdrawal from a country 
in which we will have forfeited the popular 
support without which victory is impossible. 
The article questions the need for American 
involvement at home; Americans face many 
more present dangers.”110 Here, one can see 

110 Slocombe, W. B. "The Political Side." The 

https://princetoniana.princeton.edu/people/alumni/government-and-public-affairs
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the Princeton students first asking questions 
about the war and the merit upon which 
America is involved as time goes on.

However, these questions become 
action. In the ensuing years, discontent at 
Princeton will begin to fester, on par with 
that of other Universities from across the 
nation.111 However, on October 8th of 1965, 
Students for a Democratic society officially 
arrive at the Princeton campus, signaling a 
massive upgrade in student support for the 
Anti-war movement.112 Despite the step 
forward, not all campus is united in this 
mission. Very early on, there were instances 
of resistance to SDS and increased support 
against the war in Vietnam. In December of 
1965, an SDS banner saying “Even 
Princeton” was stolen, and at an SDS 
demonstration, “some came to heckle, some 
came to argue, some came to support,” said 
the SDS chairman Johnathan M. Wiener. 
Wiener also later says how “unprecedented” 
the support has been, especially considering 

Daily Princetonian (Princeton, NJ),  April 27, 
1962. 
https://papersofprinceton.princeton.edu/princeto
nperiodicals/cgibin/imageserver.pl?oid=Princeto
nian19 620427-01&getpdf=true. 
111 Kennedy, Patrick D. "Reactions against the 
Vietnam War and Military-Related Targets on 
Campus: The University of Illinois as a Case 
Study, 1965-1972." Illinois Historical Journal 
84, no. 2 (1991): 101–18. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/40192359.
112 The Daily Princetonian (Princeton, NJ). 
"Liberal Activist Group to Open Local Chapter." 
October 4, 1965. 
https://papersofprinceton.princeton.edu/princeto
nperiodicals/cgibin/imageserver.pl?oid=Princeto
nian19 651004-01&getpdf=true.

the “traditional Princeton apathy.”113 Later in 
early 1966, a conservative teach-in about 
American military strategy occurred, led by 
the Conservative club and directed by 
conservative faculty on campus.114 These 
instances are undoubtedly reactionary to the 
more significant campus-wide attitudes but 
merit inclusion as they are evidence of 
Princeton’s traditional values combatting 
this liberal movement on campus.

In 1966 the movement began hitting its 
stride as the protest became a standard 
fixture on campus. As the movement grew, 
students’ voices grew. In a march 1966 
article polling students about the issues they 
are most concerned about, the Anti-war 
protest polled near the top however was 
outshined by campus-related issues, such as 
food and living conditions.115 While this 
says little about the student protest of the 
war in Vietnam, it reveals two critical things 
about Princeton at the time. Firstly, 
Princeton students were incredibly active on 

113 The Daily Princetonian (Princeton, NJ). 
"SDS Banner Tempts Thief, Draws Crowd." 
December 3, 1965. 
https://papersofprinceton.princeton.edu/princeto
nperiodicals/cgi-
bin/imageserver.pl?oid=Princetonian19 651203-
01&getpdf=true.
114 Durkee, Robert. "Conservatives Stress 
Military Victory: Teach-ins Urges Vietnam 
Action." The Daily Princetonian (Princeton, 
NJ), January 7, 1966. 
https://papersofprinceton.princeton.edu/princeto
nperiodicals/cgi-
bin/imageserver.pl?oid=Princetonian19 660107-
01&getpdf=true. 
115 Miller, Damon. "Student Protests: What Are 
the Issues?" The Daily Princetonian (Princeton, 
NJ), March 11, 1966.
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campus at this time, inspired by the 
enthusiasm caused by the Anti-war protest. 
Secondly, this shows that the most 
significant external issue to Princeton 
students was the war in Vietnam, suggesting 
growth in support for anti-war protests.

As protests grow and time 
progresses, and anti-movements grow, so 
too does student involvement in SDS. By 
May of 1968, SDS had grown to massive 
heights,  leading The Daily Princetonian to 
raise the question, “SDS or UGA?” The 
UGA is the student government association 
elected by students and meant to represent 
the students. As the article reads, “There is 
no other strong political interest group on 
campus, and the UGA has proven itself to be 
an impotent governing body capable only of 
reacting to events and unable to cause 
creative change where change is needed. 
The SDS has easily and naturally taken over 
the vacuum in student leadership. There is 
now a genuine danger that relevant student 
issues and the entire student power concept 
will be identified with the SDS banner and 
that as these issues come of age, the SDS 
will increasingly be taken as the voice of the 
Princeton student body.” This speaks to the 
incredible power that SDS had by 1968. 
This article suggests that SDS was the 
governing body of Princeton University at 
the time. As the article states there are 
“nearly 150 members and well over 200 
sympathizers.”8 making it the largest student 
organization on campus. This article 
illustrates the effect of the anti-war 
movement on Princeton university, as the 
SDS, an organization founded to oppose the 
war in Vietnam, has committed a quasi-coup 
of the student government, crippling their 

effectiveness. Princeton is fully invested, 
and SDS is at the peak of its power on 
campus. Nevertheless, this success is short-
lived.

As students returned in the fall of ‘68, SDS 
had a significant setback. At a meeting about 
protesting the new student government in 
UGA, SDS had an ideological setback, 
causing a split into two camps. The 
“revolutionary” who intended on a walk-out 
at the UGA meetings, vs. the “Liberal 
politics” camp who decided for a more 
moderate course of action. The division 
“threaten[ed] to cripple the effectiveness of 
that organization and to interrupt the 
workings of the student-faculty Committee 
on the Structure of the University”116 This 
ideological the split was the beginning of a 
slow and unceremonious decline in SDS’s 
popularity on campus. This ideological split 
was one typical among SDS chapters as the 
organization progressed into more radical 
and less palatable avenues.117 nevertheless, 
students at Princeton were still appalled by 
the War in Vietnam and continued 
protesting the war. However, with the 
ideological split, this came in different 
forms.

116 Balfor, Richard. "SDS Walk-out Threatens 
Structure Committee." The Daily Princetonian 
(Princeton, NJ), October 2, 1968. 
https://papersofprinceton.princeton.edu/princeto
nperiodicals/cgi-
binimageserver.pl?oid=Princetonian196 81002-
01&getpdf=true.
117 Isserman, Maurice, and 

Michael Kazin. 
America Divided: The 
Civil War of the 1960s. 
New York, NY: Oxford 
University Press, 2000.
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By April 1969, the radicals are 
performing more radical actions, fiercely 
attacking conservative opponents and 
blocking marine recruiters. These actions 
cause SDS to be seen as “not working 
against "the authorities" alone but against 
other students. This position cuts much of 
their sympathetic support.”118 SDS is losing 
traction at Princeton University, and campus 
life is becoming more volatile. What that 
does not mean, however, is that students’ 
opinions on the war are changing. It is just 
saying that they disagree with the extreme 
methods of one organization. In fact, by this 
point, Princeton and its faculty are united in 
a front against the anti-war movement as 
evidenced by the history department’s united 
efforts to publish an anti-war resolve and 
include it into their curriculum.119120 The 
splintered movement is a confusing time for 
Princeton university, as radical acts persist 
on campus, yet the anti-war movement 
continues to grow.

Just as Rider had severe reactions to 
the Kent State killings, Princeton, too, reeled 
from the national outcry. Over 900 students 
marched around campus in protest, 
eventually ending up at the Institute for 
Defense Analysis. A peaceful protest broke 

118 Buckner, Bruce. "Campus Braces for 
Upcoming Radical Action." The Daily 
Princetonian (Princeton, NJ), April 23, 1969. 
https://papersofprinceton.princeton.edu/princeto
nperiodicals/cgi-
bin/imageserver.pl?oid=Princetonian19 690423-
01&getpdf=true.
119 Berkowitz, Ed. "Historians Circulate Anti-
War Resolve." The Daily Princetonian 
(Princeton, NJ), October 2, 1969.

out, protesting the military presence on 
campus. At the same time, Faculty endorsed 
a strike of Princeton’s involvement with the 
Department of Defense after the “senseless 
killing of four students at Kent State.” 
Princeton deciding to cut ties with the 
military is a significant step for the 
University, as the government undoubtedly 
relied on Princeton’s prestige to foster new 
and innovative military thinkers and ideas; 
an example of Princeton’s prestige and 
culture influencing their protests, as very 
few other colleges can take this kind of 
meaningful action against the government, 
nor can students from many other 
universities find a place on campus to focus 
their anger.

Over the next few years and despite 
SDS’s ideological split, the movement does 
not simmer. As more and more opposition 
against the Nixon administration occurred, 
the student body became more and more 
independent against the war in Vietnam, 
culminating in massive campus-wide strikes 
and walkouts in 1972. At this time, the 
Nixon administration was in the 
exaggeratedly long process of withdrawing 
troops, and at Princeton, the anger boiled 
into legitimate action. The April 20th, 1972 
edition of The Daily Princetonian almost 
entirely talks about the organization of 
strikes and walkouts due to current events. 
Peace pamphlets are hung around campus, 
and important board members resign due to 
mounting pressure. A “Frivolous spring 
parade around campus turned into an anti-
war protest” that raised around “300 
students” marching around campus and 
breaking into smaller protests late at night. 
The campus was very active at this time. 
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There are also mentions of a picketing 
schedule for the upcoming week.121after 
these sporadic instances of protest occurred 
for the remainder of the war until 1975; This 
is perhaps because the movement as a whole 
got bigger and became a national issue, one 
that was now in the halls of congress.122

Princeton is a trailblazing school, one 
where the undergrads move on to do 
monumental things post-graduation. This 
was no different in the late 60s and early 
70s; however, the student body had more of 
a fire lit under them to get motivated—the 
student body at Princeton University was 
incredibly active during the Anti-war/social 
movements around the time of the Vietnam 
war. However, Princeton, having the 
tradition and strong minds, never reached 
the full extent of the protest and 
demonstrations as a more prominent school. 
So, as a result, Princeton was greatly 
affected by these movements, but never to 
the entirely extreme end that a school like 
Rutgers experienced. 

121 The Daily Princetonian (Princeton, NJ), April 
20, 1972. 
https://papersofprinceton.princeton.edu/princeto
nperiodicals/cgi-
bin/imageserver.pl?oid=Princetonian19 720420-
01&getpdf=true.
122 Isserman, Maurice, and Michael Kazin. 
America Divided: The Civil War of the 1960s. 
New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2000.
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New York History:

 “A White Man Imprisoned 17 Years for Helping Enslaved People Escape to Freedom” 

Reprinted with permission by the editorial staff of the 
New York Almanack. 

Rev. Calvin Cornelius Fairbank was born 
November 3, 1816 in Pike, Wyoming County, NY. 
He began his academic studies at a seminary in 
Lima, Livingston County, NY, and became a 
licensed preacher in 1840. In 1842 he was ordained 
an elder in the Methodist Episcopal Church, and he 
graduated Oberlin College in Ohio two years later. 
At Oberlin he met John Mifflin Brown (1817-1893), 
a bishop in the African Methodist Episcopal (AME) 
Church and an Underground Railroad activist.

Fairbank was a radical abolitionist who not only 
spoke out against slavery, but actively worked to 
free as many enslaved people as he could. “Forty-
seven slaves I guided toward the North Star, in 
violation of the state codes of Kentucky and 
Virginia,” he wrote. “I piloted them through the 
forests, mostly by night, – girls fair and white, 
dressed as ladies; men and boys, as gentlemen or 
servants – men in women’s clothes, and women in 
men’s clothes; on horseback, in buggies, in 
carriages, common wagons, in and under loads of 
hay, straw, old furniture, boxes and bags; crossed 
the Jordan of the slave, swimming, or wading chin 
deep, or in boats, or skiffs, on rafts, and often on a 

pine log. And I never allowed one to be recaptured. 
For aiding these slaves to escape from their 
bondage, I was twice imprisoned, – in all seventeen 
years and four months; and received… thirty-five 
thousand, one hundred and five stripes from a 
leather strap…”

Fairbank helped free an enslaved person for the first 
time in 1837. While piloting a lumber raft down the 
Ohio River he ferried a slave across the river into 
free territory. He often guided escaped slaves to 
Levi Coffin who helped arrange further 
transportation north for thousands of people.

Fairbank was arrested for helping to transport Lewis 
Hayden, his wife Harriet and Harriet’s son Joseph 
by carriage to freedom in Ohio. He was tried in 
1845 and sentenced to 15 years, five years for each 
of the slaves he helped free. Serving his sentence in 
the Kentucky State Penitentiary in Frankfort, he was 
pardoned in 1849 using money raised by Hayden 
from his new neighbors in Boston. Two years later 
he was arrested again for helping an enslaved man 
named Tamar escape Kentucky to Indiana. In 
November 1851, marshals from Kentucky, with the 
help of the sheriff of Clark County, Indiana and 
Indiana Governor Joseph A. Wright, abducted 
Fairbank and took him back to Kentucky. In 1852, 
he was again sentenced to 15 years. While 

https://www.newyorkalmanack.com/2022/08/calvin-fairbank-imprisoned-17-years-for-helping-enslaved-people-to-freedom/?awt_a=eey.&awt_l=5Lgdg&awt_m=h0FxyQnGSl8Sqy.
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imprisoned in the Frankfort Penitentiary he was the 
victim of harsh treatment, including being 
frequently whipped (he believed he had received 
some 35,000 lashes while imprisoned). From 1844 
to 1870, Kentucky imprisoned at least 44 people for 
helping to free enslaved people. The last man was 
released in 1870, five years after the end of the 
Civil War. Eight of those imprisoned died 
prisoners. 

Late in the Civil War, in 1864, Fairbank was 
pardoned by Acting Kentucky Governor Richard T. 
Jacob. He later wrote a memoir, published in 
1890, Rev. Calvin Fairbank During Slavery Times: 
How He “Fought the Good Fight” to Prepare “the 
Way.” He died in near-poverty in Angelica, 
Allegany County, NY. Rev. Calvin Cornelius 
Fairbank was inducted to the National Abolition 
Hall of Fame and Museum in Peterboro, New York 
in October 2022. 

Rev. Calvin Fairbank During Slavery Times 
(1890) (Excerpts)

A. “I took license to preach in 1840, and in 1842 
was ordained an elder in the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, and closed my course of 
study, graduating in 1844. One incident, more 
than anything else outside of my organization, 
controlled and intensified my sentiments on the 
slavery question. It was this: I went with my 
father and mother to Rushford to quarterly 
meeting when a boy, and we were assigned to 
the good, clean home of a pair of escaped 
slaves. One night after service I sat on the 
hearthstone before the fire, and listened to the 
woman's story of sorrow. It covered the history 
of thirty years. She had been sold from home, 
separated from her husband and family, and all 
ties of affection broken. My heart wept, my 
anger was kindled, and antagonism to slavery 

was fixed upon me. "Father," I said, on going to 
our room, "when I get bigger they shall not do 
that;" and the resolve waxed stronger with my 
growth.”

B. I grew to manhood with a positive, innate sense 
of impartial liberty and equality, of inalienable 
right, without regard to race, color, descent, sex 
or position. I never trained with the strong party 
simply because it was strong. From the time I 
heard that woman's story I felt the most intense 
hatred and contempt for slavery, as the vilest 
evil that ever existed; and yet I supposed the 
institution provided for and protected by the 
United States Constitution, and legally 
established by every slave state; and when, 
previous to investigation, I repeatedly aided the 
slaves to escape in violation of law, I did it 
earnestly, honestly, in all good conscience 
toward God and man.

C. Coming within the influence of active anti-
slavery men at Oberlin, Ohio, I was led to 
examine the subject in the light of law and 
justice, and soon found the United States 
Constitution anti-slavery, and the institution 
existing in violation of law. My conclusion in 
regard to the anti-slavery character of the 
Constitution of the United States was based on 
common law, on its interpretation by the whole 
civilized world, and the recognition of self-
evident truth as the basis of that interpretation, 
viz.: "Where rights are infringed, where 
fundamental principles are overthrown, where 
the general system of the law is departed from, 
the legislative intention must be expressed with 
irresistible clearness, in order to induce a court 
of justice to suppose a design to effect such 
object."

D. This conclusion enabled me to act without 
misgiving, as to my obligation to the General 
Government. I was no longer under obligation 
to respect the evil institution as protected by the 
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Government, but was free to condemn slavery 
and the slave code, — free to follow the 
promptings of duty.

E. Finding, then, the diabolical institution 
unprovided for — finding it positively 
prohibited—finding it to be a conceded fact by 
our best statesmen, North and South, that not a 
state in the Union had slavery established by 
law, I concluded, upon the highest authority in 
the universe, that slavery was chronic rebellion, 
and that I was not only justified, but bound by 
the "higher law," to oppose it in defense of an 
oppressed people. From that time I never 
allowed an opportunity to aid the fugitives to 
pass unimproved; but when men and women 
came to me, pleading the "Fatherhood of God," 
and the brotherhood of man, I did all in my 
power to set them free, subjecting myself to 
imprisonment and the deepest suffering. 

F. Forty-seven slaves I guided toward the North 
Star, in violation of the state codes of Virginia 
and Kentucky. I piloted them through the 
forests, mostly by night, — girls, fair and white, 
dressed as ladies; men and boys, as gentlemen, 
or servants, — men in women’s clothes, and 
women in men’s clothes; boys dressed as girls, 
and girls as boys; on foot or on horseback, in 
buggies, carriages, common wagons, in and 
under loads of hay, straw, old furniture, boxes, 
and bags; crossed the Jordan of the slave, 
swimming, or wading chin deep, or in boats, or 
skiffs, on rafts, and often on a pine log. And I 
never suffered one to be recaptured. None of 
them, so far as I have learned, have ever come 
to poverty, or to disgrace. I have visited a score 
of those families, finding them all industrious, 
frugal, prosperous, respectable citizens. 

G. For aiding those slaves to escape from their 
bondage, I was twice imprisoned — in all 
seventeen years and four months; and received, 
during the eight years from March first, 1854, to 

March first, 1862, thirty-five thousand, one 
hundred and five stripes from a leather strap 
fifteen to eighteen inches long, one and a half 
inches wide, and from one-quarter to three-
eighths of an inch thick. It was of half-tanned 
leather, and frequently well soaked, so that it 
might burn the flesh more intensely. These 
floggings were not with a rawhide or cowhide, 
but with a strap of leather attached to a handle 
of convenient size and length to inflict as much 
pain as possible, with as little real damage as 
possible to the working capacity.

Questions
1. In what decade did Calvin Fairbank become a 

member of the clergy?
2. What “incident’ convinced Rev. Fairbank to 

organize his life to oppose slavery?
3. Rev. Fairbank believed in a “positive, innate 

sense of impartial liberty and equality, of 
inalienable right, without regard to race, color, 
descent, sex or position.” In which foundational 
American document(s) do those ideas appear?

4. What was his initial view of the United States 
Constitution?

5. How did his view of the Constitution and the 
government change?

6. How many freedom seekers did Fairbank assist 
on the Underground Railroad?

7. What happened to Fairbank as a result of his 
activity on the Underground Railroad?

8. Rev. Calvin Fairbank was recently inducted into 
the National Abolition Hall of Fame and 
Museum in Peterboro, New York. In your 
opinion, did he merit this honor? Explain.
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Book Reviews

Troublemaker, by John Cho (Little, Brown, 2022)

Review by Valerie Ooka Pang

This review was originally published in the International 
Examiner and is republished with permission.

Korean American actor John Cho has 
written Troublemaker, an excellent novel for 
middle-school students about racism, a Korean 
American family, and the bonds of a son with his 
father. Cho lived in Everett for part of his young 
adult years and remembers going to the local Fred 
Meyer supermarket, and while his parents shopped, 
he would visit the book section and read a chapter 
in the novel, First Blood. Every week while his 
parents were purchasing their weekly groceries, 
John would read another chapter. 

Jordan Park, a 12-year-old, is always in 
trouble unlike Sarah, his perfect sister, a junior in 
high school. As a Korean American kid, he cannot 
live up to the expectations of his parents, especially 
his father. Jordan picks poor friends and gets 
suspended from school for cheating on tests. He 
does not want to tell his parents about his 
suspension. He thinks he can prove to his family 
that he is not a bad kid. 

The Park family lives in Los Angeles, and his father 
has a store in Koreatown. It is 1992 when race riots 
rock the city. Rodney King is beaten by four White 
police officers. Latasha Harlins is shot and killed by 
a Korean shop owner who says she thought the teen 
was shoplifting. The police found that Latasha had 
the money for the juice in her hand and was not 
stealing. Racial tensions are high.

Jordan and Sarah find themselves in this 
confusing and dangerous time. Jordan wants to help 
his father protect their store because the police do 
not do much for shop owners in Koreatown, but he 
can’t find a ride to the shop. His friend takes him 
part of the way, but then he leaves him at a 
neighborhood hangout. His sister worries and tries 
to find him.

In the end, Jordan learns a valuable lesson 
about guns from his father. He grows up a lot 
during that summer. This is a coming-of-age story 
of a young Korean American male and a portrait of 
his Korean American family. The dialogue pushes 
the story line forward and is a major element in 
creating an engaging novel.

Troublemaker provides an excellent 
opportunity for teachers and parents to talk about 
family relationships and how sometimes 
communications in the family get misinterpreted. 
The story emphasizes the dad’s love for his son 
though the son does not realize how much his father 

https://iexaminer.org/a-12-year-old-troublemaker-forges-his-way-across-koreatown-during-the-1992-los-angeles-riots-in-john-chos-new-novel/
https://iexaminer.org/a-12-year-old-troublemaker-forges-his-way-across-koreatown-during-the-1992-los-angeles-riots-in-john-chos-new-novel/
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cares for him. Teachers can also have students talk 
about the racial conflicts between Blacks and 
Koreans, and police and communities of color. 
Though the story does not take on racial discord 
head on, it provides openings for educators to talk 
about the problems among communities of color. 
This book is extremely timely especially since there 
is so much anti-Asian hate in the nation today.

Health Care Off the Books:  Poverty, Illness, and 
Strategies for Survival in Urban America, by 

Danielle T. Raudenbush, (Oakland: University of 
California Press).

Review by Thomas Hansen

Teachers of social studies—and all teachers 
interested in social justice—can make good use of 
this text as either a good reference for their personal 
library or a good research source for students in 
secondary school courses to read and consult.  
There is a great deal of good information here about 
healthcare and healthcare policies in the US.  The 
book is written in accessible language and does not 
appear to have any offensive passages.

Danielle T. Raudenbush explains the ways 
in which poor urban dwellers in a project navigate 
the challenging world of health care, some with 
insurance, some without.  Raudenbush shows us 

there are three different levels of approaches to 
getting the needed pills, bandages, and even 
medical equipment whether patients follow the 
formal approach to getting their healthcare—or not.

The author makes it clear there is a 
consistent and reliable informal network of helpers 
for poor persons to get pretty much whatever they 
need on the streets.  Raudenbush acknowledges this 
particular qualitative study, done over time, focuses 
very much on healthcare issues and does not 
address food, money, rides, or other items very 
much.  

The author shows us there are those three different 
approaches, first formal: going to doctor 
appointments, buying medication and/or using 
insurance to do so, and then taking all of the 
medication/following all the doctor’s orders, and 
convalescing as directed.  There is also informal—
and this is the one that seems to be of most interest 
to the author.

A second approach is “informal” and it 
involves using local resources and persons in the 
process of purchasing or trading for the pills, 
bartering for the pills, lending other needed medical 
supplies and goods, or purchasing these items from 
a helper in the project.  It is very interesting how the 
author is able to get so much information, and she 
has established very good rapport, it seems, with the 
residents of the project.  Like her subjects in the 
study, the author is African-American, and this 
connection helps her to get the trust of the people 
she interviews.  She also conducts focus groups 
with the residents.

A third approach—she calls it the “hybrid” 
one, shows local and formal together.  The author 
reveals how much the residents of the project bend 
rules, make important connections, share resources, 
and make use of the people who serve as “helpers” 
in that community.  Doctors and other medical 
personnel are also involved in the hybrid approach 
in various ways—and in the informal approach too.
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Helpers provide the backbone for the poor to get 
access to so many services, and to food, and to 
medication, and even to walkers and wheelchairs.  
Often heard among the homeless, also, are these 
kinds of questions:

 Who is giving away winter coats?
 Who has free dinner tonight?
 Is there any place with decent sack lunches 

by my spot where I stay now?
 Where can I get some gloves and underwear 

on a Sunday?
 How do I find that lady who has the phone 

chargers for sale?

In addition to these questions, helpers often 
have to deal with others—such as ones dealing with 
social security application rules, where to get free 
aspirin, how to get disability checks, how to find a 
good dentist who takes XY or Z insurance, and 
other needed information.  As in this book, one will 
find out the streets have helpers who are constantly 
assisting those in need—and who are well-known 
among the street networks.  

Informal networks and devoted helpers are 
an integral part for many residents of that project.  
The author does a great job of show how complex 
the relationships can be. 

Engaging Students with Poverty in Mind: 
Practical Strategies for Raising Achievement, by 
Eric Jensen (Alexandria, VA: Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development)

Review by Thomas Hansen

Eric Jensen provides good hints and 
strategies for dealing with the special and difficult 
problems our poorer students bring to the 
classroom.  The number of students living in 
poverty has grown exponentially, yet many 
educators are not aware of the realities.  Jensen 
shows a good understanding of some of the 
difficulties and challenges students face, and he 
uses a research basis in this text. 

Published in 2013, this book paints a bleak 
picture of a bleak nation.  I am sure Jensen had NO 
idea there would be worse days, COVID-19, and a 
burgeoning homeless population in this country.  
Fresh after the New Great Depression, this book 
was timeless then—and is timeless now.

This text appeared years ago but is still 
relevant because the number of persons on the 
streets has risen, a huge number of families rely on 
food stamps and free lunches, and the homes of 
many families have been boarded up for a number 
of years, with most people not able to afford a 
house and the original occupants of those dwellings 
now living with relatives, in shelters, or in their 
cars.  
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A huge challenge today is how to afford a 
place to live.  Struggling families can tell you this.  
Housing is expensive.  In many cities, very few 
people have any interest at all in providing 
affordable homes or apartments for poorer people to 
live in.  You can count on one hand the cities that 
have actually addressed the problem of “where to 
put the poor people.

The question remains:  “How do we begin to 
help students who face the stressors of hunger, 
despair, and stigma each day?”  It is important to 
serve and protect the students now, while they are 
poor, and deal with housing and other services later.  
But how do we teach them?  Feed them?  
Encourage them?

Jensen includes the data from research on 
these students, starting with health and nutrition 
issues and ranging to the stress levels and daily 
hassles students face.  These and five other areas 
constitute the seven types of challenges facing 
students living in poverty, though I would suggest 
many of our students, in addition to teachers and 
teacher candidates, face many of these same 
difficulties.   Jensen calls these “the seven 
engagement factors,” and the other ones are: 
vocabulary; effort and energy; mind-set; cognitive 
capacity; and relationships. 

Jensen bases his approach here more on the 
stressors facing poor students and less on technical 
information about the poverty numbers and facts 
out there.  For that technical data, we would have to 
go to other sources.  

Jensen proposes “five rules for engagement” 
for teachers to employ in the classroom as a means 
of getting poorer students involved: upgrade your 
attitude; build relationships & respect; get buy-in; 
embrace clarity; and show your passion.  Though I 
think these are good to use with any student, they 

seem to make sense in dealing with students who 
face the hassles and challenges of living with 
poverty on a daily basis, a seemingly unrelenting set 
of difficulties.  Clarity is important, for example, 
because students living in poverty are often hungry 
and tired, and they need straightforward definitions 
and examples, in addition to encouragement and a 
positive learning environment.

Jensen acknowledges hunger and stress and 
the power they hold over students.  He reminds us 
that students should be treated with dignity, and that 
they are the reason we have a job.  The students are 
the future of our country, Jensen reminds us, not 
prison inmates.  

Students living in poverty, especially, come 
to school wondering if someone there cares about 
them, wondering if they are important.  They may 
have difficulty concentrating, and difficulty feeling 
that the school day may offer something interesting 
and relevant in a world that may have forgotten 
them, they may feel.  Younger people, especially, 
have trouble making sense of a world in which there 
is so much hunger.                 

I can think of some other texts from years 
ago that are still relevant.  If Jensen’s older book is 
to be used in a topics class on dealing with poverty 
issues or other such use, including professional 
development meetings or retreats, I would definitely 
recommend one or more additional texts---both of 
them older/older editions fine—with more specific 
information on poverty be included.  One good 
additional text would be: Poverty in America: A 
Handbook, Third Edition, 2013, by John Iceland.   

Another good text would be: Someplace 
Like America: Tales from the New Great 
Depression, Updated Edition, 2013, by Dale 
Maharidge, Photographs by Michael S. Williamson.  
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These could both provide more of the technical 
information not included in the Jensen text.

To summarize, I recommend this text 
because of the good teaching strategies and 
scenarios included.  I think most of what Jensen 
includes is good information for working with any 
student, and certainly any student facing stressful 
situations.  

Coming Out to the Streets: LGBTQ Youth 
Experiencing Homelessness, by Brandon Andrew 

Robinson (Oakland: University of California 
Press)

Review by Thomas Hansen

This is the story of a qualitative research study in 
which the professor was an observer who was able 
to get a great deal of trust and information from the 
subjects interviewed.  Volunteering at the shelter 
where the subjects were housed temporarily, the 
professor conducted this ethnographic study by 
using in-depth interviews to look at the lives and 
goals of young homeless persons.    

I disagree with the author making the clear 
point throughout the book that the family does not 
shoulder much of the blame for the young people 
becoming disenfranchised or bullied or shunned by 
society.  The author hopes people will move beyond 
simply blaming the family for all the difficulties 
youth must conquer in order to survive the young-
adult years.  The author insists it is “the system” 
that needs to be fixed—not the youth and not the 
family.  There would be many people who disagree 
with this author on this point, including many 
people who have battled through those difficult 
years and somehow made it to the other side.

While I leaf back through the book and 
thought again about what I had recently read, two 
young gay men at the next table are telling of the 
terrible experiences they had growing up, coming 
out, and finally escaping a damning and hateful 
family—in both of their cases.  I keep moving away 
from them, but I can still hear every word they are 
saying and do not want to listen.  However, they get 
louder and louder as they share their experiences 
and hopes out loud.  

I am embarrassed I can hear all this—at the 
same time I am thankful I am hearing such a timely 
discussion when I am trying to write some notes 
that will lead to a review of this book.  

They share a common story about the 
oppressive life they have lead “at their family’s 
house.”  I know very little–if anything—about these 
two young men.  I do not know their names or 
where they are from or what their parents are like.  I 
do not know if anything they are sharing very 
loudly is true or not.  But most everything they are 
saying is similar to a story I have heard from many 
young people for years.    

It is true that different people, in different 
situations and cities, will have disparate realities as 
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they “come out” into whatever sexuality or 
personality they take on as adults.  I would argue 
with this author that it is the great majority of young 
LGBTQ persons who have had the most difficulties 
at home—the very people who should be loving, 
supporting, and protecting the youths are instead 
perhaps the biggest challenge facing them.  

Children’s families often abandon them and 
turn them off.  Without the support of the very 
people who should be helping, these youth often 
have to make sure very hard decisions and face 
some terrible dangers to survive.  In the meantime, 
the family continues to withhold their assistance.          

The professor who conducted this study 
insists it is society—not the family—that is the 
culprit in the destruction of young people who are 
meant to come out and live the responsible gay lives 
they should be allowed to live.  The professor 
attempts to show how blame for the young people’s 
stress can be levied against several different pieces 
of the system.  Teachers, school administrators, the 
courts, the police, and mainstream society in 
general are all to blame for presenting the young 
persons with great challenges and judgment.  The 
author makes the point that the family is not the 
main problem and she does this strongly in the 
book.

Maybe in this particular shelter where the 
author interviewed young people, and throughout 
this study, and elsewhere in this book, the family is 
not to blame.  However, I maintain the family is one 
of the most guilty parties in the oppression, 
judgment, and ostracizing of the young people who 
wind up out on the streets and facing terrible 
choices.

I know it is the average families, including 
the parents without much cultural and educational 
understanding, who have no idea how much they 

are contributing to creating a whole population of 
young adults in stress.  These are young persons 
who are struggling to gain their independence and 
who have to make difficult decisions to do so.  
Young LGBTQ persons become involved in 
prostitution, selling drugs, using drugs, shoplifting 
and other sorts of crimes.  

The book does a good and typical glimpse of 
the young people who have been damaged by their 
families (and church and school and neighbors and 
etc.).  There is so much wasted time.  Instead of 
transitioning easily from being children to being 
adults, these young people have to use a huge 
amount of energy to survive, learn, begin to work, 
and then establish new goals later in life, and 
become adults “later” than they wanted to in some 
ways, and “way too early” in other ways.

Much as these young persons are still 
children, they are thrust into the rougher realities of 
an adult world not very interested in protecting 
them.  While I agree society can be one of the 
culprits, I maintain it is principally the family who 
bears the responsibility for making life difficult for 
the young people.  

There is plenty of evidence in the literature 
of the family’s negative role in the lives of such 
young adults.    

Notable Civil War Veterans of Oswego County, 
New York (SUNY Press, 2022) by Natalie J. 

Woodall
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Review by Mary Kay Stone for The Oswego 
County Historical Society

Natalie Joy Woodall writes books about the 
Civil War that are not about battles or campaigns. 
She focuses her spotlight on people: ordinary 
people who just happen to have gone to war and the 
experiences that transform their lives. Known for 
her three previous books: “Oswego County and the 
Civil War: They Answered the Call,” “Men of the 
110th Regiment: Oswego’s Own,” and “Of Blood 
and Battles: Oswego’s 147th Regiment,” Woodall 
takes a different slant in this latest one. All profiles 
are men and women who may or may not have been 
born in the county or entered service in Oswego, but 
who are buried in Oswego County and made an 
impact on county history in some way. Along with 
the men who served, she tells the story of the 
women, usually wives, who supported both them 
and the Union cause by maintaining homes and 
farms, sending supplies to the front, and raising 
morale through their letters. There are examples of 
heroic efforts of the Underground Railroad 
participants as well as the writings of pro-southern 
slavery advocates. While most Oswego men 
enlisted to “preserve the Union,” there are some 
astonishing examples of how soldiers became fierce 

advocates of emancipation after witnessing 
firsthand the cruelties of Southern slavery. Doctor 
Mary Walker earns a place in the book by being a 
contracted civilian surgeon in the war and to date, 
the only woman to earn the Medal of Honor. She 
spent the rest of her life advocating for women’s 
rights and dress reform. She is buried in Rural 
Cemetery in the Town of Oswego. Elmina Spencer 
followed her husband to the war and made her 
reputation as a tireless nurse in hospitals and in the 
field. She was immortalized with her likeness 
carved in the staircase of the New York State 
Capital building.

Backroads & Byways of Upstate New 
York (Countryman Press, 2017) by Christine 
Smyczyski

The author describes twenty driving tours 
for people visiting “upstate” New York. I put 
“upstate” in parenthesis because the book includes 
three tours of the Hudson Valley that are within 100 
miles of New York City. The tours feature natural 
and historical sites, inns, and shopping, and include 
options for day trips, weekend adventures, and 
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longer vacations. The book is will illustrated with 
plenty of photographs and maps. A typical tour 
includes directions on how to get there, estimated 
length and driving times, optional side trips, 
background on the region, and descriptions of 
places to stop. Smyczynski is a native of western 
New Yorker with roots in the Buffalo area.

Nineteen Reservoirs: On Their Creation and the 
Promise of Water for New York City (The 
Experiment, 2022) by Lucy Sante with 

photographs by Tim Davis

From 1907 to 1967, a network of reservoirs 
and aqueducts was built across more than one 
million acres in upstate New York, including 
Greene, Delaware, Sullivan, and Ulster Counties. 
This feat of engineering served to meet New York 
City’s ever-increasing need for water, sustaining its 
inhabitants and cementing it as a center of industry. 

West of the Hudson, it meant that twenty-six 
villages, with their farms, forest lands, orchards, 
and quarries, were bought for a fraction of their 
value, demolished, and submerged, profoundly 
altering ecosystems in ways we will never fully 
appreciate. This paradox of victory and loss is at the 
heart of Nineteen Reservoirs, Lucy Sante’s 
meticulous account of how New York City secured 
its seemingly limitless fresh water supply, and why 
it cannot be taken for granted. In inimitable form, 
Sante plumbs the historical record to surface 
forgotten archives and images, bringing lost places 
back to life on the page. Her immaculately 
calibrated sensitivity honors both perspectives on 
New York City’s reservoir system and helps us 
understand the full import of its creation.

The Ferguson Brothers Lynchings on Long 
Island: A Civil Rights Catalyst (The History 

Press, 2022) by Christopher Verga

Review by Alan Singer

(Reprinted with permission from New York 
Almanack)

In a book dedicated to Wilfred Ferguson, the son of 
Charles Ferguson, teacher and historian Christopher 
Verga resurrects the story of two Roosevelt, New 

https://www.newyorkalmanack.com/2022/10/ferguson-brothers-lynchings-on-long-island-a-civil-rights-catalyst
https://www.newyorkalmanack.com/2022/10/ferguson-brothers-lynchings-on-long-island-a-civil-rights-catalyst
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York brothers killed by a Freeport police officer in 
1946. Verga opens The Ferguson Brothers 
Lynchings on Long Island: A Civil Rights Catalyst 
with an account of the long history of racism on 
Long Island and in the Freeport area including Ku 
Klux Klan activity. The background to the 1946 
killings takes up the first third of the book. The 
book is well researched and referenced with 
extended quotes from official court documents and 
newspaper accounts. It is available from Amazon in 
Kindle and paperback formats.

On February 5, 1946, two African American men, 
brothers, were shot and killed by a white 
probationary police officer in Freeport, New York. 
The officer claimed that the men were part of a 
group of four, all brothers, who were using “abusive 
and threatening language” and that one of the men 
he shot had stated that he had a .45 and was going 
to use. The officer’s first shot struck 27-year old 
Charles Ferguson, a World War II veteran, in the 
heart and killed him instantly. The second shot 
wounded Joseph Ferguson, aged 20, and then struck 
Alphonso Ferguson, aged 25, in the head. Charles 
and Joseph Ferguson were both wearing military 
uniforms when they were shot. Alphonso Ferguson 
was taken to Meadowbrook Hospital in East 
Hempstead where he died. The fourth brother, 
Richard Ferguson, also a veteran, was arrested and 
charged with disorderly conduct. He was tried, 
convicted, and sentenced to 100 days in jail, but his 
conviction was overturned on appeal. Military 
tribunals later cleared the brothers of any blame in 
the incident. Charles Ferguson was buried at the 
Long Island National Cemetery with full military 
honors. 

At the time of the shootings, Freeport was a 
segregated town. There were no Black police 
officers there or teachers in the Freeport school 
system and Black children were all zoned to attend 

one elementary school regardless of where they 
lived.

After Nassau County District Attorney ruled 
that the shootings were justified, the New York 
Committee for Justice in Freeport, the American 
Jewish Congress, and Congressional Representative 
Vito Marcantonio of Manhattan demanded that 
Governor Thomas E. Dewey authorize a new 
investigation. In July, Dewey appointed Lawrence 
S. Greenbaum, as a special investigator to hold 
hearings and examine witnesses. Greenbaum, a 
lawyer, was a member of the NAACP. A petition to 
Governor Dewey condemned the Nassau County 
District Attorney for “not properly and without 
prejudice carry out his duties in the presentation to 
the February grand jury” and the Freeport Village 
Board for prejudicing the proceedings by 
exonerating the white officer before the grand jury 
had heard the case. The petition also asserted that 
the brothers were not drunk as the police claimed, 
and that the incident had been precipitated when the 
operator of a lunch counter had refused to serve the 
men because they were Black. Legendary folk 
singer and activist Woodie Guthrie wrote a song, 
“The Ferguson Brothers Shooting,” to support the 
campaign for justice for the Ferguson family.

The cop said that we had insulted the joint man.

He made us line up with our faces to the wall;

We laughed to ourselves as we stood there and 
listened

To the man of law and order putting in his riot call.

The cop turned around and walked back to young 
Charlie

Kicked him in the groin and then shot him to the 
ground;

https://www.amazon.com/Ferguson-Brothers-Lynchings-Long-Island/dp/1467150711
https://www.amazon.com/Ferguson-Brothers-Lynchings-Long-Island/dp/1467150711
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This same bullet went through the brain of Alonzo

And the next bullet laid my brother Joseph down . . .

The town that we ride through is not Rankin, 
Mississippi,

Nor Bilbo’s Jim Crow town of Washington, D.C.

But it’s greater New York, our most fair-minded city

In all this big land here and streets of the brave.

At the hearing, held in Manhattan, the two 
surviving brothers testified that the police officer 
first kicked Charles and Joseph Ferguson and then 
drew his pistol and lined the four brothers against a 
wall. The police produced witnesses to support the 
accused officer, including an African American by-
passer, and no cross-examination of witnesses was 
permitted. The officer repeated his accusation that 
Charles Ferguson claimed to have a weapon, and 
that he shot Alfonso Ferguson when Ferguson was 
charging at him. The officer and the other police 
witnesses admitted that they never saw a gun and no 
gun was found at the scene. A spokesperson for the 
New York Committee for Justice on Freeport 
charged that the investigation was a “white-wash” 
and an “unvarnished fraud’ because witnesses were 
not cross-examined. At the final inquiry session on 
July 23, most of the audience walked out in protest.

After the special investigator’s report was 
released on August 2 and exonerated the police 
officer and the Nassau County District Attorney’s 
office, Governor Dewey closed the inquiry. The 
report claimed that the police officer acted because 
he believed his life was in danger and there was 
reason to believe he would have acted differently if 
“the four men before him had been white and not 
colored.” 

The killing of the African American men in 
Freeport became an issue in the November 1946 
gubernatorial election as Dewey, a Republican, 
campaigned for reelection. Democratic party 
candidate James M. Mead charged that the shooting 
was a lynching and accused Dewey of endorsing 
Southern-style racism. However, once Dewey was 
reelected, the Freeport case dropped out of the 
news.

A side story in the book is the role of the 
American left including the Communist Party in the 
push for the special investigation into the killings 
and for justice for the Ferguson family. While the 
NAACP also called for the inquiry, it avoided being 
too closely associated with the left groups, and 
being branded as communist or communist directed. 
State and federal law officials investigated 
communist influence in the campaign, perhaps more 
carefully than they investigated the actual incident. 
In Nassau County and in Freeport supporters of the 
police officer used left involvement in the campaign 
as a way to discredit the specific charges and deny 
underlying racism in the area.

Verga concludes the book by examining a 
similar story about an African American veteran 
attacked and gravely injured by police in South 
Carolina and other incidents of racism in the United 
States and on Long Island after World War II 
including the notorious racial covenant banning 
African Americans from purchasing or renting 
Levittown homes. Verga note that at least 
demographically, Freeport and Long Island have 
changed since the deaths of Charles and Alponso 
Ferguson at the hands of a police officer in 1946.
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From Scratch. Adventures in Harvesting, 
Hunting, Fishing, and Foraging on a Fragile 

Planet, by David and Jon Moscow (New York: 
Permuted Press, 2022)

Review by Alan Singer

Jon Moscow is the co-executive director of 
the Ethics in Education Network located in New 
York City and a podcaster. David Moscow is an 
actor and producer. Jon and David are father and 
son. In the preface to From Scratch they wrote 
“There are also many meals in here. Some are 
unique. Some are gut-turning. Most are great.” They 
are clearly more adventurous than me. I recommend 
staying with the less gut-turning suggestions.

The first gastronomical adventure is in New 
York City and it is about harvesting and eating 
oysters from Long Island Sound. David claims he 
dreamed about oysters since his boyhood in the 
Bronx with trips to Orchard Beach. I also grew up 
in the Bronx, back in the 1950s, frequented Orchard 
Beach, and I warn readers, nothing good comes out 
of those waters that I would eat, then and now. 
Today the water is considered clean, but when I was 
a boy we frequently saw raw sewage and condoms 
on the waves. 

The best part of this chapter, and every 
chapter, are the gastronomical history lessons. The 
original inhabitants of the New York metropolitan 
region were the Lenni-Lanape who harvested 
oysters before the water was polluted and cooked 
them by wrapping them in seaweed and tossing 
them into a fire. We also learn that Pearl Street in 
Manhattan was “paved” by burning oyster shells to 
create lime that was mixed with broken oyster 
shells, sand, ash, and water. New York continued to 
be the oyster capital of the world until the early 20th 
century when New York City oyster beds were 
closed because of toxicity. David does admit that 
New York City oysters are still considered unfit to 
eat so that he and friends actually harvested oysters 
further east on Long Island.

Other adventures in harvesting and eating 
include trips to South Africa for avocados and 
“dune spinach,” to Mediterranean Malta and 
Sardinia for octopus and snails, Peru with its 
thousands of potato varieties, Kenya for barley and 
honey, and back to New York after a stop on the 
Amalfi Coast and Naples to savor pizza. David 
discusses some of his favorite New York pizza 
parlors including his childhood haunt, Three 
Brothers, on Kingsbridge Road. Brother's Pizza is 
still located at 27 E. Kingsbridge Rd. Another 
noteworthy Bronx pizza destination is Catania's 
Pizzeria & Café at 2307 Arthur Avenue. However 
my favorite is Pizza Plus on 359 7th Avenue 
in Brooklyn because their pizza has the best red 
sauce. The best part of this chapter is the authors’ 
discussion of the history of the tomato, which 
traveled from the Americas to Europe as part of the 
Columbian Exchange. Who knew there were over 
15,000 varieties of tomatoes? 

Fred Ende, Director of Curriculum and 
Instructional Services at Putnam/Northern 
Westchester BOCES, who also reviewed the book, 
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points out that in the first and second chapters the 
authors show that the history of both Long Islands 
and South Africa was influenced, in some cases 
deeply, by food, and that food was influenced by 
history. Ende appreciated the interdisciplinary 
nature of the story the Moscows are telling because 
too often secondary schools disciplines are taught in 
isolation. Elde likes that the book melds science, 
art, culture and history pretty seamlessly.

The book ends with recipes including a 
Philippine dish, Kilawin made with mackerel, tuna 
and coconut, a Native American trout and potato 
dish from Utah, and D Michele’s famous pizza 
dough. I make my own pizza from scratch and I do 
all my foraging at a local supermarket. 

Alan’s Homemade Pizza

Ingredients for the dough

 2 cups flour, plus more for rolling
 1/2 tsp. sugar
 1 tbs. dry yeast
 1 tsp. salt
 3/4 cups warm water (body temperature)
 2 tbs. olive oil to mix into the dough and 2 tsp. 

to oil the bowl

Instructions

1. Combine and stir the dry ingredients and then add 
the water and oil. Stir and knead the dough until it is 
smooth with a slight gleam. If the dough is too 
sticky add a little more flour. If it is too dry, add a 
very small amount of water. I rub a little flour on 
my hands as I knead the dough. After about ten 
minutes I roll the dough into a ball and place it in a 
covered oiled bowl for about an hour and keep the 
bowl in a warm place; sometimes in the oven with 
the temperature set at the lowest level. 

2. While the dough rises I prepare my toppings. I 
use sliced olives, mushrooms, and green peppers 
After an hour, preheat the oven to 475°F. I usually 
use a commercial sauce; my preferred one is 
Barilla. I roll out the dough as flat as I can with a 
rolling pin (without tossing it up and down) and put 
it on a large oiled baking sheet. I brush a light oil 
coat on the dough, cover the pie with sauce leaving 
a thin 1/2 crust on the edges, sprinkle with lots of 
thinly sliced mozzarella, feta bits, oregano, and 
parmesan, and add the toppings. 

3. Now its time to bake the pizza in the 475°F oven 
for about 15 minutes until the crust is brown and the 
cheese is melted. Magnifico!
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